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ABSTRACT
Issues of child protection, child abuse, and

delinquency have generated public and academic concerns about the
ability of adults to underwrite the physical, moral, and social
welfare of children. At the same time, recent educational reform has

provoked debate about the shifting balance of power between parents
and teachers. This book combines these two agendas in a theoretical

framework and examines the common understandings of the concept of
parental responsibility. Data were derived from interviews with 20

teachers from five Scottish secondary schools and from interviews

with 12 middle-class couples and 10 working-class couples with 14-15

year old children Following the introduction, chapter 1 outlines an

ongoing debate that converges on the theme of family decline. Chapter
2 deals with the extent to which the classroom managerial skills of
the teacher are necessarily diluted by a teaching approach that

emphasizes the emotional and social as well as the intellectual
welfare of the child. The third chapter assesses the kinds of
assumptions that parents and teachers make about their respective
spheres of influence. Chapters 4 and 5 document the ways in which

parents assert their moral and social responsibilities in and against

what is perceived to be an increasingly morally and socially
fragmented outside world. The fourth chapter focuses on the routine

business of establishing boundaries within the home that often
necessitate creating boundaries between the home and outside world.
In chapters 5 and 6, the debate around the interventionist powers of

the school as a moral agency is explicitly addressed in an

examination of responsibilities for sex education. The final chapter
locates mdjor findings of the book within the conflicting images of

parenthood that reflect different ideological emphases in public

policy. An index is included. Appendices describe the teacher and
parent samples. (Contains 195 references.) (LMI)
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Introduction

The convergence of public order policy and educational reform in Britain has gen-
erated compelling, if inconsistent, images of the 'responsible parent'. On the one
hand, parental responsibilities are invoked as legitimate socializing powers set against
the 'collectivist influence of the educational establishment. On the other hand, these
same responsibilities are implicated as part of an ever-tightening alleged causal chain
which links delinquency and child abuse to inadequate parenting. What we are not
offered are realistic images ot how the parents themselves routinely negotiate what
Bronfenbrenner (quoted in Popenoe 1988, p. 331)) calls the 'enduring irrational
emotional involvement' with children.

Current public anxieties over family life reflect the wav that social conunent-
ators And politicians trade on common sense in identifying these conflicting impres-
sions of parental responsibilities. Many of these anxieties can also be detected in
the more academic literature on parental decline. This book assesses these common-
sense and academic assumptions which collectively constitute the 'idea' of a parent's
responsibilities from the point of view of parents themselves

The idea of the parent as both victim of state intervention and perpetrator of
inoral neglect has us origins in the wider political and social structures. It also on-
gmates at the agency level from those with a professional interest in the welfire of
both parents and children. Welfare agencies find themselves in a similar double hind
situation Social workers and teachers are both charged with mterfenng in family
affairs and called to account in the assessments of parental culpability.' A second aim
of the book, then, is to assess the role that these 'welfare' agencies play in the con-
stitution of parental responsibilities. In particular, I adopt a case-study approach in
identifying the welfare responsibilities of the teaching profession. In the process. I

exannne the grounded assumptions that teachers make about parents and assess the
quality of relations between the home and the school

In this brief introduction I set out the Arguments addressed in the book. But
first I must address the relevance of teaching as a welfare profession. for the boundary
between the home and 'welfare' has been sharpened recently by concern expressed
about the 'imerventionise role of the social services. Dingwall a al. (19g3) point to
a Oilemina in social ss rk b suggesting an inverse relationship between the success
of the state in underwnting the welfare of the child and the well-being of the finuly.

They [the social servicesj cannot be given the legal power to underwnte
an investigative form of surveillance without destroying the liberal fannlv.

10
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Sthoo !mg, We Uare and Parental ResponsdnItty

At the same time, the state cannot opt out. There is a collective interest in
the moral and physical wellbeing of future citizens, in the quality of social
reproductionis a necessary condition for the survival of this particular type
of society. (p. 22(i)

Social workers have inevitably become the target of critics of the wehre state;
perhaps because of the highly visible nature of the in.rusion into the faimly in the
interests of the child's welfare; perhaps because the social services are depicted as
playing a surrogate parental role in child rearing when fannly breakdown occurs.
What is significant here is the idea that the state makes collective claims on the
child's well-being. Whether these claims supersede the individualistic 'rights' of
parents is a question which informs the discussions with the parents and teachers.'

The apparently intractable relationship between parents and 'welfare' agencies
cannot be so easily applied to relations between the home and the school. The
intemperate tone of the polemic against social work, sometimes suggests that the
very existence of social work as a profession is at stake. State provision of schooling,

on the other hand, does not produce the same degree of apoplexy among the state's

detractors; possibly beLause it is commonly accepted that the school has a legitimate
pedagogic role to play in child development. Critics of the state education system
have focused on the welfarist ethos which allegedly pervades schooling. The Black

Papers (Cox and Dyson, 1971), an early influential critique, offers a sustained attack
on the state and education. Educationalists on the political right argue that there is

a need to restructure parentteacher relations according to free market principles
because of the perception that the school does not act in the best interests of the
parent as consumer. The teaching profession, aicording to its critics, is imbued by
collectivist, 'permissive' principles which undermine the responsibility and authority
of the individual parent (Cox and Dyson, 1971).

Two points flow from this critique. First, the development of a welfare net-
work in school is (Alen taken as evidence of the 'abusive' powers of local educa-
tion authorities and the teaching profession because it draws parents into a more
dependent relationship with the teaching staff and underpins the dominant teaching
assumption that parents, particularly of the working-class variety, are an obstacle in

the teaching process. In Chapter 3 I assess the kinds of assumptions that parents and

teachers make about their respective 'spheres of influence'. More specifically, I draw
on the accounts of a sample of teachers with pastoral responsibilities in illustrating
the mental maps that teachers have of the relationship between the home and the
school. I then go on to assess the ways that these ideas underpin their encounters
with parents.

A second point relates to teaching practice. Teacher% who linked problems
that children had in school primarily to fictors located outside of the teaching con-
text would presumably tend to overcompensate for children from 'problem' back-
grounds when fulfilling their teaching responsibilities in class (Sharp and Green,
1975). Notions of 'standards' %%hall are ionunually invoked by critics of the educa-
tion system do not simply refer to the content of education. They refer also to the

way teachers deliver the curriculum in terms of classroom discipline.

.11



Introdiraion

The teachers in this study, as well as mediating between the home and the
16

school, have more conventional classroom teaching responsibilities. They are thus
well placed to comment on both the influence the school has on the home and any
impact that homeschool relations might have on teaching practice. Chapter 2,
then, deals with the extent to which the managerial skills of the teacher in class are
necessarily diluted by a teaching approach that emphasizes the emotional and social
as well AS the intellectual welfare of the child.

Chapters 4 and 5 shift from the 'educational' to a parental frame of reference
by drawing on the accounts offered by a sample of working-class and nuddle-class
parents. This is not simply a ..,hift from the professional to the personal. For notions
of 'education' and 'welfare' structure the understandings that parents have of their
own responsibilities towards their children. I originally started from the premise that
what parents and teachers do aie fundamentally teferent. In Chapters 4 and 5 I

document the ways m which parents assert their moral and social responsibilities in
and against what is perceived to be an increasingly morally and socially fragmented
outside world. In the process parents often invoke the influence, the skills and the
superior knowledge of the school in constructing for themselves a sphere of respons-
ibility. The relationship between the home and the school, then, does not neatly
dovetail with an implicit division of responsibility between the home and the
school.

In Chapter 4, I concentrate on the routine business of setting up boundaries
within the home that ofen necessitate setting up boundaries between the home and
the outside world. Discipline and control are concepts that structure the daily busi-
ness of classroom teaching. These concepts also routinely structure the responsibil-
ities that parents have for their chddren's welfare. They are delineated in Chapter 4.

In Chapter 5, the debate around the interventionist powers of the school as a
moral agency are more explicitly addressed in referring to responsibilities for sex edu-
canon. Questions of imputed parental responsibility can be tested empincally through
the accounts that parents and teachers give of their experiences in educating children
and pupils in sexual matters. More fundamentally, sex education can be used to illus-
trate the possibilities open to schools tOr underwriting rhe welfare of children whiih
do not necessarily undermine the sense that parents have of their own skills in super-
vising their children's moral welfare.

The concluding chapter locates the major findings of the book within the con-
flicting images of parenthood offered at the beginning of this introduction. Parental
responsibilities here are constructed out of two competing conceptions of parent-
hood which reflect quite different ideological emphaseN in public policy.

In this book, then, I locate assumptions and explanations held about child
rearing and child support at a level which is meaningful to parents and teachers. For
what parents and teachers say matters. Yet, the academic and political agenda is set
by a general state of affairs that makes assumptions about the average parent and the
average teacher. In the following chapter, I outline an ongoing debate within aca-
demia that «Inverges on the theme of family decline. In one sense this notion of
decline is being tested through the accounts that both parent and teachers gi,:e of
their respetmve social worlds. III another sense, the micro level of analysis allows for

3



Slhuoluq, ellare and Parental Responklinhty

the terms of the debate, terms that reflect to some extent public policy pronounce-
ments, to be translated by those interviewed Into their own working vocabulary of
prdctices.

Notes

A recent headline m the LAnidon h.ennw Standard ran 'How the state stole our sons', 7th
Jarman , 1993.

2 An implicit individualism runs through this model of homeschool relations, what Morgan
(1985) term< 'methodological lannlism'. The family is anis ulated as a single unit in rela-
non to the outside world. The family in a rhetoncal and political sense takes on the same
charactensucs as the `individual' where arguments are put forward for the restriction of

ollecnvise trends in society (Mount, 1982).
3 This is not to ly that there has always been a consensus over the necessity for '..ompulsory

education. In the late nineteenth century, conflict was nfe between parents and the state
Os er the introdus non of compulsory education. See 1)onzelot. 1979; David. 1980; Jamieson,
1987 More recently, the alleged increase in school absence has suggested that .he taken-
for-granted compulsory nature of schooling is now being questioned (Carlen. ( leeson
and Wardhaugh. 1992)

4 13



Chapter 1

The Home, the School and State
Intervention

Introduction

In the first part of this chapter I draw on an ideologically and politically dispar-
ate group of scholarly work which converges around the theme of 'decline'. In
more general terms this decline refers to the Webenan notion of disenchantment,
with fimily disorganization taken as the primary indicator of moral decline. Decline
here refers to social changes which undermine the importance and the resilience of
parents.

What I take to be the 'decline thesis' in this chapter is composed of three
frameworks of intervention. Although they can be viewed as quite different, pos-
sibly even incompatible models of 'social control', I go on to argue in the second part
of the chapter that they suffer from similar empirical and theoretical shortcomings.
The first model defines loss of parental authority as a consequence of more power-
ful external influences replacing the social and moral roles of parents. In another
sense, decline refers to the gradual replacement of 'natural', 'traditional' powers with
inure externally defined responsibilities which at best keep parents permanently on
the defensive, at worst disorient and alienate parents. A final way of understand-
ing 'decline' is to question the common basis upon which a theory of family life
is erected. In most instances the modern family presupposes a publicprivate dicho-
tomy that counterpoises the 'natural' personal skills and rights that parents have with
the powers of vanous child support agencies. Rather than being seen as a timeless,
natural state of being, parenthood and by implication 'the family' is a product of
relatively recent social and political change. Within this context, the education sys-
tem arguably plays a formative rather than destructive role in the process of main-
taining strategic control over at the vely least, working-class life.

The second part of this chapter also offers an assessment by focusing on the
methodological as well as theoretical shortcomings. This is then used as the basis for
outlining my own empincal approach to the problem as well as offering a rationale
for the sampling frame.

Welfare and Family Life: Supplanting the Parent

Intervention ("all be read as a simple historical transfer of socializing powers from
parents to outside sources. The resurrection of the finnly by modernists such as

5
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Parsons and Bales (1956) and Fletcher (1966) was countered by conservatives such
as Riesman (1950), Bronfenbrenner (1970) and the Bergers (1983) in the United
States, Popenoe (1988) in Sweden, Meyer (1977) in France, and Mount (1982) in
Britain, who argue that parental authority is under threat from a variety of external
sources ranging from the state to the peer group. Parental authority in these terms
is seen as a necessarily pnvate locus of social and psychological resources, which par-
ents draw on ensuring that their children develop moral characters. Any movement
;win the outside into this private realm is argued to have a deleterious effect on
relations between parents and children.

Within this locus of external intervention, the school is argued to play a prom-
inent part. The Bergers, in Lharactensucally polemical style, argue that the faintly
has now lost its primary moral functions to the education system (1983, p. 191).
Whereas sometime in the late nineteenth century the school only reaffirmed the
values that were transmitted within the family unit, it is now attempting to set itself
up as the only moral frame of reference which would render the authority that
parents have less effective.

Christopher Lasch takes up this theme by arguing that the school is now
imbued with ann-mtellectual ideas that undermine the division between 'education'
and 'socialisation (1979, p. 239). The intellectual content of the curriculum has
been diluted by the demands of what Lasch calls 'life adjustments'. Pupils learn
about practical experiential things that Lasch argues are normally passed on by
parents. Lasch quotes statements made by 'leading educationalists' from the early part
of the century:

Social political and nidustnal changes have forced upon the school respons-
ibilities formerly laid upon the home. Once the school had mainly to teach
the elements of knowledge, now it is charged with the physical, mental and
social training of the child as well. (1979, p. 268)

A key parental responsibility that incorporates 'physical, mental and social
training' is sex education. I discuss this in more detail in Chapter 5. But it is worth
mentioning at this stage that the recent debate over sex education is framed along
the same lines as the decline thesis.' Critics like Thomas Szasz, set up an antagonistic
relationship between the school's moral functions and the idea that sex education
is a parental responsibility because parents are best suited to take 'care and control
of the sexual life of (their) children' (198(1, p. 153). He argues that the systematic
introduction of a sex education curriculum in schools has taken away a parental
right m introduce moral and sexual matters to their children.

Riesman (195(l) more systematically focuses on the ways that schooling under-
mines parental authority through what we might consider the legitimate practice of
classroom teaching. According to Riesman, in the earlier historical period of 'inner-
direction' the teacher had a formal pedagogic relationship with the pupil that was
scrupulously separate from the more affective nes the children had with their parents.

Seating . is arranged formally The walls are deLorated with the ruins
of Pompeii and the bust of Caesar. For all but the few exceptional children

6



The Home, the School and State Intervention

who can transcend the dead forms of their classical education and make the
dead forms come alive, these etchings and statues signify the irrelevance of
the school to the emotional problems of the child. The teacher herself has
neither the understanding of nor the time for these emotional problems,
and the child's relation to other children enters her purview only in dis-
ciplinary cases. (1950, p. 58)

The implication here is that the emotional needs of the child can more appropriately
be dealt with within the home. This division of labour between the school and the
home separates out the affective from the instrumental, the moral from the intel-
lectual. It thus reduces any confusion that might result in the mind of the child from
the potentially competitive nature of the relationship between the school and the
home, if the former attempts to provide a more socio-moral frame of reference.

Riesman argues that the division of labour broke down in the modern period
of 'other-direction'. He cites the changing physical environment of the classroom
which now engenders greater informality in pupil-pupil and pupd-teacher relations.
He goes on to argue that the spatial organization of the classroom changes as pupils
no longer sit in individualized spaces. They are more likely to be placed with other
groups of children who, rather than displaying similar intellectual capacities, are
grouped together according to how well they get on with each other; 'human rela-
tions' enters the classroom. As Riesman states, 'where to sit becomes problematical

a clue to one's location on the friendship chart' (1950, p. 61).
The human relations analogy is further extended as the teacher is more concerned

with the 'management' of the classroom than any unilateral exercise of penal discip-
linary forms. Lines of communication cross through the teacher as attempts are made
to engender cooperative, rather than competitive, relations between pupils. Teach-
ers in these terms become focal points for expression of 'public opinion' (Riesman,
1950, p. 62). Ultimately, the intellectual skills which were previously installed in
individual pupils are argued to have been displaced through this managerial approach.

This model of intervention, then, suggests that progressive teaching practices
need to be seen within the context of an education system which is now imbued
with liberal ideas about 'socializing' the child. The new teadiing ethic extends the
teacher's pedagogic responsibilities into the reahns of psychology and social work.
Teachers are more concerned with associating educational failure with inadequate
parenting. Teachers no longer play the role of pedagogue because their respons-
ibilities extend into the home in the search for solutions to educational failure as a
social rather than educational problem.

The Structuring of Parental Responsibilities

Rather than the school eclipsing the home as a primary social and moral reference
for childrenI second interpretation of intervention emphasizes the responsibilit-
ies that replace parents traditional powers. Lasch (1979) and Harris (1983) argue that
external agencies are influential in the way that they actively encourage parents to
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take responsibility for their children's %vell-being. Not only is the state involved
in the assertion of parental responsibilities, it is actively supervising them. There is,
here, an element of both giving and taking away. The state through the school and
the social services is constantly supervising the child-rearing capacities of the parent.
This means intervening by taking away 'natural' parental skills whilst at the same
time encouraging parents to take more responsibility for their children's well-being.
AL cording to Hams and Lasch, this leads not only to powerlessness, but a more
generalized anxiety.

Both author% link this anxiety to changes in the social structure which has led
to intrusions into the home. Lasch refers to the 'proletarianization of parenthood':
the same changes which have depm ed the work force of their 'craft' skills, are
having a similar impact within the home. This is echoed by Harris.

Childraising beLomes a technical task judged by the effects It achieves.
Parents, like other producersire judged by the quality of their products.
(1983, p. 241)

Hams outlines the way teachers, among others, put pressures on parents to 'turn
out their children. Parents particularly mothers, are seen by teachers to be respons-
ible for their children in an unconditional sense. Independently of any notion that
misbehaviour in school might be a consequence of inadequate teaching, parents are
encouraged to believe they are responsible for the misbehaviour. The child's behaviour
in public becomes an indicator of the parent's technical performance. Apart from
the pressure this puts parents under to get things right, parents are deprived of the
means needed to achieve success in child rearing.

Lasch makes the same point with reference to the influence of Dr Spock. Lasch
applaud% Spock's reversal of his earlier advocacy of 'permissiveness' to encouraging
parents to be 'authoritarian' and to take responsibility (1979, pp. 280-4). Yet, this
position is also criticized. Lasch argues that Dr Spock now tells parent% that their
authority is sacrosanct whilst simultaneously undermining their capacity to exercise
this authority by 'reminding them of the incalculable consequences of their actions'
(1977. p. 172).

Lasch expands on this point in The Culture of Nard3sism. Implicit in the demands
on parents to recap.:ure their authority is the model of the 'perfect parent' (1979,
pp. 291-2). The latter is the a-social anthropological 'mother of more patterned soci-
eties', whose consuinmate relationship with nature is one which modern parents can
never hope to emulate. The irony for Lasch is that any biologically based or nati r-
ally given notion of authority cannot by definition he culturally prescribed.'

For L ascii, then, the central problem for parent% is that they are deprived of
their 'natural' power% by professionals and then encouraged by the %ante people to
take responsibility for their children's present and future This is not
simply the replacement of the maternal instinct with 'therapeutic' solutions. Where
parents are deprived of their responsibilities. Lasch identities two scenarios: at best.

parents act directly on behalf of state-sponsored agencies of control where they have
little decision-making powers; at worst, parents are totally deprived of any role in

8
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the rearing of their children. The problem for Lasch is more complex m that the
therapeutic solution incorporates the notion that parents are central actors in the
process of socialization.

Having first declared parents incompetent to raise their offspring without
professional help, social pathologists 'gave back' the knowledge they had
appropriated gave it back in a mystifying fashion that rendered parents
more helpless than ever, more abject in their dependence on expert opin-
ion. (Lasch, 1977, p. 18)

Harris (1983) identities more immediate problems for parents which reflect the
ways in which the school is able to exercise control over then- own lives as well as
their children's. Parental control, according to Hams, becomes increasingly more
difficult where children spend proportionately less time within the domestic pur-
view. It becomes impossible to restrict children's movements because they are
expected to spend proportionately more time away from their parents at school and
with friends. Parents' problems are further compounded by the kinds of messages
they pick up about how their children relate to their teachers. Ha Ms argues that
teachers encourage children to break down the traditional generational differences
in status by acting as confidantes rather than authority figures (1983, p. 239). The
concept of control assumes that parents are forced to adopt a more hierarchical role
in keeping their children within their purview. This goes against what he terms 'the
dominant child-reanng ideology where authority is downplayed in Civour of close-
ness and equality. Within this context, parents appear to have all the responsibil-
ity without any of the concomitant posver. Whereas the school, because it reflects
the dominant child-rearing ideology and because of its legitimate role in providing
knowledge and skillsippears to have .dl the power and is able to attribute problems
in die classrothn to inadequate patenting.

Social Constructionisrn and Mate- ial Responsibility

The previous models of intervention focus on the way that external agencies, such
as the school, have an impact on family life. There is an implicit essentialism here
in the way that 'natural', 'traditional' skills have been refashioned as 'responsibilities'
by external sources. Furthermore, thts essentialism is reinforced in the way that these
influences are seen as alien and mysofying having a negative effect both on par-
ents' sense of self and their bilk": to take care of their children.

Adopting a more 'social constructionist' approach would require moving away
from ident4ing the essential nature of the 'socializing' role of parents and the
educational' role of teachers. If we refer to the work of the French school of social
constructtonism, namely Aries (196(l), Donzelot (1979) and Badinter (198( I). the
conceptual framework which posits an oppositional relanonship between the private
and the public is abandoned in favour of what Deleuze, in the preface to Policinq
of Fainilio, calls a 'hybrid domain - the social' (Donzelot. 1979, p. x).

Lasch and Hams have both identified the way the school and other 'caring

9
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professions' inadequately attempt to shore up the boundary between the school and
the outside world. But the lack of success here is due, quite simply, to the impossib-
ility of agencies being able to replace or reconstnict the private space upon which
hmily life is built. Donzelot, on the other hand, has a quite different view of the
relationship between the family and the outside world. His thesis is not simply a
story of the rescue of the family by the welfare state. Rather, Donzelot was

positing the family, not as a point of departure, as a manifest reality, but as
a moving resultantin uncertain form whose intelligibility can only come
from studying the system of relations It maintains with the sociopolitical
level. (1977, p. xxy)

The modern family here is not some essentially private locus of values and morality
which had been intruded upon by alien external forces. The French school docu-
mented the development of a discourse which focused on the responsibilities that
mothers ought to have for the protection and nurturing of children. For Donzelot,
the idea of the modern family 2,-resv out of this discourse.

Early twentieth-century versions of this discourse focused on relations between
the family and the school. There were several pronunent elements. Debates took
place over universal education. On the one side there were the elitists who saw this
in terms of the collapsing of distinctions between 'good and 'bad' schools (Donzelot,
1979, p. 203). On the other side there were those who saw the school as a means
by which delinquency might be regulated.' Donzelot also documented the intro-
duction of educational psychology, parent associations and parent schools as the state
moved towards strengthening links between the family and the school.

The key to the synthesizing of what Donzelot termed familial and educational
norms was the introduction of the confessional technique in school (1979, p. 209).
Problems that children had in school were to be thoroughly dissected in discussions
between mothers and teachers. Mothers were to be encouraged to divulge all their
family secrets about their relations with their children. Mothers were also encouraged
to supervise their children's ume at home in an effort to detect any signs that might
indicate the source of the problem (ibid., p. 200. Ultimately, the teacher/councillor
was to encourage mothers to take responsibility for these problems through improving
the communication that they have with their children; by ceding to their children's
demands and by uncovering their children's true desires. The school thus became
an important means through which mothers were able to understand, moralize and
socialize their children.

The more traditional models of intervention and the French school of social
constructionism are by no means mutually exclusive. The replacement of parental
authorir y. with an allegedly weaker set of responsibilities can be read as the replace-
ment of a patriarchal authority with a maternal responsibility. Hams' corollary of
the 'anxious mother' converges on the way that the 'public gaze' for Donzelot falls
particularly on the mother. Yet there is one crucial difference here. L'sch discusses
%dilations of the mother-centred family in pathological terms. 'Monnsin' And the
mamfocal black family are linked to the rise in youthful disaffection and delin-
quency. Donzelot, on the other hand, delineates the way that the mother-t entred
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family was constructed through the convergence of social, economic and intellec-
tual forces as a means of regulating working-class children and solving the recur-
rent problem of delinquency. Donzelot argues that the French education system
in the early twentieth century was instrumental in the development of a maternal
responsibili

Walkerdine (l990), from a British perspective, adopts a similar approach in
identifying this process as a form of 'covert regulation'. Focusing on mothers of
young children, Walkerchne argues that the idea of a maternal responsibility sug-
gests that mothers are held accountable for their children because of a middle-class
model of 'normal' child development that filters through the schools. A pathology
of inadequate socialization is constructed through this covert regulation in class
that implicated working-class mothers by encouraging them to believe that they
are responsible for their children's educational failings. Walkerdine's analysis is

interesting because it turns the traditional conception of decline on its head. Fol-
lowing Sharp and Green (1975) the hberationist (in traditional terms 'permissive')
potential of child-centredness obscures the subtle ways through which children are
controlled. The monitoring of the 'whole child' at 'the child's own pace' is taken
as part of an ever tightening system of checks and controls within which the child
is placed.

In Chapter 2 I take up Walkerdme's position in more detail when delineat-
ing the role of the school and the individual teacher within a welfare network. In
the following passages I want to assess the common themes that run through these
models of intervention in more critical terms. These arguments focus on the con-
junction of social and political change and the development of the caring profes-
sions. Notions of 'welfare' and the 'tutelary' complex' converge on the family by
redefining and restructunng domestic relations according to external and culturally
alien norms. Family relations are opened up for public scrutiny, generating depend-
ency relations that conflict with the way parents internalize their roles as respons-
ibilities. The decline thesis presents us with a range of sophisticated and provocative
reading's of the condition of modern family life. But there is little empirical evidence
to substantiate the negative effects these external sources have on parents. Further-
more, there is little to suggest that the 'average' parent is wholly reliant on the state
Cor bringing up then- children in terms of how the daily routine business of bringing
up children has been dramatically affected. From the point of view of those involved
r. the 'intrusions', there is also little empirical detail on how teachers, social workers

and educational welfare officers undermine the authority that parents have.
These critiques of the state also suggest that the modern family has been

imreasingly subjected to a series of 'social controls'. Whether this is conceptualized
in terms of the 'de-skilling' of parenthood or a discourse on parenthood, parents are
argued to have a much weaker sense of their own authority and have fewer spaces
within which to make meaningful decisions on their children's future. Despite
1 asch's desire 'to convince the reader that the contemporary family is the product
of human agency, not of abstract social "forces, what we have here is the essen-
tial nature of family life determined, more or less, by professional and institutional
agencies of 'social control' (Lasch, 1977, p. xx).

II
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The structural notion of detenninacy, in one sense, is much w,aker in Donzelot's
work. For he suggests a more contingent relationship between the various social
forces that converged on the family. Nevertheless, there is little sense in which
'human action' in the form of resistance, rejection or strategy were prominent fea-
tures of family life. With the exception of Harns' work on the emotional con-
sequences of 'intervention for the family, there is little analysis of the ways in which
parents responded to the overtures of the various agents of the state (Giddens, 1991,
p. 177). (;iven the complex and sometimes contradictory nature of these agencies'
actions, we cannot simply infer a blanket interventionist or policing role from sonie
all-encompassing notion of welfansm (Dingwall, Eekelaac and Murray, 1983). Apart
from tendencies towards 'prolessionalization' and 'bureaucratization', there is little
sense of commitment or conviction from those agents of the state who are argued
to determine the nature of family life. As Dingwall et al. argue. presenting the social
worker, the teacher or the lot: il doctor as 'agents of social control presents a one-
dunensit)iial picture of a subtle reality' p 210).

Lay Social Theories

What is missing from these accounts, then. Is ngorous empmcal analysis that not
only addresses the mechanisms for defining a parent's responsibility and the con-
sequences dils has for the parely, but attends to the perceptions of other key actors
most closely involved in this process. In this book, I address the different ways in
which both parents and teachers make sense of their respective roles and respons-
ibilities. I also outline the understandings that both parents and teachers have of the
intersection of their respective social worlds. Parent and teacher talk conies in the
form of accounts generated from interview data.'

The analytical focus for these accounts is a body of grounded knowledge, a set
of t ommon-sense ideas that parent% and teachers hold about their present circum-
stances and future orientations From the interviews with parents and teacher, I

elicit what Dingwall et al p. 5(') call lay social theories. These are defined as:

commonsense, practical guide(s) which we can consult to make sense of
everyday occ urrences and to formulate appropriate responses.

The lay social theory comes close to Berger and Luckmans' (1968) 'recipe knowledge'
and C;ubruun and Holsteins' (1990, p. 143) 'native theorizing' in that the framework
of ideas and meanings that people draw on is a 'working' knowledge immediately
applicable to everyday situations. Although there is a temptation to counterpoise
this kind of knowledge with the more sophisticated knowledge generated by social
scientists, more recent work has suggested that the lay person relies more and more
on the conceptual frameworks provided by social scientists as a way of coping with
the uncertainties associated with 'post-modern' routines (Giddens, 19)1). Neverthe-
less, the lay social theory can be clearly delineated according to three distinct charac-
teristics First of all, this knowledge is rooted in immediate and practical experience

what Giddens calls 'practical consciousness' (1984, p. xxii) This knowledge is in
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turn framed within more generahzable understandings of the way in which the
social world is organized. A third feature is the normative and prescriptive tone of
these statements which gives them an immediate but general understanding of the
way the world is. Lay social theories, then, in this book, are both moral statements
and explanations of the professional and social worlds expressed by teachers and par-
ents which reflect the practical understandings they have of social problems that are
routinely confronted.

It follows from this theoretical emphasis that the research techniques were
largely 'qualitative' with an emphasis on indepth interviewing. Enough has been
said about the methodological implications of interviewing, but I will briefly make
two points here. First, the interview, if approached carefully and sensitively, is an
effective technique in constructing theories about practices not normally amenable
to more traditional research :-.pproaches. Parents and teachers were, accordingly,
allowed a degree of latitude in accounting for their own social worlds. Second, to
sonie xtent 1 tried to naturalize the interview as an 'encounter' (Gotrman, 1972).
The interviews allowed me to corroborate what the teachers and parents were say-
ing as their accounts unfolded much in the same way as in any conversation where
both parties periodically check the internal consistency of the accounts that they
hear. But I was also able to counter the dangers of over empathizing with respondents
by establishing at the outset that I was interested in documenting and analyzing the
respondents' social worlds. The researcher has a quite specific role to play in docu-
menting and analyzing social life.'

The interviews with the teachers are contextualized in the following chapter
and also discussed in Appendix 2. In interviewing the parents I might have chosen
to intemew the mothers and fathers together. However, I decided to interview
them separately for two reasons. Firstly. I take Laing and Estersons' (1970) meth-
odological injunction seriously they believe that treating interviews with fam-
ily members together as if they counted as observational data does not really bring
us any closer to understanding the family routine." Any attempt at presenting the
family. in the words of Burgess (1926), as a 'unity of interacting personalities' is
restricted where ihe interaction being observed takes place as part of a dialogue with
an 'outsider', the researcher. Secondly, any attempts at contextualizing interviews
with family members as if they counted as observation data, need to be offset by
the advantages of `privacy' in characterizing the interview between researcher and
respondent (Allan, 198(i). Interviewing mothers and fathers together, then, would
have inhibited either parent from answering questions fully and freely, especially
where the questions concerned the topics of power, authority and sexuality within
the home. On this basis. I interviewed parents separately in their homes.

Targeting the Parental Sample

In this final part. I provide a rationale for the parental sample on tlie basis of three
key variables: social class, age of the children, and the gender of the parents targeted.
(The specific details of the parents interviewed can be found in Appendix 2.)
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class

Debates around the decline of the family tend to presuppose a particular family
form." Riesman. Lasch, and the Bergers, in reasserting parental authority over other
external sources of support, eulogise the middle-class form in that parents are no
longer able to produce the bourgeois individual. Donzelot's analysis of nineteenth-
century French society compares the middle-class and working-class family forms.
But his argument falls back on the 'tnckle down theory where social change is
reduced to the embourgeoisement of fannly life; the twentieth century being presented
as the dominance of a bourgeois-privatized family form.'

Harris' work is more promising in that, by looking at the emotional intenor
of the family, he argues that we cannot deduce the precise form that fanuly rela-
tions take from the mode of production (1983, p. 244). Yet, there is little to suggest
that any family members are able to escape the proletarianizing effects of late cap-
italism.1' The work of Zaretsky (1982) and Holman (1988), on the other hand, is
instructive in identifying the class-based nature of welfare consumption and state
activity. Zaretsky criticizes the proletarianization thesis by arguing that any marxist
themy of the family needs to distinguish the character of family life along social class
lines (1982, p. 19( ). Hohnan, following Walkerdine, focuses on the way in which
the state targets the poorest families for intervention.

Research that focuses more specifically on the links between parents and teachers
tends to suggest that middle-class parents have a structural affinity with the schooling
system (Bernstein, 1975; Newsons, 1976). Unencumbered by the community and
the subculture, middle-class parents are able to direct their children into middle-class
and professional positions by taking advantage of the post-war expansion in educa-
non. Little is said about how these structural affinities were played out in the form
of contacts and networks with teachers. Little is said about the quality of relations
between parents and teachers.

Sharp and Greens' (1975) analysis of child-centred teaching practices draws
on accourts from both parents and teachers. Yet, the focus is on relations between
parents aod teachers in a 'deprived' working-class area. This work sull begs two
questions: is the adoption of a child-centred approach as much a product of the
social geography of the community as any deep seated commitment to a particular
teaching philosophy? If not, how might a child-centred approach m a middle-class
school influence the quality of relations between the teachers and parents? Lareau
(19W)), wrung within a North American context, does not directly address these
questions. But in her ethnographic analysis of parents and teachers in a middle-class
and working-class area she does provide more qualitative evidence to back up the
general trend in the sociology of education, mentioned earlier, by suggesting that
access to cultural capital determines the quality of relations between parents and
teachers. Ownership for middle-class parents strengthens their affinities with teach-
ers. As in Connell et al.'s (1982) notion of 'mutual mistrust' between the working-
class home and the school, Lareau argues that the absence of cultural capital produces
'separateness' parent-teacher relations here characterized by anxiety, mistrust and
misconununicanon.
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I have argued that we nt.ed to go beyond the macro level in uncovering both
the quality of relations between parents and teachers and the 'mental maps' that they
both draw on in making sense of their responsibilities. Apart from the size of the
parental sample, the exploratory nature of this approach limits the generation of
statistical correlations. Nevertheless, the inclusion of a stratified sample according
to social class is a useful starting point in identifying the parents to be interviewed.
From time to time the data is used to highlight possible differences between working-
class and middle-class parents.

The parental sample was also defined in terms of the stage the parents had reached
in the family hfecycle. First, I take up the point made by Graham Allan (1985,
p. 42) that very little work has been done on the parenting of adolescent children. It
may be that child rearing is seen to be a more complete and unconditional respons-
ibility in early childhood for parents (Ribbens, 1993, p. 82). It may be that parent-
hood or motherhood at this stage of the family lifecycle conforms more precisely
to the dominant concept of 'socialization which suggests a linear and determin-
istic relationship between the parent and child. I also suggested in my review of the
decline thesis, that research and analysis on c! j rearing tends to focus on parenting
in the early years because this period is taken to be the most formative in the life
of the parent and the child.

This book addresses these issues empirically by drawing on data from parents
of adolescent children. In Chapter 4 I first assess the ways in which parents attempt
to balance the demands made on themselves as carers and the need to allow their
children a degree of adolescent autonomy. There is here the suggestion of a more
dynamic relationship between parent and child. At the same time, I argue that
parents still have a significant 'formative' influence during this period. Secondly,
early indications from the teaching sample suggested that 14- and 15-year-old chil-
dren were the most difficult to manage in the classroom. Given that the book is
concerned with the ways that teachers 'explain' problem children with reference to
the roles parents play, it made sense to focus on this age range in the interviews with
teachers. Given also that there is an implicit comparative frame of reference between
parenting and teaching it was important to interview parents with children at this
'difficult' age. Thirdly, the 14 to 15 age bracket was important because it was the
point where parents took a formal 'educational' responsibility for their children's
future school career.

Chapter 3 assesses the quality of parentteacher relations by focusing on the
subject choice process which gave parents and teachers the opportunity to discuss
the future academic careers of the children.

I mentioned earlier that the paucity of sociological research on parents and adoles-
cents reflects an over-emphasis on the early formative period of child rearing. This

4
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may ako account for the neglect of the fathering role with researchers tending to
assume that it is mothers who play the formative role in the early years. I return
to this theme in Chapters 4 and 5. A bnef comment is necessary here in establishing
the possibility of the father playing a more formative role.

From the earlier discussion on the rise of the concept of parental responsibil-
ity, the decline thesis identifies the loss of paternal power and authority as a major
source of moral decline and confusion. There is no need to rehearse the well-
worn theme of the 'absence' of the father figure. What is being argued by Lasch,
Donzelot and, more recently, Dennis and Erdos (1993) is that problems parents have
with their children are a direct consequence of the gradual replacement of paternal
althorn,- with an allegedly weaker form of maternal responsibility. In Chapter 5 1

question the assumptions made about the marginal role that fathers play in child
rearing. Furthermore, the marginal role of the father is argued to be a consequence
of parents becoming more open to external sources of influence and support with
mothers being specifically targeted by welfare agencies and the 'therapeutic' coin-
intinwv." I assess this in Chapters 3 and 5 by drawing on the lay social theories and
general percepcons that teachers have of the respective roles of mothers and fathers.

Notes

41 sex educatior would appeac to he a fundamental aspect of soctalization in
most so,leties, it is less of a public mu,' in some countries. According to Goldman and
Goldman (1982. p. 701, Sweden has a more open approach to 'discussions on sex' and
a public consensus over sex education in schools.

2 This point is discussed in more detail in my review of Anderson. I) (1988) hill Circle'
linuNing 'p People in die Post-PernussnY Society (Wyness. 1990).

3 David (1980) has produced a useful text on these developments in lintain.
4 The methodological problem of separating 'teaching' and 'parenting' from teachers with

luldrell Who were interviewed is discussed in Appendix 1.
5 See Wyness, 1994h, for a review of these implications
1, In Bott's (1964, pp. 19-2o) case het research was hampered by being perceived by some

of her respondents as bo(h confidante and therapist.
7 There are, of course, sertous cultural hmitations on doing a full ethnography of family

life See Nkynes 09%, forthioming).
8 See Bernardes (1985) and Gams (1985) for a critique of the 'universal' nuclear family
9 See Lynn Jamieson, 1987, for an extended critique of this.

II, This is evident from an earhe paper where Harris distinguished between two family
types, the 'disintegrated and 'child centred' fanulies (Hams, 198(1). Hams follows Lasch's
notion that the individual's public identities have been proletariamzed. They both fol-
low the marxist line that the skills of the work force have been expropriated by a capitalist
class through the introduction of scientific management techniques. Deprived of their

workffs are forced to seek a nwaningful social identity through the family. This
leads to w hat Hams terms an 'implosion' within the domestic unit. In lus later work
this ic associated with a form of child-centredness. But in an earlier paper. Hams sug-
gested that implosion could lead to a quite different model of domestic relations. Kather
than investing all their emotional resoliri Cs within the family, individuals opt out of
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meaningful family interactions and adopt a more negative consumerist approach to the
home. Parents, rather than investing all of their energies in their children as a means of
compensating for then- 'external' alienation, are treating the home more as: 'a unit of
consumptioni base to which members return to eat and sleep and watch TV' (Hams,
1977, p. 399).

Family life, rather than complemenung the instrumentalism of the public sphere,
then, is duplicating on a smaller scale the disintegration that has taken place in the public
sphere of work. Now this model of family relations acts as an interesting theoretical
counterpart to child-centredness. It also converges with Donzelot's interventionist model
of family life which counterpoises the 'rejected' child with the 'over protected' child
(1979, pp. 193-194). As I discussed earlier this typology is absent from Harns's later
work on the family. Harns leaves us with only one donunant type of family generated
by a later form of the capital.,, social structure.

11 Parsons takes a charactenstically optimistic line here by documenting the replacement
of fon-nal powers over children with more informal, culturally given sets of responsib-
ilities. The protessionahzation of motherhood is the investment of the process of child
reanng with a rationality (Parsons and Bales, 1956, p. 2(). Parsons seems to be arguing
that mothers are no longer helpless victims of biology and nature. For the yin. notion
of socialization means that mothers are involved in a more technical and sophisticated
process of decision making at every mmutdy defined level of child reanng. Mothers are
able to rationally assimilate the information they pick up tioni the outside about how
their own children behave. Mothering is thus no longer conflated with nature.

17



The Institutional Context
Schooling, Discipline and Welfare:

Chapter 2

Introduction

The emphasis on 'standards' within the present discourse on education not only
signals dissatisfaction with the content of education but also the way teachers pres-
ent themselves to the pupils. The critique of classroom discipline has its origins in
the Black Papers where the emphasis was very much on children being 'trained in
civilised manners' and where the 'duty [of the teacher] was to direct, not to remain
passive and uncommitted to high standards of behaviour and learning' (Cox and
Dyson, 1971, p. 21). 'Liberalism', 'welfansm' and `child-centredness' were all cited
as cause ,. of this teaching malaise (ibid., pp. 98-9).

A more recent and even-tempered version of this argument was published by
the Department for Education (Alexander, Rose and Woodhead, 1992). Teachers
were accused of applying (and in some cases misapplying) child-centred ideas. Teach-
ing became a form of 'applied child development' which detracted from the busi-
ness of imparting knowledge in a more individualized sense. The prescriptions are
clearly laid out. An emphasis on whole class teaching around traditional subjects
projects the teacher back into the centre of the class. The teacher, acts as the vis-
ible oracle and source of legitimate forms of communication in class. The teacher
dominates by initiating everything, and everything is connected to the intellectual
advancement of the pupil. In this situation, teachers are in the best position to assert
themselves in checking pupils who get out of hand. Discipline, thus, becomes the
public imposition of a set of behavioural guidelines which function both to manage
the present teaching situation and shape future notions of public propriety and

In one important sense, whether or not there is any truth in the claim that
teacher. play a much weaker controlling function in class is irrelevant. For the rad-
ical overhaul of the content of education the introduction of the National Cur-
riculum and Standard Assessment Tasks (SATs) forces teachers back into the
traditional mould. The sheer scale of introducing a standardized curriculum, sus-
tained through systematic and periodic assessments, gives teachers little opportunity
to 'indulge' in more liberal teaching practices (Brehoney, 1990).

Yet, the crucial link between the nopwitional nature of these standards and the
voluntaristic emphasis on parental choice is the populist notion that parents, if given
the holt e, would advocate a return to traditional teat hmg methods (Adam South

Ix
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Institute, 1985). Now recent resta-eh (West and Varlaam, 1991) appears to support
the contention that 'good discipline' is one of the MOSE important criteria drawn on
by parents in choosing a school for their children, but we cannot automatically take
this as a cntique of existing practice in school.

Assessing the quality of present-day teaching approaches is not the purpose
of this study. But we can interpret the significance of school discipline following
Wolpe (1988, p. 19), in the way that the disciplinary system in school is seen as the
fulcrum for the successful organization of day-to-day classroom activities.

In this chapter I take the proponents of traditional discipline to task on two
other grounds. Firstly, that they rely on inferences from theoretical considerations
over the education system. To put it simply, according to this thesis, the system
is welfanst and the professional ethos is child-centred, therefore teachers adopt
teaching styles that are consistent with these tendencies. This overly deteninnistic
approach neglects the effect that the schocl itself has on the character of teaching.
The tension between the standardizing effects of the National Curriculum and
the individualizing thrust of school management generates interesting questions
about the status of the Individual school (Hargreaves and Reynolds, 1990; Hardy
and Vieler-Porter, 1990). But the construction of new types of schools will arise out
of a combination of legal and political forces imposed on schools from the outside
and pre-existing localized differences which depend more on the individual repu-
tations of the schools themselves. We, therefore, have to account for the impact of
the school ethos on the running of the school and the organization of classroom
activities. This is discussed in the first part of this chapter where I introduce the
schools.=

A second point of departure from the traditional line on discipline rests on my
argument that tf the school takes more responsibility for the welfare of the child,
then it is inevitable that teachers become more than just 'a controlling power upon
(the) will and appetites' of children (Boyson, 1973, p. 138). It does not follow from
this that teachers have abdicated their pedagogic dunes in favour of a more surrogate
parental role. In the second part of this chapter I outline a more positive, disciplinary
role for the teachers through the development of a welfare network in school. This
includes an outlme of the links that the school has with outside agencies, the way
that the pastoral syst,ln and disciplinary framework feed off each other in producing
a network of knowledge and communication and the potential this has for extend-
ing the school's influence into the local community.

Finally, despite the constraining effects of policy, social structure and to a cer-
tain extent the school ethos on the individual teacher, we cannot predict with any
certainty how a teacher will behave in a class when confronted by thirty adolescent
students. The third part of the chapter is taken up with an analysis of actual teach-
ing practice taken from teackrs' accounts of their disciplinary practices in class. This
can he presented as empirical variety winch challenges any generalized notion that
teachers have lost their disciplinary powers. But at this level of analysis we also
identify the creative possibilities for classroom control; possibilities that only arise
out of teachers adapting to contingencies; possibilities that are normally translated
into teakhing routines (Ilargreaves, 1979). Although teachers refer to ideas, policies
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and stmctures outside of the', immediate control, there is still a strong sense of rel-
ative autonomy in the way that they nunage the classroom situation.

Discipline and the School Ethos

What teachers think and do with respect to the 'consumers of education' and their
pedagogic responsibilities is inevitably influenced by the school environment. The
individualizing tendencies of the education market place the introduction of
league tables cannot completely negate pre-existing localized 'reputational' dif-
ferences that characterize schools. These are made up of underlying sets of norms,
values and practices associated with what we might tern a school's ethos.'

In this section I want to introduce the different characters of the schools with
reference to their disciplinary approaches. Modes of discipline and control are key
themes in this book. They were also useful subjects through which teachers were
able to discuss the ethos of their schools. But in cas,i I contrive a collective opinion
from the teaching staff about the unique character of their schools, in the following
I distil from the teaching interviews features that make up the ethos of the school
and present, where relevant, conflicting accounts of the ethos from different teachers
within the same school. In most instances this does not necessanly produce a frag-
mented image of the schools. As I will demonst-ate, differences of opinion normally
revolve around the extent to which teachers think their schools live up to their
reputations.

Broadly speaking, when asked what they thought their school stood for, five
of the eight teachers at St Mary's and Waterston spontaneously mentioned 'standards
of behaviour', 'topdown discipline' and 'firmness'. Teachers from Boreston and
Stenhouse, on the other hand, emphasized a more cooperative model of teacher
pupil relations. Four of the eight teachers spontaneously mentioned 'pupil-centredness',
not being 'authoritarian', and 'negotiating' with the pupils as ways of describing
a collective teaching approach.' I was not able to assemble a picture of the fifth

school, Logan High, from what the teachers said. I briefly refer to what seemed to
by relevant to that school at the end of this section.

Mary'N Cathoht Sthoor

Given that there are few Catholic schools in Scotland, St Mary's is situated in the
middle of a much wider catchment area than the average Scottish school, a catch-
ment area that stretches across the northern and western boundaries of the ciry and
takes in a commuter belt of small rural towns and villages. Although its 612 pupils
are predominantly Roman Catholic, over the past few years St Mary's has attracted
a mmonry of non-Catholics. There were mixed feelings about this. Some trailers
saw this popularity as a consequence of the school's ethos; a 'firm but fair approadi
to discipline underpinned by a strong communitanan Chnsnan sense of purpose
Others linked the school's populanty to the new educational reforms The assistant
head when referring to the new reforms argued that.
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opting out would be disasnous for us. It would encourage more non-
denominational parents to send their children here.

For Bill Short, an assistant head with twenty-eight years' experience at St Mary's,
taking the school out of local authority control was tantamount to allowing local
parents from all denommanons a dictatorial influence that would dilute the school's
unique Catholic character. Mary James expressed the same concern over the loss of
Christian purpose but referred to this as a product of internal change.

I'm a firm believer in discipline and there are other staff who are, but
there's a feeling that we don't all agree with what comes from the top. I

feel that, not from our deputy who's very strong on discipline, but the
head's a bit lax here. You know, very much for the kids and falls over
backwards to accommodate the kids at times which I feel is not gt md.

Waterston High School

Waterston High was the largest school with 1141 pupils. Situated on the outskirts
of the eastern city boundary in a residennal area with a predominantly middle-class
population, the staff prided themselves on being able to produce high academic
achievers. Waterston thrived on its reputation for being locatediccording to Liz
Sun, in 'an area where parents have very high expectations'.

The teachers were presaging, possibly in an unconscious sense, the pressure%
that 'magnet' schools are now under to maintain their 'market positions'. Because
it was one of six 'magnet' schools within the city, in both educational and discip-
linary senses die Sc hool had a reputation to live up to. This was expressed by one
teacher in terms of the social class backgrounds of the pupils.

The school is not poor in the things that really matter because the kids are
interested in their work, they take a pride in their work and it is of a high
qt.ality It's a school where there is very little depnvation in terms of money.
People are basically well off. There are children away from school just now.
skiing a well-known hobby here, so is golf The sorts of things that
indicate that they have money.... The children pay a great deal of atten-
tion to where they book their holidays, their parents' type of car, designer
brands things like this.

In one sense, the size of the school shaped a positive image that teachers had of the
school in relation to how they felt they were perceived by parents as teachers in
what Wexler called 'the pursuit of professional excellence' (1992, p. 72). In .morher
sense, this 'success' worked against any strong collective feelings that the teachers
had bout the school. Vivien Willis puts the point well

In a big scloiol it's difficult to have a cohesive ethos because of the frag-
mentation by each year head having their own little area cif responsibility.

2 1
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Each in their own way !s strict and lets the kids know what is expected
of them. In fact, as a cohesive unit It doesn't always conic across as one
voice. ThaCs to do with size and the fragmentation of the building. There
isn't a central area where the school can meet.

Swnhouse Aeademy

Stenhouse Academy, situated in a small town approximately forty kilometres east
of the city centre, has 400 pupils with a guidance staff of six. Over the past fifteen
years, with the closure of the nunes and a major car manufacturing plant, the area
has been marked by severe industrial and demographic decline. Jean Bryce predict-
ably confirmed that a high proportion of this population were working-class pupils
at the poorer end of the socm-economic spectrum.

Stenhouse is a poor area. The rector read out some document that said we
were the most deprived area in the region outside the city. We have a lot
of one parent families, separated families.

As a centre for Orange Lodge activities, Stenhouse is also an area known for its
religious sectarianism.'

Although in cultural terms Stenhouse was quite unlike Waterston, there was
an important similarity in the way that the staff from both schools tended to express
the school ethos in terms of parental expectations. But, whereas for Waterston
teachers tended to emphasize the supportive nature of the catchment areait Stenhouse
the ethos was asserted in contradistinction to the way parents expected the school
to behave. Parental expectations here were linked more to how teachers ought to
discipline their children.

The focal point for this tension at Stenhouse was the headteacher who had just
arrived from another tough school within the region. He had an almost evangelical
approach to changing attitudes both in and out of school. Dunng our first discussion
the head took out a belt from his drawer and stated, 'I sometimes produce this piece
of leather in class and refer to it as an antique!' The belt symbolized for hUn the
negative, repressive image of the school that he had actively been trying to change
as a teacher and headteacher. The belt also symbolized the predominant disciplinary
approaches of the parents from within the catchment area when he claimed that
many children took an 'awful beating from their parents'. Corporal punishment was
seen by the parents as the only answer to the problems of indiscipline in and out
of school According to the head, his views on discipline were very much at odds
with those of the parents. He argued that:

disciplinary problems can be minimized by treating the pupil as .1 motivated
individual with his own particular social go.ds. Teaching has to be directed
towards the individual's own ability.
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The pupils werc to be encouraged to work through syllabuses that reflected a
multi-level approach. Thus blackboard-oriented approaches were dropped in favour
of what Denscombe has called a 'classwork management approach' (1985, pp. 121
35). The head's argument here was that children were less likely to misbehave if
they were kept interested in a syllabus that reflected their own independent needs.

Teaching behaviour in this school was seen in terms of Green and Sharps'
(1975) managerial approach, with teachers moving between ditTerent groups of
children who were Involved in tasks that were more suited to their levels of ability.
Like the school that Green and Sharp studied, Stenhouse had a reputation for taking
in 'difficult' pupils.' A child-centred approach in class was seen as more appropriate
where children were less likely to accept more conventional teaching methods.
According to the head, this teaching approach would further the educational ends
of the school, which were about making education more relevant to a mixed abil-
ity school. Discipline for the head, then, was not seen as an end product to be asso-
ciated with its successful exercise by one powerful individual, but an inherent part
of the teaching process. Furthermore, although Stenhouse has its fair share of problem
Lhildren, and despite the exigencies of the education market place, the guidance staff
prided themselves on not continually excluding difficult pupils. This fed into the
reputation the school had in the w-ier educational community for being able to deal
with children that other schools had discarded.

There was sonic confirmation of this position from the Stenhouse staff. Ruth
Smith, who had been at the school for nineteen years was asked about the school
ethos:

MR': I got the impression from the head that this probably wasn't the
approach expected from the parents.

RS: Possibly not. But you've 6ot to get through the day; you've got to
survive.

MW Are you told by the parents to belt them?

R.S; Yes they often say that. We'll say that we can't. They'll say, 'I don't
care just do it'. That's how they deal with it. They tend to beat
them about the head. I don't think that's particularly helpful. I'd say
70-80 per cent of staff are child-centred. You can be firm at the
same time. The kids don't run amok but we take into account the
difficulties the kids have and try to deal with individual kids with
problems in an individual way in as much as we can when dealing
with groups of kids.

MW What role does discipline play?

kS. It's important. But at the end of the day the child comes first.

23
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You see disciplme as more positive than negative?

RS: Yes, I think so. One or two older members of staff are hard liners.
It's very difficult to have one set of rules for wee Jimmy because
he's got problems and another set for the rest of the class. I suppose
the kids are very understanding.

If we turn to one of her colleagues, Ian Hart, a relative newcomer to teaching, the
same views were exprev.ed ov,:r the role of the teacher in class but in the form of
a critique of the school.

IH: I would say that they [the teachers] all sound to me as if they are
teacher-centred. Whereas I see myself as being pupil-centred.

MR': How do you see discipline in this context?

IH: I'm already aware that inconsistencies can puzzle the kids. If they
come in from one class where they've had an authoritarian teacher
and they conic into my class .. . They don't get to do what they
want, but I am there to help them. I don't know if they adjust to
the change and then going in the opposite direction to another class
maybe causes them problems. But I have to say that I'm going to
stick with my method.s because I'm getting results and no one can
dispute that. The kids are absorbing the knowledge. They are learn-
ing in a way in which they are retaining. They're enjoying it and
they're learning. One or two of the teachers aren't very happy. I've
only been here a short time and I think I'm the first person who's
gorw for this pupil-centred approach. They may fed it's undermin-
ing the way they are working.

Boreston Community School

Boreston, a small school with 443 pupils and a guidance statT of four, is situated close
to the city centre within a large catchment area. The social class conwosition is
mixed but slightly skewed towards the working class. Seventeen per cent of the
school population is of Asian descent. It has strong links with the local community,
being a busy night class centre and meeting place for a variety of community groups
It has also attempted to integrate some adults with the children in day-time classes

The staff interviewed tended to emphasize the same collective approach to
teaching and discipline as Stenhouse without parents' expectations as such a potent
frame of reference. The spirit of the school is well captured by Joan Leslie, a teacher
with fifteen years' expenence.

24

The school should be a caring community. There is the hidden curriculum
and extra-curricular part of the school is very important for that. For
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example, giving all SI kids [children in first year of secondary school]
residential expenence together outside of the school. But there is pressure
against that from within the cumculum; the parts of the cumculum, par-
ticularly new areas, that have been imposed from outside. There is conflict
between the declared ethos and pressures from outside. The commitment
to anti-racism mulu-culturahsm. An essential point to the school is to
represent society as multi-cultural and value other races and beliefs edu-
cation against racism that has a high profile. It's for me a very vibrant
part of the school because it isn't something that collies from management
It conies more from the staff who are consistently and persistently trying
to develop anti-racist education. There is also a gender working group
promoting awareness of gender issues. There is also an input from the
traditionalists and sometimes there is conflict. The school has been under
pressure to close because of falling rolls. It s under pressure to produce
exam results. There is a healthy reaction to that in that it has a community
school ethos. It's open to adults and has facilities for small kids. the play-
group. The school is treating the kids as responsible beings which has been
aided by having adults around some in classes.... One of the good ways
of getting contact with parents is having adults in school. They get a
flavour 'idle school, cs hat a modem school is like. They know everybody,
that's a good thing.

Here we can identiti a fairly complex set of conflicts between the school ethos and
outside pressure exerted on the curriculum, and between progressive and traditional
elements within the school. According to Joan I eshe, the formal status of the school
as a community school made it much more open to parents. This made it much
easier for the school to set itself up as an important source of support to be drawn
On by parents.

Although there tended to be a mix between a liberal head and a traditional
deputy the emphasis was more on the liberal elements at Boreston. This v. as ex-
pressed by Susan Bnice. v.ho had desk! ibed her previous school as 'authoritarian':

the pupil is someone to be encouraged ... own feelings, beliefs, opin-
ions We Aiould tap into that rather than imposing something else on top.
Things like behaviour and progress are things that should be open to nego-
tiation rather than a dictatonal approach. That's the nub of Boreston.

ike Stenhouse there was a similar sense of purpose among the guidance stall;
hut ike Stenhouse there was no unammitY over the commitment of the school
to these aims. One member of the guidani e team, Jim Craig was much less cer-
tan, about the school's canng and liberal approach. Jim Craig was a relative new-
t.oiner to the school having spent ten !,car, working in t. onmunity sihool with
a radical onentanon on the outskirts of toss mm. Although his own approach was very
Lhdd-Lentred, he ss, As still to be convinced that this was the general approat h at
Boreston
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It projects itself as a caring environment but I have to say I haven't really

noticed it. As individuals, the staff will say they're caring etc. Their day to
day approach to the youngsters ... they are not very warm, not hostile, but

not very warm.

Ligan High School

The first four schools can be defined, roughly speaking, according to whether they

had more traditional or child-centred approaches to discipline. The staff at Logan

school were less able to identify a school ethos. It was similar in social geography

to Stenhouse with a predominantly working-class population but was situated well
within the city's western boundary. Logan had a serious problem of recruitment, the

school tidying been nm down over the past ten years from its capacity of 1000
pupils to the present figure of ipproximately 460. Like Boreston and Stenhouse, the

school had been under threat of closure for several years. The staff referred par-
ticularly to the way that the 1981 Parents' Charter had lengthened the waiting Las

at the five or six 'magnet' schools at the expense of their own school rolls. The
problem appeared to be more serious at Logan with two teachers refen-ing to how

this had produced 'low morale' among the staff.

The School as a Welfare Network

The existence of an educational welfare network suggests a series of institutional

links between the school and outside welfare agencies. Given the present context
of concern over child protection and delinquency we cannot underesumate the
unportance of these links. I discuss them briefly at the beginning of this section and
refer the reader to more detailed expositions of school-agency links ( Johnson et al.,

1980; Clarke, 1986; Maher, 1987; Carlen, Gleeson and Wardhaugh, 1992). But I
wish to remain largely within the perimeters of the school and concentrate on the

routine aspects of teaching which incorporate what Finch (1986) terms a 'care and
control element. Teaching interpretations of 'care and control' are discussed later

in the section and form the basis of the analysis of parent-teacher relations in the
following chapter.

Initially, I am setting out a welfare network as .1 system of social and emotional

support provided for and formalized within the schools. I am thinking principally
of the guidance system which functions alongside a system of sanctions that link the
st.hool 'management' to the 'front line' teacher. What I set out in the foriowing, is

a model of the school's structure drawn from documentary evidence and intemew
matenal from the five schools studied. Bearing in mind the differences in ethos

between the schools, where appropriate I refer to variations between this model
and the particular schools. With the exception of the Catholic school, where the
guidance system revolves around a coordinating chaplain, the schools more or less

approximate to the following model of a welfare network.
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External Links

Links between guidance and educational welfare and psychology have been routin-
ized through formal and informal meetings in school which take place at least once
a week. With the exception of one or two teachers, the educational psychologist
and education welfare officers were seen as integral parts of the schooling system as
teachers sought to deal with pupils with a range of social, emotional and learning
difficulties. Teaching opinion over these links ranged from the enthusiastic ('very
valuable meetings') to the welcoming ('we share the load') and pragmatic ('the
psychologist is a resource and I'll tap whatever resource is available').

For the most part contacts with the more 'policing' agencies such as the social
services and the police were occasional, largely restrict.xl to serious cases. Inter-
estingly, Craigmount, the one 'magnet' school in the study, was in the process of
regulating links with the police and social services through a youth strategy; a multi-
agency approach set up to deal with the problem of 'children at risk'. Whereas at
Stenhouse where teachers were dealing with far more serious social problems, there
was a weaker relationship with external agencies such as educational psychology
because of 'lack of resources'.

bitemal Network

What is more apparent about the school's welfare function is the existence of an
internal and quite complex flow of information between teaching staff with var-
ied sets of teaching and 'welfare' responsibilities. This tends to revolve around the
discipline system in school, located at the interfice of a hierarchy which separates
school management from front line teachers, and a guidance structure which acts as
both an early warning system and post hoc source of information. On the one hand,
there is a management hierarchy which is referred to in terms of the increasing level
of seriousness of the offence committed by the pupil. At a certain point discipline
becomes a purely formal process which involves management taking decisions on
the educational future of the pupil. On the other hand, there are lesser sanctions
which front line teachers administer. First, there are those sanctions that teachers
deploy daily in keeping the class under control. These include the use of body
language, the raising of the voice, and the moving of pupils to other parts of the
classroom. Although these sanctions were set out in the school handbooks and
parent guides. the circumstances within which teachers invoked them were not
dictated by school policy. Further up the disciplinary hierarchy, sanctions increase
in seventy and seriousness and, Importantly, involve an external referent. These
sanctions are more fonnahzed in the sense that they are usually recorded and involve
a third party. either a member of the management team. the guidance teacher or
the parent. The key ones are listed below:

l'unOtment exerme., Either lint", or essays on topics chosen hs the teat-her
These have to be signed by at least one parent.
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Detention (nfier school): Keeping children within school outside of nornial school
hours. These have to be recorded and the parents informed,'

Behaviour forms: Children are given forms which have to be signed bv the
teacher after every class with a brief remark on behaviour. They also have to
be signed by at least one parent. They are then reviewed after a designated
period of time.

Withdrawal .from the classroom: Invoked normally where classroom behaviour
has rea,:hed crisis point. A referral is made to the principal teacher and the year
head. The pupil is normally sent to the Unit, variously known as the 'referral
centre', the `sinbin' and the 'cooler' for a predesignated period of tune.'

The most serious sanctions are those that involve an enforced absence from
school. First, school management can exclude pupils from school for a limited
period through temporary suspensions. Secondly, there are permanent exclusions. This
is a hotly contested issue at the moment and I will have more to say on this subject
in the final chapter. But at the time f the research, the decision to exclude a child
was still taken by the regional director in conjunction with advice from the teaching
staff involved.

When discussing exclusions the teachers were all able to produce exceptional
circumstances where the offending pupil had committed such a serious infraction of
the school's rules that the pupil was excluded without reference to any previous past
record of misdemeanours. But in the main, the use of exclusions followed a pre-
dictable path of misbehaviour met by incrementally inure serious sanctions. These
sanctions were invoked because the school was able to produce compelling evidence
over a lengthy period of time that the pupil had a history of problems in class. As

one teacher remarked:

If the pupil has got to the stage of suspension or exclusion ... we have
had a lot of contact with that pupil and parents. We would have a fairly
con yrehensive picture of that pupil.

One crucial factor here is the existence of a guidance system which supple-
mented and to a certain extent underpinned the system of sanctions. Guidance was
made up of promoted teachers whose teaching tune is split between their pas-
toral responsibilities and their subject timetable."' They are responsible to a junior
member of the management team, usually an assistant head. Guidance teachers will
receive referrals from heads of departments and principal teachers. These will has e
originally come from front line teachers. These referrals are formal pieces of mfonna-
non on a pupil who is giving sonie cause for concern.

For example, one of the perennial problems that the teachers have is pupils
who persistently do not do their homework They have exhausted the level of sanc-
tions that subject teachers are able to invoke on their own, and are referred upwards
to their pnncipal teacher and outssards towards guidance. Information flows upwards

2X
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from the subject teacher as sanctions increase in severity, and information flows side-
ways as the guidance system is alerted to potentially senous disciplinary problenis.

The Early Warning System

The early warning system cropped up nme and time again in the teachers' accounts
of their guidance responsibilities. The teachers were clearly aware of the need for
formal recognition of a child's problem from other teachers before taking further
action. But the notion of teachers being able to detect problem children very early
on served to emphasize the informal and 'pre-formaf characteristics of the school.
The former refers to an ongoing network of informal links that run parallel to the
formal flow of information within the school. The latter refers to the early stages
of 'problem formation' before the pupil's behaviour is recorded in any significant
sense.

First, teachers, especially the more experienced, were able to detect problematic
symptoms in the first few weeks of .1 child's secondary school career:

In SI [year one of secondary schooll after ten weeks we'll circulate views
from teachers on the kids, a settling-in report. Even at that stage the sore
thumbs will be showing.

Experience, according to Ruth Smith from Stenhouse, is combined with the char-
acter and size of the school.

A lot of the information I get tends to be informal. Once you've been in
a job for a long time you can spot them from day one virtually. Because
the school is small and many of the teachers have been here for a long
nine, and because there are very good informal nes between the staff. we
tend to have good communication and know how the kids are behaving
and become aware of a problem at an early stage.

Where teachers do start to report on these pupils. guidance will still try to keep the
problem at the pre-formal stage by feeding into the informal reservoir of teacher talk
in the statf room. Susan Bruce had responsibility for the younger pupils and tended
to bring up the subject of problem pupils casually in conversation:

SI are just beginning to find th:ir feet as certain character% are emerging.
I tend to if I get a few bad reports on that pupil I'll say to other teachers,
'by the way so and so is causing a few problems'

Whether we are talking about a formal or infonnal early warning system,
guidance. in the institutional sense. can be seen as a system for detecting problem-
atic symptoms early on and building up case histones of problem pupils (Best and
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Decker, l9g5). Teachers are able to draw on wider and more detailed versions
of the child's moral, social and educational development. Provisionally we might
say that a framework has been provided that gives teachers a great deal of `polic-
ing' potential. Rather than produce a simple pedagogic summary of the child, the
guidance teacher is able to construct a detailed case history of the child's social
development."

If we acknowledge the sequential development of 'problems' in school, the
home is inevitably drawn on by guidance. In the following chapter 1 discuss the cul-
tural limits to a more complete enclosure of the family within this network. But it
is worth mentioning at this stage that the pre-formal and informal aspects of the
network were often discussed by the teachers in the interviews as a way of empha-
sizing their ability to contain problems within an educational context. The early
warning system could be invoked as a means olalertmg others to potential problems
in school. But teachers were reticent at this stage to involve parents. Dorothy Small
provides an illustration of this point.

DS: In the early warning system I would have the child in to discuss the
situation, and quite often this chat is enough initially.

Do you contact the parents through the early warning system%

DS: Not necessarily. At that point the teacher Just wants us to be
alerted. It may be that alter several early warnings that I would say,
'now we've talked about this, you've been give a punishment exer-
cise and you're back here again. It really would be unfair to your
parents not to let them know how you are doing.

Thsciplinary lioubleshooters

Guidance extends even further; it goes into the realm of desires and anxieties of
children. First, guidance teachers took responsibihry for the non-exammable aspects
of the curriculum, such as personal and social education, which included sex edu-
cation. (I will discuss this further tn Chapters 5 and 6.) Guidance teachers also took
great pains to stress the importance of their `confessional' role in providing a private
space for adolescent problem solving. As one teacher stated:

Getting to know the children, for a guidance teacher that's paramount. To
get the kids to talk to you: to tell me their problems at home and at school.
They come to me as an outsider before they want to go to their parents,
either because they think it'll upset them or they're scared of the parents.

Now this was not simply a way of asserting a non-Interventionist means of moral
influence over the child even though teachers favoured 'educational' solutions to

the problem of 'inadequate parenul socialization' (see Chapter 3). Teachers here were
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keen to emphasize a therapeutic mode as a way of asserting the non-disciplinary
nature of their guidance responsibilities.

I have discussed the way that the guidance system underpins the framework of
sanctions in school. Where children were causing teachers some concern, guidance
teachers were usually informed and asked to play a role. For some guidance teachers
this was a perennial source of difficulty and confusion. From their own vantage
points as classroom teachers, discipline was an aspect of their teaching approach
they were acutely aware of As I will go on to demonstrate later in this chapter,
classroom control was an important precondition of teaching. All teachers were
expected to be disciplinanans in this respect. But the guidance teacher's percep-
non was that where a subject teacher wasn't able to handle the classroom situation,
and where a child's behaviour warranted inclusion within the formal disciplinary
system, the school would look to guidance tOr the answers. Guidance teachers
within the schools were being seen as disciplinary troubleshooters. According to
Bill Smart, this put them in a negative light in relation to the pupils.

Generally, Iny role is a go-between supporting the pupil. I don't see myself
as the disciphnarun that': the AHT's [assistant headteacher's] job. Discip-
line lc a dodgy area I always felt. I see myself as responsible for discipline
in my house (as a house master) and as a teacher in general. In terms of
suspending or excluding kids I see myself as making a case for the child.
Sometimes it's a hopeless task. I'll be there with the AHT and the parents
and the child saying that he has this or that problem and that perhaps to
exclude would be a bad thing ... at the end of the day I see myself as the
provider of information for these pupils.

Bill Smart saw himself more as an advocate of the child in circumstances where the
child needed support in presenting a case against possible suspension or exclusion.

Other teachers like Jean Bryce were happy to stress the surveillance aspects of
their role, where children who seemed to be causing some concern could be given
support. But this support was supposed to connote the care and attention sometimes
required from guidance rather than the negative associations often made by her
colleagues between guidance and sanctioning:'

It's going to be very difficult, hut I am working with a nice wee girl who
doesn't cause any trouble in class. Some folk think it's only the trouble
makers that occupy our time, but this little girl is pleasant, chatty. But she's
beginning to keep the wrong company. She's also a bit flattered by the
attention of the boys who are looking at her for the first ume. We'll have
to spend a lot of time and care on her, I think.

Guidance teachers here were echoing the distinction made between 'welfare'
and 'discipline' in the Elton Report (D.E.S. 1989: 114). Teachers who had a tend-
ems to draw on the guidance system as soon as there \VAS a problem in class were
less likely to he good disciplinarians. teachers with good 'group management skills'
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p. 69). Yet, thre is no tension here between welfare and discipline. The Elton
Report stresses the nnpoitance of a pastoral network as an educational safety net
which teachers are expected to draw On for two reasons; as a last resort after class-
room techniques of control have been exhausted, and as a means of-detecting early
signs of a deviant 'career'. Guidance teachers were also keen to strike a balance
between providing a 'background' to an indisciphned pupil and working through
adolescent traumas with mdividual pupils. The pastoral system in school, rather than
replac ing the more informal and individualised techniques of control in class, can
he. seen as a precondition for dealing with a wide range of behavioural, emotional
and social problems in class.

This is an nnportant point of departure from the educanopal critique discussed
in (liapter I. For the suggestion here is that taking a welfanst approach to problems
in school necessanly dilutes classroom discipline. Discipline and control in class in
these terms ale narrowly defined in terms of the 'positional difference between
teacher and pupil (Bernstein, 197 l).

.Acc ordmg to Bernstein. the educational structure not only creates a welfare
nem ork within school. but undernimes the individual teacher's capacity to exei

Ise an ethic-J[1011,d atlditerlts' in class. Al teal bers 6.4.-1.11 on educational failure and
indiscipline in tlass, in terms i. I the social and emotional backgrounds of the pupils,
thq, become less concerned with asserting their authonty in class. Teachers pres-
ent themselves in Raesinan's 9.5(11 guise of die 'compere' who provides merely the
broad parameters within which pupils ss ork at their own pace within the group

The organization of elasswork has changed in response to the new educational
values Group work is argued to cm outrage cooperative rather than individualistic
efforts from pupils. Within this context teachers find It difficult to take the kind of
immediate at tn)ii in class argued to be necessary in establishing and maintaining
ontrel. Two points .1.re worth making here. First. this argument suggests that the

positional differeni e bets% cell tea( her dnd pupil alurs as the reacher works through
.1 group of pupils instead of delliallding the undiv:ded attention of the whole class.
I lu work of Sharp and Green (I 975) has shown that discipline and control take
more subtle hidden forms when teachers use group work. Indeed, establishing class-
rocau (ontrol through group work may produce .1 different kind of moral pupil
the I. coper ratluT than ompentisc hild. But it does not follow (hat ehildren
are am less subject to the influent c. of the teat her.' In the feillowing analysis I argue
that a 'managerial' .ipproac h, racher than being a deviation from a traditional norm.

.m alternative approach to disc ipline and control in class.
A second point relates to how and NA hen teachers might take on a Illtife man-

agenal role in class. 1 he ret ellt t ntmqiie of a lm ,)f (mtrol in schools focuses on
the Yi.ay that schools since Plowden have uncritically adopted a series of fashionable
teat lung approaches Clearly, the daily requirements of the currit tilum. the level of
the childien be:ng t.night and the potentially heterogeneous nature of the pupils'
chiracters means thdt teachers selec:ively draw s HI the appropriate features of' any
tea, lung philosophs ss hale .ind %Shen ielevant hi the t.ollott mg I identift a few
tea.; hers who see their teak lung style as part of a professed teaching ideology In dle
Ilitcryley I sked teat he rs to identifs. the c ore features of their teachinj.; %Ries and
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their associated beliefs. I have organized these beliefs n tenns of general categories
of teaching laid down by the critics of 'schoohng and welfare'. Yet, within these
broad categones I have also discussed the ways that the exigencies of teaching dictate
a more adaptive approach to any teaching philosophy or belief system.

Classroom Discipline

utonomy nil Claroont Prat (tie

In this section I address classroom practice more difectly by treating the class-
rown a% a 'micro-culture' (Vasquez and Martinez, 1)92). That is, the assumpuon
nude here about the nature of teachers work is that the quality of action between
teacher% and pupils cannot simply he determined from either the moral or organ-
izational character of the school or, more broadly speaking, the structure of the
education system. Despite the well-defined location of the individual teacher within
the teaching system, the majority of teachers asserted a degree of autonomy within
the classroom.

One of the key themes running through this book is the extent to which the
idea of the family as a private sphere is compronnsed by the 'socializing' activities
of others. Yet, the same sense of sepal-mon from the outside as a means of nuire
personal and internal control could be detected from what teachers said about their
professional identities For Hz Sim from Waterston High, the classroom was a pn-
vate professional space:

Teaching is .I very private thing. You're in your own classroom and
although your head of department will put Ins head in. or should put
his head in, you're virtually unsupervised.

I hinted earlier at teacher autonomy when discussing the way that teachers
ss ere expected to deal with discipline problems in class in the first instance in their
own terms rather than drawing on guidance. Teachers were very conscious of the
extent to which they referred pupils to those outside their immediate teaching
locus " A few teachers were quite happy to ensure that the school management was
aware of the steps they were taking as regards to certain pupils. Ross Stewai-t
this as an important way of safeguarding his position from potential negative reactions
to his teaching:

mie teachers run their own personalized detentions. I tend not to. I like
the management of the sc 11001 to be .1NV,Ire of what's going on within the
school. Lots of teachers have their own modes of discipline. Quite often
it never comes out in the wash ... Although I don't over indulge m
when there's something %pc,. !fit-, I'll pm it down on paper. I want the
management to know what liii doing. Most of the time most of Me
teachers will deal with things themsels es
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Yet the general Issue here is the assertion of classroom responsibility as a form of
professional autonomy. I referred earlier to the 'sin bin' as a means of dealing with
breakdowns in class. Teachers tended to think that removing a child from class
could have a damaging effect on a teacher's competence. One school, Boreston, had
a much more liberal policy here in allowing teachers to use the full range of sanc-
tions available. Susan Bruce compared the sanctions used at Boreston with those
used at other schools:

I'd use the unit for dealing with really troublesome kids. It's not seen as
a big deal here. It's not an admission of defeat on the part of the teacher.
In another school you would have been interrogated as to why this pupil
was out of your class.

Teachers in the other schools would occasionally refer to informal versions of the
'sin bin', usually in terms of how the constant need to be seen to be supervising
a problem child limited the extent to which they were able to place the child 'out
of sight'. Some teachers were able to improvise:

They'l: get a punishment exercise, that's basic:1y it. Any inure problems
.iiht I'll put them outside the class. This isn't a good thing because they are
unsupervised. In my [biology( lab there's a wee room and I put them im
there sometimes and they can do their work there. (Nor,di Bowles)

Teacher% were conscious about drawing on external support in dealing with
classroom indiscipline because it reflected badly on their ability to teach, not simply
how they were Judged by other teachers, but how they were seen by the pupils.
When asked whether he tended to hand out punishment exercises in class Ian Hart
replied

I did fill m to that nap ss hen I started teaching. It's a sign of failure to
du that That in itself opens up new avenues and new possibilities tOr the
teacher to demonstrate his incompetence ... public in front of the class
when a kid's given a P.F. (punishment exercisej If that kid refuses to do
that P.E. that does far inure damage to that teacher's credibility than if they
had not gis en the P E. and just shrugged his shoulders.

Similarly from Anne Smart.

I very rarely ever use the calk warning system, apart from children doing
the '0' grade course who haven't done then- homework. I think I'd rather
surt this (nit without drawing on other teachers. I think the children think
All the better of sou if you sort it out yourself.

The responsibilities plac ed on teachers ti keep orde; ss ithin the I a As,- (Kiln tended

to put thew in .1 unique positum ii tniding solutions to the pciennial problem of
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keeping the class interested and well behaved. Despite some of thr rationales offered

by the teachers as a form of democracy within class, all teachers were in the business
of setting the classroom agenda. All teachers were thus in the business of asserting
a control over affairs within class. Contrary to recent cnticisnis of schooling which
conflate 'disorder' in class with progressive teaching philosophies, I follow Denscombe
(1985, pp. 143-6) in arguing that quite disparate teaching styles can be seen as dif-

ferent techniques of control.
Denscombe identified three approaches to classroom control adopted by

teachers; domination, cooptanon and classwork management Donnnation approx-
imates to the conventional teaching approach of 'chalk and talk' (Hammersley.
1991), p. 54). It also comes close to the notion of teacher sovereignty proposed as the

only acceptable form of teaching by the critics of welfare. The emphasis is placed

on status, respect and deference; in Denscombe's words 'a public display of the
hierarchical relationship winch obtains between teacher and pupil' (1985, p. 99).
The other two approaches, on the other hand, emphasized the downplaying of the

teacher's 'public' authonty. whereby the status of the teacher is underplayed in an
attempt to win over the confidence of the pupils. Cooptanon places more emphasis

On pupil participation in the organization of the classroom agenda, and the use of
reason in Irving to restnct misbehaviour iii class. ( :lasswork management places a
greater emphasis on the teacher, using such factors as classroom space. the cumculum
and the variable qualm ill educational attainment levels of the pupils in 'managing'

classroom behaviour
Very few of Inv teaching respondents fitted the categones exactly and there was

considerable oserlap between domination and classwork management, and between
cl.isWork management and I ooptation. The f(,riner os (-dap has Inure to de) %Vail the

changes iii cumculum and inure gener.d t hanges in teaching But there is still a

sense ri which the differences are great enough between domination and class-
work management approaches to ss arrant separate categoric.. The overlap is too
great betss ccii the cooptation and classwork management approaches with my sample

1 has e, thus, brought both Ategone. together under the tide of 't ooptation as
lasswork management'

hIrteen If the teat hers saw the emernal imp,,,inon of form5 of behaviour as an

integral part of their teaching respt )isciphne ss'a. something that was

exert ised from the 'top down' Sometimes this meant the head setting an example.
Vlore often than not it was left to teat hers to impose their authority within the

classroom situation Yet, although there were general sundanties m terms of an
einphasis on a public display of dominant e iii class, there were significant differences

in hots teat hers asserted thp, domman, e It became .ipparent through the inn:mews
with these teachers that. although thes ss ere artit laming their approaches Ift term,

ot hoss ex were able to impose their status on classroom proceedings, this tended

to t ike st st ril different forms I have, therefore. broken doss n dus group into three
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sub-types which reflect the different verbal approaches teachers used in asserting
their authority in class.

Six teachers argued that they had to constantly assert an authority through their
superior verbal skills. These teachers relied more on a corat.rontational approach. These
are teachers who see verbal confrontation as part and parcel of their disciplinary
roles. Bill Smart from Waterston saw the raising of his voice in class as an important
visible expression of his authority. In these terms the social and intellectual powers
of the teacher are manifest in an attempt to maintain the upper hand in a situation
where the teacher is heavily outnumbered by the pupils. Bill Short from St Mary's
would often give his pupils a 'quick blast of the voice' when lus back was turned
or whm he had to leave the room and returned to find that his pupils had moved
seats. For one of his colleagues, Ian Dury, there was almost an expression of sheer
enjoyment in verbal confrontation:

IHel invariably ended up in an eyeball-to-eyeball confrontation ... kids
like confrontationidults don't. Most adults will back off from confronta-
tion. I won't. I'll have 3 confrontation any day of the week. I'm certainly
not going to he dictated to by small kids.

A second group of four teachers adopted a more psy,-hologwal approach in
cons(iously trying to refrain from 'bawling out' their pupils. This was taken as
the major inomating force in maintaining control. Whereas in the previous example
the teacher saw the successful control of the classroom in terms of how he would
verbally square up to a badly behaved pupil, teachers who favoured this alternative
approach saw this as a sign of failure. There was, thus, a concerted effort made m
avoiding confrontation. Ross Stewart from Logan High argued that the worst thing
to do is to have a confrontation w ith badly behaved children because adults will
always conic off worst lit these qttlatlons.

I feel a Iot of kais like the conflict satiation and if they can see that the
teacher has had to raise his voice then, although they're getting a row, its
still one up for them because they've managed to niggle the teacher.

Here we can see the classroom as a battle of was. Not being drawn into con-
frontation on which the pupil thrives might lead to more effective control. The
emphasis is placed more on the teacher asserting an authority through the displaying
of greater psychological skills. This is brought out in Ross Stewart's approach to
disruption in Llass where hc

try to maintain a normal level of conversation. Quite often the more ser-
ious it is the quieter I'll spcak mid the closer bnng the kid to me.

According to Ross Stewart the type of pupils who engage in this kind of exercise
are the type of pupils who have nothing to lose in taking the confrontation 'all the
WAV.

.
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Finally, a variant on tho both the confrontational and psychological approaches
was the economic use of the raised voice. Three teachers were able to avoid con-
frontation by only occasionally resorting to the raised voice. This was more of a
considered economic act in that, as Vivien Willis from Waterston stated, `if you
were always shouting . It would lose its effectiveness'. Its effectiveness was measured
in terms of the immediacy of response from the pupils. Vivien Willis descnbed one
of the few occasions she raised her voice:

There's always noise lin class] but to me the noise level was unacceptable.
I said that we'd have to keeu the noise level down or those responsible
would be punished. A few minutes later somebody started arguing with
someone else over a pencil sharpener and I gave that boy a punishment.
At the end he came out and said, 'Miss, I've never had a punishment in
class. Nobody has had a punishment in maths. Do you think I'm really
bad?' He was really worried. The effect on the others was amazing.

Teac hers here raised their voices spanngly when there was a need to restore
order. They tended to adopt a firmer approach at the beginning of the session in
an attempt at establishing ground niles for behaviour in class Vivien Willis started
out with new class by being:

particularly firm. Strict but Cur I would hope. You can always slacken
otT later. Mostly iny classes develop into being fairly relaxed. You set out
guidelines fairly clearly and people know what's expected of them.

These teachers would tend to associate the confrontationahst approach with a never
ending and inefficient use of a teacher's limited resources, where a teacher is never
able to slacken-off.

There is a strong overlap between the psychological and economic approaches
ni that, through epenence, teachers dealing with large classes of restless pupils
couldn't hope to compete by using verbal force alone. Confrontation reflected
badly on teachers and prevented them from being able to teach effectively. Most
of these teachers were in the business of preventing situations ever getting out of
hand Thus, there was a big emphasis on the introduction of a code of conduct, if
you hke, a classroom ethos, in the tint few weeks of term. This was not necessar-
ily related to externally defined sets of standards the teachers were not simply
in the business of 'socialization more the acknowledgement of the difficulties
encountried tlii ough teaclung ithout any practicable guidelines (Docking, I'M!,
pp. I2-39).

Coopting the Pupilc and Claccuvrk Mandgernon

A dominant approach in class suggests that 'action' emanates from the teacher with
pupils appeal ing to passively respond to die tem. het 's Inman% es. 1 eaL hers adopt A
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range of verbal techniques for maintaining this position in situations where action
originates from outside the teacher's locus of authority. Pupils' 'initiatives' are by
and large rendered illegitimate through these techniques. If we turn to an alternative
approach to dassroom discipline in class, seven of the teachers, rather than abdicating
any responsibility for keeping order in class, undeiplayed their authonty by adopting
what Donzelot termed a 'relational' approach with the pupils (1979. p. 211). Six of
thr seven teachers were from Boreston and Stenhouse with professed child-centred
approaches. The teachers here emphasized the cooptive aspects in their work whidi
involved a degree of responsiveness to the initiatives from the pupils. Their strategies
relied on trying to form relationships with the pupils on a much more equal footing
as a way of coopting their attention in class. On several occasions Jim Craig front
Boreston tried to underplay his timnal authority'. He asserted:

I don't operate a, if I'm God, you know, lin up Inuit and you guy, have
to jump through my hoops.

lan Hart from Sten hotv,e as.erted noire cooptive approach in ) ppoSItiOn tO what

the pupils were used to. In the process. he referred to the idea that a particular
teaching approach imght have to accommodate the age of the pupils.

Older kids I try to relate to more as adults and equals. The young kids are
still looking for a domination type of situationi benevolent dictator.
They're quite disappointed if they don't get It

Neither teacher was able to avoid a degree of boundary setting In fact there
was no sense in which any of the teachers in the study were expressing the more
radical views associated with schools like Sununerhill 1%2). Almost all
teachers saw themselves taking full responsibility tor setting the agenda in class over
what was acceptable behaviour. Jun Craig mentioned a L.egree of collective respons-

ibility within the Llassroom:

I tend to pine the onus on shared responsibility between myself and the
youngster. We're equal partners. What I will be doing will be picking up
people for lateness. I tend to throw that back on to the class. The class will
he in agreement that being late to the extreme is unacceptable, is disruptive
to the whole class. Not ;ast something that bugs me, it bugs everybody.

Yet, it wrIC left to Jim C. raig to detine what \Va., to an 1,sue that would
affirm the collective ethos

Two other teachers who rejected a dominant role in class favoured a tla-
ii,ork manaverneur appmach whit 11 InCorporated .1 coopnve element These teacher.
underplayed their tbrmal authonty and controlled the class through managing the
p uris of the :writ ulum that the teacher was able to set in k lass Joan I eshe and Susan
Brut e from Boreston Incorporated aspects of classroom management into their
ippro it h in I eslic structured the pupils' behaviour in daY, bet "use she normally

f 8
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had a degree of autonomy over the content of classwork. She then used the lesson
as a way. of involving the children in activities in class thereby minimizing the
possibility of pupil disruption.

My long-term approach is to have a relationship with pupils so that I

nummize the fonnal and senu-fonnal sanctions unless the pupil is verv
disturbed. Once I know the pupil I don't tend to have to use sanctions.
However with this particular group l'm doing a syllabus that I feel is not
yery exciting and interesting. I don't have very much control over it ... tend
to have to be a bit heavier than normal ... involves not allowing kids to
sit together ... I prefer to get them to work in groups.

In situations where she had less s:ontrol over the curriculum sonic degree of 'dom-
inance was necessary.

Susan Bnice used a form of group management in organizing any classwork
that involved a high degree of noise. traditionally a sign that a teacher had lost con-
trol of the class (Denscombe. 1984, pp. 23o--5o)

I wouldn't say they. (the pupils] saw 111e .1.. .1 stern disciplinarian On the
other hand, there's not much mucking about. However, someone who
likes to impose authontv in the classroom probably sees niv room as rather
noisy. So. on the whok they respond pretty well because of the fnendly
annosphere.

Noise was for her a sign that the (lass was behaving properly in that her pupils were
Illure iris olved iii l,issruutui ItlIVItles I went on to ask her Illure specifically about
the kinds of informal sanctions she used.

I always ys ork with the children in groups so I would be asking is it

threatening the work of the others in the group. Ihat's my first cntenon
If it is I %%mild split the group up and the badly behaved child might he
zaken out

Corporal Punohment and Clai.,room Autonomy

In tlic earlier discussion of the discipline system. I set ollt a hierarchy Of sanc-
tions that ranged from personal and informal modes to inure formal and externally
determined procedures. Teachers asserted their classroom autonomy by stressing the
personal and informal resources that they drew on in keeping control I has e artnied

that in their guidance capacity the teachers here were advancing this position as .1

Yvay of keeping 'discipline' separate from 'welfare'. As classroom teachers they were
also attesting to the Importance of 'sell' control as part of a prolessumal teaching
ethic If sy e turn hnelly to the thorny issue of corporal punishment. the assertion
of c lassroom autontnny Lan he read into teaching opinion over the banning of the

i9
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Table 2 1 Teaching views on corporal punishment (N = 2 0)

Group A Those in favour of its return

Bill Short
lan Dury
Mary James
Jean Bryce

Vivien Willis
Ross Stewart

George Barry

'cure 75 per cent of unruly behaviour in the classroom'
'sometimes need to be cruel to be kind'
'an important means of establishing discipline'
'an important weapon in establishing authority in the first couple of
weeks of a new class'
'useful in certain situations, for example, bullying'

- 'performance of school would greatly improve with its
reintroduction other sanctions not as affective'
'more effective sanction than anything they ha a now'

Group B Those
Ruth Smith
Ian Hart
Ian Howe
Bill Smart
Jim Craig
Susan Bruce
Joan Les;.e
Anne Smart

unequivocally opposed
'obviated bureaucracy wasn't effective did l't like giving the belt'
'doesn't want results through fear and oppression'
'indication of failure on the part of the teacher'
'vicious hypocritical too often abused'
'totally opposed, personally and professionally'
'hated it on principle and any practical benefits'
'hangover from Calvinism'
'opposed to whole idea of legitimate violence'

Group C Opposed, but recognized a degree of effectiveness
Ian Jones - 'I'm opposed a recent convert to the cause if used sparingly was

effective but I don't think it's right to inflict pain on kids'
Alorah Bowles 'I want something as effective as the belt but not the belt

itself opposed to physical violence as any mother would be'
L z Sim - 'never liked using it but it had some deterrent value'
Alice Tay 'in principle not necessarily against only a few kids might

benefit . quite often abused'
Dorothy Smail 'ambivalent quite an effective deterrent but I don't think its

reintroduction In -)uld make society a more disciplined place bit
hypocritical belting somebody for fighting'

7

8

5

belt ". A second more general point can also be made about classroom sanctions if
we assess the views of all teachers on corporal punishment.

Although recent debates have tOcused on legislative attempts to abolish cor-
poral punishment in the independent sector, the spectre of the old traditionalist posi-
tion within state schools has appeared tn recent Government pronouncements over
thr 'Back to Basics' campaign (Ward, 1994; Preston, 1994). Strands of the oppos-
ing liberal position are prominent in the accounts of classroom sanctions from the
teachers opposed to corporal punishment. Table 2.1 illustrates the philosophical and
moral arguments. I also referred earlier in the chapter to the way that the absence
of fOrce as a sanction within the school was used by some schools, notably Stenhouse,
to differentiate the socializing role of the school from the socializing roles of parents
within the local community

Without establishing Ally necessary relationship, we can link the different dis-
siplinars, styles to groups A and 13 shown in Table 2.1. All advocates of corporal
punishment (or the belt) took a dominant line in class whilst all coopting teachers
%sem totally opposed to the belt. But if we group together the teachers who advoc-
ated the return of corporal punishment (group A) with those who were against the

4 9
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belt in principle but claimed it had a practical and deterrent use (in-oup C), we can
detect an implicit critique of existing sanctions and arguably the suggestion of a loss
of disciplinary autonomy in class. Teachers nearly always referred to their own per-
sonal verbal and psychological resources when discussing then- informal sanctions in
class but where teachers found it necessary to take more serious action, the need
for an 'immediate' sanction, the demand for a more 'effective deterrent in class and
the desire to 'avoid bureaucracy' were recurring themes. Those who advocated the
return of corporal punishment tended to see the belt as a necessary, if not central,
means for both establishing and maintaining authority in class. If you like, it acted
as a symbolic marker for drawing the teacher's locus of autonomy in class.

The abolition (or should it be 'the return') of corporal punishment also high-
lights the relationship between individual approaches to discipline and the school
etho,. First of all, I compare responses from traditional and child-centred schools,
St Mary's and Boreston, respectively. Teachers were asked what they thought about
the banning of the belt.

St .1Iary

In favour of us return:

Bill Short 'cure 75 per cent of unruly behaviour in the classroom'
Ian ()iffy 'sometimes need to be cruel to be kind'
Mary lames 'an important means of establishing discipline'

Opposed, but recognized a degree of effectiveness:

Ian 'I'm opposed .. a recent convert to the cause . if used sparingly was

effective, but I don't think it's right to inflict pain on kids'

BO re, tt,11

unequivocally opposed:

Jim (;rai,,,,. 'totally opposed. personally and professionally'
Swan Brua 'hated It on principle and any practical benefits'

Joan Loh(' 'hangover front Cab. inisin' (all coopfive or classroom

opposed, but recognized a degree of effectiveness:

management)

Alice Tay principle not nec essanly against . onlv a few kids 1,-,ght benefit

... quite often abused'

All four teat hers at St Mary's, then, believed in a 'top-down' disciplinary approach
at school and classroom levels. All four teachers were implicitly critical of the way
that the loss of the belt had robbed them ot' an effective means of establishing and
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maintaining their sovereignty in class. Although Ian Jones had become a 'recent
convert to the cause', he still emphasized the need for an immediate sanction that
teachers could draw on in asserting their authority.

Boreston, on the other hand, was much more interested in establishing itself
as a community centre through its sensitivity to cultural difference. I discussed this
earlier in the chapter, but it is worth reiterating this point because the school, in
one sense, exhibited the idea of leadership through the head teacher's influential
position within the community. In another sense, any hierarchical difference between
the school and the working-class community, and teacher and pupil was less marked
where the emphasis was both on building up relations with parents across a range
of different cultural and socio-economic groups and the lessening of 'generational'
differences as the school actively encouraged pupils from all age groups. The key
word is cooperation and this underpinned the pervasive belief in child- or student-
centredness in the school. It also infOrmed the individual teacher's approach to class-
room discipline in class. It was no surpnse, then, to find that the guidance staff were
opposed to corporal punishment in st hool.

Conclusion

Classroom autonomy was a key theme running through the teachers' accounts of
how they approached discipline and control in class. We might be forgiven for
thinking thar if these accounts had been produced in the mid-I99os, discussions of
classroom autonomy may have sounded hke a lament for a golden pre-National
Curnculum past It is interesting to note, for instance, that one teacher had to
adjust her cooptive style 'upwards' where she had less control over the curriculum.'
Nevertheless, we cannot he certain that teachers have significantly less control
now than they might have had in the late I980s. In this chapter I have followed
Andy Hargreaves' notion that although policy frames and delimits what teachers do
in class. it completely determine the WAX'S that the% control the dassroom
situation.

I have argued that the welfare network in school incorporates an important
disciplinary axis from which guidance teachers gain more insight into the range of
problems that are identified in class. Yet, from a teaching point of view this did not
necessarily lead to a softening of their disciplinary positions. A majority of teachers
claimed that their disciplinary approaches were still dictated by a need to assert their
authority on (lassroom prot ceilings. Furthermore, 'softness of approach cannot be
simply read as a loss of control in class. I have not simply demonstrated that 'chalk
and talk' in its various guises still governs the way teachers pertOrm in class. Personal
preference, backed by a compatible set of school vahies shaped for some teachers
more sophisticated and hidden tOrms of classroom control.

What these different approaches collectively demonstrate is the cminnitment to
a particular kinn of order in class. Without understating the importance of their
pastoral roles, there was still a tendency to think that cumcular matters took pre-
cedence over pastoral responsibilities (Power. PM). The tem.hers m this study. at
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one level. were asserting a professional ethos which privileges the teachers' class-

room autonomy over demands made on them by the school organization. Yrt,
teachers emphasized two fleets of them: :dance positions that compromised this
perception. First, discipline was a formal ,...econdition of guidance, in that guidance
positions were promoted posts and 'good discipline' was taken as an important
criteria tOr promotion. Second, the development of a welfare network in schools
had the effect of both formalizing and extending the knowledge that teachers had
of school activities, pupil behaviour and social ba '-ground. Teachers might sug-
gest that this knowledge was accrued over time 'naturally' through an informal
network of teacher talk. But, guidance played a strategic role in linking discipline
to school management and the school to the local community.

A final localized factor, the school ethos, conditions this assessment and under-
pins the disciplinary approaches of the teachers. The professed teaching philosophy
of the school, the perceptions of the school tirst of all, the parents and,
secondly, the education community. and an understanding of what Carlen et al (1992)
called die social geography of the school, underpinned the teachers individual belief
systems to varying degrees. Sharp and Green (1975, p. 47), when discussing the
influence of the schoolirgue against the 'reification' of the school ethos as a set
of principles upon which the school SSW, organized. As I have shown, teachers from
the same school did not always express the same views about what their school
stood tOr. Nevertheless, most of the teachers were able to express a collective sense
of their schoi,l's position on discipline. With reference to classroom teaching practice,
It waS ea,aer for teachers to practice their own professed teaching approaches if they

were congruent with the ethos of the school.
The reader might be forgis en for thinking that teachers are hardly hkely to

adimilt to disorder in their classrooms given the importance they placed on keep-
ing order in class as an aspect of their professionalism. Yet this would assume that
AA misbehaviour in class is a direct result of something that the teacher has or has
not done In Chapter 1 I outlined the importance of an agenda that asserts the
role played by parent% in shaping their children's behaviour outside of the home.
We need not then assume that teachers are bound not to admit to problems they
lace in class when they are perfectly capable of pointing to children as products of
someone else's work. Disciplinary problems that teachers have can often be identi-
fied in terms of the quality of parenting. Arguably. these assessments are made much
eager given that the school a., .1 welfare netss ork opens up possibilities tiir more
'relational' links between teacher% and parents It is to these perceptions that I turn

to in the t011oss mg chapter
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liii orporative strategies as Ways of charactenzing control in schools eynolds and
',Lillis an, 1979).

3 I changed the names of all respondents and schools. I have also significantly altered the
geographical setting of the schools whilst maintaining an accurate, although admittedly
impressionism. description of the social characteristics of the areas in which the schools
Are situated

6 The Orange Lodge is a semi-clandestine male only organization of a sectarian nature.
The membership is avowedly Unionist, the 'Orange' referring to the succession of the
protestant William of Orange to the throne in the seventeenth century.

7 Some teachers commented on how the Parents' Charter of 1981 had led to many
parents within the area sending their children to schools with better reputations This
didn't radic,dly effect Stenhouse's intake because the school often took in pupils who
had been excluded from other schools.

8 -This can he differentiated from the more informal variety where detention is imposed
by the classroom teat her during the lunch break

9 For an extended discussion of the ftinctions of units, see rattum iii kibbms, 1985.
pp 43-6.

1 See Appendix 1 for more detail.
I I See the discussion of 'risk profiles' in the Elton Report (DES, 1989. p. 11(m).

12 hi Chapter 4 I discuss the strategies that parents adopt for keeping tabs on children who
.1te being led astray lean Bryce clearly demonstrates the same kinds of anxieties felt by
parents where a pupil is being picked up through the early warning system.

13 Ilammersky (199(1, p. 54) makes the same point when addressing the way that teachers
tend to refer to teat hing approathes other than their own in terms of disorder in class

14 A point wade sc Denscombe 11984) in Ins delineation ot the more IntOrmal processes
of control within schools See also 1 attum in It ibbins (198^,, p. 51)

15 i Willis's lads' who at the level of the school had transcended the exchange of defer-
ciii e tor the teacher's knowledge (1977. pp. 52-88).

1(1 The sshools involved in the study had all, in varying degrees, followed an informal
polio or banning torporal punishment before it was made illegal in 1987. See also
Wolpe's (1988, p 2731) summary of the debates over corporal punishment in schools
.1nd research carried out by Cummings er al. (1981) in Scotland.

1- tI_eterit anal!. se', OF teat her c olturec te...us on the heightened importance of collaboration
and ,00peration as a Lonsequunte of curtit ular ihange (A Harweas es, 1994. pp 187'-

212: Ilargreaces, 1994).
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Chapter 3

Parental Primacy and the 'Best Interests
of the Child'

Introduction

The previous chapt:r alluded to the limitations of inferring teachers' actions from
the fOrmal and theoretical requirements of the school. Although there maybe a gen-
eral shift towards assessing problem pupils, with respect to then- social and emotional
backgrounds rather than their cognitive and intellectual abilities, this did not appear
to inhibit the pedagogic roles of teachers in class.

These limitations are more clearly identified when trying to match the poten-
ti ii of the school tOr policing parents with the accounts that both parents and
teat hers give of wheie responsibility hes for the moral and sot ial welfare of children.
Any notion that teachers can dictate the responsibilities parents have for the dis-
ciphne of their children, or in sonic cases take over the parental role, needs to be set
against the assumptions made about the respective spheres of influence of parents
and teachers. These assumptions, or lay social theories, are examined in the first part
of this chapter from both a parental and teaching perspective.

The second part of this chapter deals with how guidance mediates between
the home and the school. Given the generally expressed notion that parents take
responsibility for the discipline of their children within the private sphere of the
home, and given also the Institutional and professional imperatives of acting in the
best interests of the child, the guidance role is fraught with difficulties where actions
need to be taken in response to a perceived break down of parentchild relations.
Although the current agenda focuses on alleged incursions by state agencies within
the family, any discussion of a homeschool division of responsibihty logically refers
to limits imposed on parents encroaching upon the educational responsibilities of
teat hers.

Although teachers tend to refer to problem parents in terms of more conven-
tional notions of social deprivation. I argue that the guidance system in school gen-
erates an alternative model of problem parents which derives from the experience
teachers have of parents who implicitly question their educational expertise Part

two, then. examines how encounters with parents generate quite different models
of problem parents which reflect common-sense notions of intervention by both
parents and teachers
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The Limitations of Discipline and Surrogacy

Parental Per-Teal:1' Pninaty

Man, of the parents implicitly drew on Riesman's (1950) notion of the psychological
yroscope in summing up the difference between th.: role (if the school and the role

of the fumly What collies through generally from the interviews is that parents
come first, in the obvious biological sense, but they are also see, as primary in guid-
ing their children out into a world outsu . of the family. We can say here, then,
tint parents have pritnaq in the sense that they are the figures who have most
intluence over the cultural development of children. The setting of the moral and
(ultural homing des ice (a not accidental metaphor) is symbolized by the notion that
parents 'bring up' their children. Parents tend to dominate m the early. formative
s ears of the child before the s(hool pla,5 a part.

Nowadays, this temporal division between school and home has been muddied
bv the tendency of parent\ to send then children to either nursery or play group.
Th1C Is borne out by the parenting sample Only one couple interviewed had not
sr.,: their children to nursery. In theory, 'schooling' the first formal contacts their
children had wIth the outside world started as early as the age of three tbr sonic
parents Nevertheless, we cannot simply see this as the school encroaching upon the
time that parents pre,lously had with their children at home. Parents articulated
important differences between scliool and nursery in that there waS no compulsion

te :end children to nurseries. Despite the fact that educational reform throughout
Ow eighties has been underpinned by the theme of 'parental choice', parents asserted
iii poit nit ditierem es between the compulsory nature of st. 11( iolnig, and die optumal
nature of the nursery More importantly there was also a sense for the parents that,
ompared to the school, the nu.-sery was seen as a way of gently introducing the
inld to the outside world, rather than haying any liltillisk educational purpose

Table 3 1 shows that ot those parents who gave a reason for sending then-
hddren to nursery. .1 in.uotity saw it as either an accepted pirt of brim.nng up their
hildten or .is .1 I /lean, by svhti h their children were able to mix with children of

their n age b-tOre they went to school. There was little sense, then, that par-
ents CM,e,:ted their (lnldren to he 'educated' at nursery. The IllirserY 11,1d more to

do w ith parents introdus mg ( hildren to the social worldi responsibility that
was p irt of the !nore general pai....nting 0c:A of 'bringing up' their children. Vv hat

patents Appear it, he saying here is that the school has l(1st a social function of being
the institutional ',Kits through win( h hildren are introduced to their peers. This
swuld Appear to strengthen the idea that the school was primarily the means [is,
which children are 'edthated'

'Bringing them up' is not an easy phrase to neatly encapsulate tOr it seems to
ll,scr everything trom the amorphous emotional investments that parents maks to
:11c more rigorous exert he (+t dissipline through the setting of standards I )iscipline

OH >ugh is sum( thing that the s. hool takes some responsibility tor at cording to one

p in nt It is h ird
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Tab,e 3 1 Why Parents sent the.r cn,Ioren to nurseryro,ayo,oup = 25,

Reasons g:ven by parents Nos of parents

A parental norm 10

The need to mix with other children 1 1

Necessity (both spouses work.ngi
Giving mother more time 1

Getting mother out of the house 1

Total 25

The sahool has to discipline them They's: got them for the illy It's up
to theill hut if somethiti happened and he (amt. home, rd go up to the
school to land out what had happened

Yet sonic parents otTered a different c-nphasis Jan Short argued that the fundv
and classrooin settings are !Mt equisalent. Ie.ichier. ire de.iling with different problems
iii ,:!ass ht:Callse they .tre dealing with t.tTollps of Lhildren. Thus, the school m terms

ot disciplint is not simply capItaliZipg on the good work of the ideal parent. once
hild enters the classroom. behaviour is guided by quite dol,.'rent criteria There

IS nO ne t. es,,Ary direct reproduction of the child's misbehaviour it home in class The
[Lit l'hddren respond to their patents maybe qualitansclv distinct from their

behaviour in s hoOi This point w as expressed by Jan Short

Sometimes pitons look JI things in a different way from the teachers
Parents have the one t hild, whereas teachers have all these others to deal
with

It :night follow from this that the responsibility a teacher has for disciplining the

liiid cannot be retelied back to the madequate so i,ilIZui ot the parent. That is,
if the child behaves badly in school it is because of factors which the parent has little

control over, ,L.9ven that the classroom is a different setting. interestingly. this point
is not pursued by Jail Short because she continues in the vein of the other respondents

ss ho saw a direct relationship between parental inadequacy and problems in school,
in panic ular. the difficulties die ,chool encounters when parents try and pass on the

blame for th.ir ov.n inadequai les is parents

Quite often the parents think they know More than the led& hers about the
school and the can blame the teachers for their problems . You do have
to know what Your child is up to, even though they're at school all dav.
within reason. To me, kids oav a lot more truant-mg nowadays because the
parcnts don't know about it or don'i ss nit to knoss abilut it. They tend
to bl.une the st hool. their fault Ont e their hild is out the front door

s the school's responsibilit% 1. hen where does it start or stop I ss mild

Sou t An't ..k omit hild to st. ,o1 tor es er they get older and ssaur

to go hemselves there ,ire parents who go out to work who don't have
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t lue what their child does. It must be worrying, so they've got to blaint-
M.Ineone and I think that's more or less what they're doing. It's very hard
to sav it's my Ludt tOr her being the wav she is. But it's got to come from
the home. If \ our kid is swearing and cursing they're hearing it from
sonless here They hear it at school but if they are in the habit of hearing
it e., in the homel then it's just like a second word to them

It is here that the idea of parental responsibility for discipline is most strongly
expressed. Parents May he making a perfectly rational claim in blannng the school,
given that their are qualitative differences between relations in the L1.1,0400111 and
relations at home Yet. ultmlatels iesponsibilits tOr Nrents is not abont the appar-
ent rationality of a situation. Itesponsibility here is a question of making Judgments
over who tame first .nid who has primacy

I 'ffic,IPIted . Lime

The Idea of responsibility \\ as LIIIC(Illivot ally expressed by parents in discussions os Cr
the rights that others had to offer them ad\ ice on how to discipline their children.
The parents 55 cit. ihnost unanimous id asserting that other authonty figures had no
nght to otfer them advice on how to discipline their children. One working-class
Caller. I Xive I )earv . had a strong sense of boundary between 'family' and the outside
\\ trld He was asked about how he .iiid his wife disciplined their children.

We gv.e them a right ticking off. Gettnig back to the way I was brought
up That's the w iy I try to bring Inv children up If you start to teach them
right from wrong to begm with.

I fe then otleied an unsolh ited i ritlque it the sit ii SUI \

lin a tot.d disbeliever in social workers. ()nly once have I ever had contact
with a social worker .. Bilk (his I -year-old son) had been WI-school for
quite a long tune \\ 1th a brokell Mil A social worker appeared .md really
upset the WItC It ss .1N )11,I htitks I Was home front my work that day The
way II1Cy Carried on I put her out of the house and fuld her .ritl Sut.I.11

worker will ever be back here' . My mother and father were my social
workers.

Sot iii \\ orkers, litir unexpectedly, arc C. learly designated as interlopers here
bet auw they were seen to unconditionally supplant the parental role The idea ot
intervention is strengthened turther as ieorge Deary elides a physical notion with
a 1 tdonal notion of intrusion I he so, iii worker's physit al present e within the
home reintorces the threat to tht parents sense of authority within the tannly

1989, Das id et a/. 1993)
hi we turn to the loput from teat hers we might hase expet ted a different
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response. As I mentioned in the introduLtory chapter there is a widely held belief
th it teachers hase an important disciplinary role in school. Furthermore, teachers
may not be felt to have such an intrusive physical presence within the home. We
might speculate that any teaching intervention would be related to inure distant
cultural notions of intitieme' or unwarranted and unsolicited suggestion% dropped
casually into conversations it parents' evenings. Yet, parents were equally hostile to
any interference from the school.

Parental pnnucy was just as tbreefully and unequivocally expressed in discussions
over the rights tem hers had to oflei them adsn. c on host tO dist whine their klulthell.
If ills( plmary boundaries were not always Llearly denuRated by parents with respect
to a division of responsibility, the parents were 1111M11111011 in asserting that the
te.n.hei had no right to e.tler theni adsice on how to dist ipline their t. hildren One
father. Bill Wilkins, was asked whether teai hers had ever tried to advise him on
disciplining his sons

think one or two of them The maths teacher tried to tell us how to deal
ssuht him Pus eldest soul I just looked at him like, and said I'll bring up
ma. weans IL hildrenl 111,1 V, ,1%.

Miim \ 1110re parents espressed iesentment that an% teat her s% ould dare to AZ.,
advice I he !slaness wen: unequivoCal iii their icy( non of an% attempt by teaLhers
to influent e the s% a% they brought up then iluldien Agnes 511aney responded by
drawing iii the parent-teacher division ot responsibiht%

Ho the teai hers ever ds isc %on on distipline:

No I don't kimw if I'd take too kindly to that I Wou dn t dream
of telling the teacher how to edllt sO I wouldn't like them
to tell me Inv.% to bring them up

)1.0 iphmne. t( ordmg to her husband, a Lompan% dlie1tuui ss as something that tonk
phl ,. within the Anse parents had to install the '1114 opt '. befoic
hildren started slhool

Int. )" t,.ii hcm, es el otr , r ou il

NI) I wouldn't take an% either I base strong views on that l'se
always been strong m that respect I believe at early age the%
should kins, what's right and what's %%tong

Teachers' Assumptions and the 'Best Interests of the Child'

s Ilver 111514,111w '01.0 arti IILItt'd by mt.'.11.11C1's %%lien addressing the
responsibilities they had towards children vis-a yis parents Btu teallieis tended to
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offer a different approach to these responsibilities. The teachers, when asked about
their relationship with parents, stressed the importance of working together in the
interests of the child. For fiiany teachers this meant that parents and teachers had
to complement each other.

Idealistically, there should be a complementary relationship. What they're
hearing at school should be backed up with what they are hearing in the
home about the socialization process. (Susan Bruce)

At this abstract level various general aims and ideas are incorporated. The best inter-
ests of the child sometimes meant ensuring clear lines of conunumcation between
parent and teacher in situations where the child is able to exploit the spatial differ-
ence between the home and the school.

I think that any cooperation between parents and teachers is bound to he
beneficial We've got the same aims to do what is best for the kids. some-
times children imagine that parents and teachers can't communicate. They
also try and play off teachers with parents. They'll pretend that their mother
dI,esn't understand what I've said. When you talk to the parent you often
find that it's a ploy (Vivien Willis)

In the previous chapter I suggested that teachers had different approaches to
the task of setting an agenda in class. At the snore abstract level of serving the best
interests of the child there was a general consensus among teachers that this would
be best served by improving the lines of communication between parent and teacher.
Parents and teachers were both seen as agents of socialization here in that the social-
ization of the (Inkl can wily be successful if there is a level of consistency between
cs hat parellts and teachers do Socialization, then, also incorporates the notion that
there is .1 certain equality of responsibility between parents and teachers. Alice Tay
statCd.

ss ouldn't set myself up against the parent Although you do conie up
against parents who hassle you. you have to divorce yourself from it I

don't set myself up as an expert. I don't set myself up as someone who is
inore informed than the parent or more qualified in dealing with their kids.

At such a ;ugh level of generality, working together implied that parents and
teachers each have a legitimate power over children. But in specifying the sources
of these poss (Ts. that is, defining the areas of responsibility that teachers and parents
have, thure is the introdm non if important differences Whereas, the teacher has
ertain Illoral and social as w ell as ethic aficinal responsibilities. the parents' respons-

ibilities are bonnded bv biology, nature and early affectivity. When asked to com-
pare the rights of parents with the rights of teachers. Dorothy Small stated that-

Our rights are the old phrase in lo,o panwn, of course. but however
much in low parent:, You think you are, you arc still dealing with a group
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of pupils who are, 1 hesitate to use the word, strangers, about whom
you've got to objectively say, 'Why are these pupils here?' These pupils are
here because I want to teach them history. I want to teach them how to
be good citizens. I wam to teach them how to get on socially with each
other .. . HopetUlly you like all your pupils, although it's not always pos-
sible and you don't let them see that you don't hke them if you're a good
teacher. But they are, as it were, separate from you. Whereas1 parent who
has brought a child into the world is bringing that child up in that fanuly
unit: has a much closer tie and has a much nearer contact is not looking
at the child so objectively . is legally responsible for the child until the
age of sixteen or eighteen.

Reference to the position of the teacher in 'hso rareuli.: is interesting. Writers of
marxist persuasion (Shaw, 1981; Fitz, 1981) rake the interventionist line in suggesting

that this is an ideological device for undenvnting a range of interventions within
the family. But what was being expressed by this teacher was the limited and tem-
porary nature of a teacher's powers in relation to the child.

The expression of these powers by guidance teachers served to highlight thr
primacy of the parents' responsibilities. According to the teachers, parents are sup-
pt tsed to dominate m the early formative Years of the child before the school plays
a part. For the school this could mean, as is quoted in ai»mportant study of teach-
ing practice, that parents produce 'school trained children (Sharp and Green, 1975,
p 86) The emphasis in Sharp and (.;reen's study appeared to be on the role parents
played in making children more manageable for teachers

In this study the guidance teachers had a inure glo'oal view of the impact of
parenting on the Child Early parental investment was crucial not just in relation to
the undenvraing of harmonious teacherpupil relations, but was important in the
production of socially competent members of sot iety. The teachers here invoked a
boundary between school and home drawn on by critics of the welfare state in terms
of the different responsibilities that parents and teachers had In an important sense,
the teacher's separateness from the parent was heightened by the knowledge and
expmence of parents with ysliom they c.mle Intcs ontact T his paradox intOrmed

most of their dealings ss ith parents.
Ross Stewart illustrated this point ss hen dist ussmg the difhLulties of maintain

mg the boundary between the parents' and the teacher's responsibilities

he teat her LILA% with industry and the future. !wet nit areas thes're ok
mg for children ui be trained in specnis 4:ills The teat her comes m and
does .1 professional role. Es CINCIlle has to Work Full-tune education is a
vital necessity That's our role in hie and it allows the parents to be fully
msol.sed iii their lines of work he, ause they need to earn a living to main-
tain standards So ihe role of the te.n her is important but I think the Tole
of Many teaChers Is extended !Sonic teak hers .ire the only LontaLts the L1111
dren have Solite teaChers are the only representation ot dist ipline that kids
has e
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This is the conventional notion of the teacher as instrumental provider of
skills which historically replaced the educational functions of the parent (Parsons
and Bales, 1955). This version of parentteacher relations also comes closest to the
parental notion of primacy. This version, though, is an idealized version of what
the parents who were interviewed took for granted. Ultimately, from the teaching
perspective, this is the point where any imputed responsibilities that parents have
conie into conflict with the experience of trying to maintain these disciplinary
boundaries. Ross Stewart very clearly identities the expansion of this educative role
to include the moral work which ought to have been already undertaken by parents.
According to sonie teachers, parents are not doing enough parenting because the
teacher is ti)rced to take on more of the parental role. This point was reinforced by
Anne Smart, a colleague of Ross Stewart's.

One of my feelings is that parents don't do enough with their kids and tend
to say to us I don't know what to do with them. They look to us to help
rhem out. Parents don't phy as big a role as they should do in bringing
their children up and looking after their interests at school. We do extra
because of the lacking of many families. In many ways parents perhaps
expect too much of us. They seem very helpless. They see the school. not
only in as role of educating the kids, but hopefully they look to us to help
them sort it out because they cannot sort of come to any solution to the
child's problem. They tend to come up to the school and ask tbr our help.
Very often we have put parents in touch with social workers and other
agenoes. I think ss e're yen; aluable in that sense. I don't think that many
parents would know ss hat to do if they couldn't come up to us.

Lay "111I.One, of l'roblem

I kis e argued that a paradoxical situation anses ss here teachers views on parents'
responsibilities are expressed in a NAay that parents are seen to have abdicated these
responsibilities. Unlike social work, where profession.ds are in 3 direct sense con-
erned with tile influence that parents have over their children, guidance teachers

pit k up on parental intim-me s a lonsequence of problems defined within an edu-
cational context. As I argued in the introductor y. chapter, the current social agenda
defines the 'best interests of the child' as a rationale for unwarranted intrusion within
the private sphere of the family. Yet, where 'intervention' akes place in school
there is a different kind of tension between the responsibilities of parents and the
responsibilities of teachers. The behaviour winch draws the guidance teachers' atten-
mm in classroom situati(ms is defined by teachers as a problem which has its ongnis
ss aim, the home This w is (leads stated b lan Joncs.

kni)V this r. a it hu hut a', not the kids Nine tunes out ot ten it., the
parents who .ire unsettled and not disciplining their kids properly I hcre
are no bad kids. in is he one or tss(., but von ui imaguis if dad's III the
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pub every night or mum's on her own with four or five kids or she's

maybe out working at night, the whole thing unsettles kids. A good stable
family background with good support from inum and dad and you rarely
get problem kids They niay not be bnght and intelligent kit you won't
et the trouble. If you dig into the background of the ten to a dozen kids

who are a problem m the school it's all tannly. There', always something

in the family.

Earlier I discussed how parents faded to differentiate between social workers
and teachers %%here their parental authority as disciplinarians came under threat.

Ennil the teachers' perspectives this difference weined to count. tiviere the professional

rabon 1 Ytre revolves around the moral and physical protection of the child which
directly focuses on the parental role, those professionals are placed in the finng line

w here there is a perceived increase in state activity around the penmeters of the
fundy Teachers can identitc the same kinds of familial inadequacies as social workers,

but teachers can fall back on the idea that the best interests of the child, at the yen:

least, start with a basic responsibility towards the child's ohnational well-being. In

practice, this means that teachers are potentially in better position to legitimate

any intervenuon by drawing on education criteria. Furthermoreis I will go on to
demonsuate in Chapters 5 and ti on sex education, the moral work of te,n hers c an

usualh, be presented m educational terms. Nevertheless, teachers expressed similar

anxieties over intervention within the private sphere of the family.
Guidance teachers tended to see problem pupils in ternis of then fund, bac Is-

grounds. Guidance teachers were part of a communication network between the

home and die school that was set up to deal with the child whow prciblei»s could

only be die:mei, dealt with through th., family Yet, there was %Wile anibiValeiRc

expressed over the acnon that the individual teacher takes to remedy this situation

For, al we have seen, the majority of teachers saw discipline outside of the rdnca-

nonal c ontext as all immutable parental responsibility The teachers had a strong

sense of their educational responsibilities and went to great lengths to underplay

their role .1, primar disciplinarians

I don't tend to point out to oments ss hat they should do I Might Ask if

their children are very tired m hord "a inennon that and ask Wkit time

he goes to hi, bed I may makc some noises about them coming in e.oher

But I don't often say to parents, ook, he should only have one pound

tor pocket mones I don't see it as ins role to tell parents the cirot ot then

way,. (Norali Bowles)

feas hers is ho crc parents themselves ,eeined to he more is tack ass are of dn.

pitt Ws of setting themselves up As experts m hild rearing

I in dic li,i pcison to tell patents how tu then ert sui

p irents m dim 'ming then kids. you can point (nit 1105s. things are done in

se hool and enquire as to host things are done At hoine. As a teadier and
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a parent myself you've got to be careful about how you approach things.
very Wary about pointing the finger and accusing them of this or that

I'm interested to get parents and kids to talk about their experiences at
home If handled properly. parents ss ill respond. They'd be the first to tell
you to mind your own business if you asked about their sanctioning. (Bill
Smart)

Although teachers tended to define children who were a problem in school
as product, of inadequate parenting, they were wary about attempting to solve the
problem through getting involved in family matters. The problem was compounded
hy parents who solicited help from the guidance start Several teachers claimed that
sonic parents saw the guidance teacher in a more positive light as an ultimate sanc-
tuary in situations where parents had lost control of their children. Teachers Were
well ass are that this situation would ultimately force parents into a more dependent
relationship with the school which could easily breed parental resentment towards
the school. With the guidance teacher as the link between the home and the school,
guidance teachers ss ere more acutely aware of how parents might see the school
than other teachers. Although guidance teachers wanted to foster relations with par-
ent\ who were having difficulties, they' didn't want parents to become dependent
00 them

We're a line of commumcation between the r.,.st of the school and parents
.. an aid to them in helping them to bring up their children. Helping

their children go through education happily . . I like parents to think that
they can use my first name . to get away from the idea of me as somebods
in authority or an extension of the school management and disciplinars
structure It's important that they don't see us as checking up on them
or their kids. We're there as a resource. ( Joan Leslie)

These tensions ss ere less apparent in discussions with teachers from St Man s

Teachers from the (latholic school tended to be more at ease with parents than
teachers fi-om the non-denominational schools. The paternalism of the Catholic
school through its communal ties with the church made the surrogate parental role
much easier to manage. When asked whether parents ever solicited advice on
discipline. Ian Dury replied

All the time. r here ss as a funny situation three yeaN ago with a family in
Bilton They had A little 1.)0%. .1 right little bastard. Id taken hnn home one
das, Caller ha] heart trouble and wasn't able to exert himself. I was sitting
on a stool and I said to the father. 'I'd put lum across your knee and wallop
him He said, 'Well, you do it Ian'. and the boy was beside me. I sald,

)o Von Mean hke lgoes through the motions of spanking the boyl
He said 'Yes, but harder and I give you permission to do that If you like
I'll put it in writing I said. 'I don't know if that will be necessary but I
promise to do it.' I had no Intention of doing it. When I was leaving he
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gave me the stool I was sitting on and said, 'Take it \\ ith von. it's the right

height He wasn't jokmg.

It may he that the image of the school as part of the Catholic community in the
northern part of the city weakened the boundaries between the home and the school
and this had the effect of weakening any notion that the school might, from tune
to time, have to play an intrusive role. But this still needs to be offset ag.unst die

conunon notion among the parents and teachers in this study that the parenul
responsibilities were scrupulously separate from the school's

In the previous chapter we discussed the inappropriateness of a more pedagogic
approach to teaching at Stenhouse. Teachers acknowledged that many pupils came
front deprived backgrounds w here they had missed out on crucial levels of parental
support This tended to be reflected in the discussions over the kinds of relationships

that they had with parents from the school. lean Bryce expressed the concern that
at his school parents too easily assumed that the sclutol or the social work department

would take responsibility for child rearing.

In this area a lot could be done for IV, tO try and make the parents more
.0.% are about what goes on within the school. I hey don't know what I do
as a guidame teacher. We should let the parents know who we are and

ss hat ss e do and also what their responsibilities are . They do tend to
shunt responsibility to the appropriate department and just leave it there
and then nticiie the system if there's a failure.

-Feathers in these situation, may. to ail intents and purposes. be acting as surrogate
parents Yet. teachers at titenhouse were not advocating that they ooght to take over

from parents. The teachers here were Very conscious of what they ought to do in
sallatiOils it here problem pupils were die produas of problem parent,. Jean Bryce

made it s yr\ ,lear that there was a need tOr the guidance teacher to advise parents
inure speciticaily where their responsibilities lay as child rearers

Finally. there is an interesting contrast between the views of teacherc from
`stenhouse and the teachers from the community school in Boreston. Both had

professed some form ot child-centredness. Yet, rather than see the extension of
the teat lung role as a negative compensator\ factor. teachers at Boreston tended to
express More positive reasons for acting m parent,. Within the same abstract
flames\ ork of 'the interests of the child', guidance teaLhers from Boreston tended
to see their guidance role in two vs .1Vs .15 an important mediate link between the
home, the school and the outside world. and as a pnvate tOruni where children
might air persimal problems

I dunk its important that tcat hers do tecl that they are I suppose in
anivemj.,. The\ need to take i)n Mori: than just their subject and get ins oh U d

in outdoor educational visits get to knoss the kid, For
teacher that's paramount. What is cnicial .1, a guidance teacher is to get clic

kids to talk to you. to tell me their problems at home and at school I \

0" a
U
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had one or (\so satiation% Vs here I've had to broach the problem at home
with the parent and persuade the child that they can talk to their parents
aboUt It The ionic t ine as an outsider before they want to go to their
parents. either because they think it'll upset them or they're scared of the
parents (Susan linacc)

The guidant, teacher. rather than simply compensating for parental deficiencies, was
treating a private spat e for adolescent problem soh rig which would facilitate much
,I,iscr links between parent and child. Although teachers from Boreston and Stenhouse
had snmlar child-centred approaches in class, their guidance roles were dictated by
external Criteria Whereas, at Stenhouse, teachers spent More tune compensating for
earlier parental inadequacies, at Boreston the kinds of pupils they had, the emphasis
on opening the school out to the community, and the inure mixed catchment area,
alhisved guidance teachers to spend inure time as guidance teachers of pupils rather
th in parents. We might add that the role of the guidance teacher was much inure

mti de tidy asserted at Boreston than at Stenhouse because the guidance role was less
bitund up ss oh the parental role. Fin.ills", %Se might add thar where teacher, were
.iblc to define their professional role in relation to the pupils rather than the parents,
teat 'ter, had a touch stronger sense of guidance haviing an educational I:Unction.

I has dread established that much oldie guidam e teacher's nine is taken up w tb
problem children. I have also established that guidance teachers are strategically
placed to construct accounts of these pupils which highlighted their social backgrounds.
I miss turn to the ideas that teachers have about the types of fumhes with which
they hay,: most involvement. We need to know more about how the teachers
understand these as social problems. One wav of doing this is to assess the relative
importance of-social class as a criterion of evaluation when teachers identify problem
behaviour in c lass It is plausible to point out that guidance teachers Were predom-
inantly involved with children from etononucally and socially deprived fimimulies
parents ts 110 had neither the material or intellectual support to offer then- chil-
dren (Carlen tt al., 1992. pp 94 - litI Riterson, 198) , p. 4(i). Table 3.2 provides
.1 rough guide to the sigintic.111Ce of social class As an explanatory framework from
the impres,ions that teachers gave in response te the question on Class

From this rough alculanon there was a lack of consensus over the impact of
the funily's socio-economic status on the behaviour of the child in class. The issue
vc as (unpin ated by the tsso working definitions the teachers had ot thr prob-
lems they most c ommonls confronted as front line and guidance teachers, namely
educational .Ind behavioural pfiublems. Norah Bowles from the poorest school
inninented 4 in this

I he les, able Irilihico tend ti ci Inc nom a rooter hat kgiound because
theN, has cn't had the suppoit. or the parents aren't interested in school, or
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Tab'e 32 Do you think social class is important in assessing misbehaviour and
inoi::cipline in school? (N = 20)

Teacher response No of teachers

Stronq social class connection 9
No stiong social class connection 11

thc don't get support for homes\ ork oi support enforcing the 1choiik
Many of the badly behaved come from nuddle-elass backgrounds.

I think there's a distinction there. Thr less able kids educationally probably
come from poorer backgrounds but badly behaved kids in this school came
(rout nueldle-e lass backgrounds it's across the board

ae hers can draw on examples of highly motivated nuddle-class pupils ss itli
behavioural problems Alice Tay who had just inoved from a schocd in an affluent
eity sublub to the more culturally mixed 11111ff-city community school saw little
connection between social class and problem pupils She was asked about what type

hildren aused problems in cid,

Sometimes it's the brightest kids from the best backgrounds. It's an attitude
problem that Cam ss ottiditt I:111d III other kids. They can be very superior
sort of, 'I don't have to listen to this' ... Nilddle-class kids are very con-
fident in their pere eptions in how things sliculd he. Often they'll openly
criticize teae hers. You do get this kind of arroganie eelifth you don't get
in si hool hke thus.

This point was also expressed lw one of her se hool eolleagues, .11.1s.111 Bruce She was
asked es hether (lass was iii unportant factor.

I dtit't thla so It's Tilt(' widely spread in this school across different
ethnic ha( kgrounds and soelal baekgrounds. One of the most difficult boss
is in 54 [year four of secondary school'. his father is a labour Councillor
Although I suppose I do deal with him slightly differently beeause I see
him as a leader. II I can persuade him that ail All% /Iv Is worthwhile he
tends 10 cam a NA ot other boys with lion

Susan Bruce here introdueed the Idea that even if there IN little apparent causal
connection between misbehaviour .ind social class, teachers might be expected to
iespond to a ihIld'S misbehaviour in terms of their social class. This can he inter-
preted is sc ts of L.:epee t mons tea het', had of how c liildicii nom paini ular backgrounds
onght to behave This point seas also brought out is\ Ross Stewart who emphasized
the importance of the social rography of the school At the sante nine, however.
he was also able to point to middle-e lass 'exicpmills' who weft' abk III as old being
labelled as .1 problem

1
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I'm generalizing here, but our worst children tend to come from the
Silverton area. It's recognized as the poorest district. We seem to get more
remedial children from there. Having said that we have one or two pupils.
.. one tn particular who comes from a good home who is probably one
of the nastiest pieces of work you can imagine. The annoying thing is that
pupil is educated and knows exactly what he's up to.

What can be said here IN that the models, ideas and preconceptions that guid-
ance teachers had of these problems tended to be defined in terms of particular types
of social relations within the family. This was clearly expressed by Ian Jones when
asked about whether he saw problem pupils in terms of their social class backgrounds.

It's never in my mind, it's never a consideration. Maybe if I reflected on

it by looking at individual pupils but at the time it's irrelevant. It's not
social class it's what's happening at home. A nch kid can have Just as many
hassles if parents are divorced as a poor lad.

Within these considerations guidance teachers undoubtedly came across clearly
defined products of socm-econotmc deprivation. The four guidance teac hers from
Stenhouse, the school in the poorest area, tended to think there was a link between
the poverty in the area and the high numbers of problem pupils in school. Yet, this
needs to be set against the idea of there being family types that exist independ-
ently of socio-economic factors (Toomey, 1989). Lay social theories on problem

children may be shaped by the need to avoid any labelling tendencies in the class-

room or, more simply, as a urolessional reaction to 'classisin'. Therefore, we need
to be careful when dismissing social class as the basis for the lav theorizing (Wyness.
forthcoming). Neverth-le,s, .he quality of relations within the family would appear
to structure understandings that teacherc had of problem children (Emerson, 1969;
Eaton, 1983) The following quote is from a teacher at I. ogan High, a school where
social class ,:onditions ought to dominate the explanations teachers have of problem
children

I would say, rather than coining from cert lin backgrounds in the social

sense, I would ay that they came :ruin certam types of parents. You tend
to tind a pupil who is a barrack room lawyer shouting the oda, instead of
doing what is requited of him Demanding his rights in ill( sense, 'Its no'

fair'. I would say that the parents are eithei like that or they're possibly
parents who have several children who have not got full control over the
situation, where there is a lot of competition at home to he heard. More
that kind of thing than social background. 1 can think of pupils from this

kind of parent (the barrack room lawyer) III all kinds of groups. and I can
think of the more disruptive kids from families where dicy've got to I onl-
pete lcir attention. Again that can come troIll varying social classes. (1)oroths

Small)
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laternal Irresponsibility?

A second causal fa-tor was linked to gender differences within problem families
which converged much more with the notion of the mother being the target of
welfare. Walkerdme looks specifically at the way mothers are targeted by teachers
in the way that she suggests that the quality of inothenng is linked to explanations
of deviant children (1990, pp. 36-7). There is some suggestion from the teachers
in the present study that problem children could be explained with reference to a
maternal irresponsibility. Teachers were asked to comment on which parent re-
sponded to punishment exercises handed out to then- children at school. Thirteen
teachers claimed that mothers sign the forms before they were returned to school.
The majonty of teachers took this as an indication of maternal responsibility for
discipline within the home Responses here were compounded by an awareness of
children from single parent backgrounds. But mothers seemed to be involved where
there was another parent around.

It's one parent who seems to be iii chaige of sanctions at home. The other
parent's involvement is. 'Oh, that's the wife's job. Ideally, it would be
great if both parents cune to the school, but in reality it's just the mother.
When we are m contact with the home 91I per cent of the nine it is the
mother who plays the role (lithe carer of the child, who conies to school,
discusses the discipline and attendance (Vivien Willis)

eachers often nude judgments about the mother having responsibility Reference
was made It) the ss av children Are able to exploit parental difference in terms of one
parent being weaker than the ether

Mothers usualls sign but I ask for both signatures so that both parents are
aware oiilt'tmines the children play one otf against the other They'll get
the one that they can get round their little finger to sign it. (Anne Smart)

rhere Is sonic suggestion that problems didn't simply stein !Toni .111 over

rchan«. on mothers as disciplinary figures Alan Protit', (1988) ss (n-k on motheis
and then- pninan school-aged children suggests that one of the W.11 th,lt teachers
judge the Competency of mothers was through the mothers' handling of their

huldren\ sickness absence nom school. We can detect a similar proles% here but
rather than just compare mothers against sonic standard of maternal normality.
mothers ss ere being compared less fiyourably with their spouses Some teat hers felt
that mothers had a weaker disciplinary pproach than tither. Punishment exercises
ss ere often accomp,nned hs

ex, use me notes nom mothers Om kids t,...nd to go foi lug sisteis and
grannies as ss ell All the son options (Ross Stew .irt,

I cc ould say ptobabls mothets lsign,:d punishment exci . uses because the\
think dui limn, would be less strong about being upset. Not net mines we
insist on the tither signing il)orotlo. Swill
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Absent Parents

As outlined in Chapter 2, a hit of time is spent by guidance teachers with parents
whose children are picked up through the guidance/disciplinary network. Although
parents can be alerted to these problems Yen early on at general parents meetings,

t,:.acher, tend to involve parents when the child's problems reach a certain degree
of seriousness; when several of that child's teachers raise the issue with the guidance

teacher I also referred in the previous chapter to how the early warning mechanism
elhouraged classroom teachers to contact the guidance/d...asciphne network when a

child started to exhibit problematic 'symptoms'. The problem can he gently
raised at routine annual parents meetings where behaviour can be more discreetly
incorporated into general discussion., about school performance. From the teachers'
point of view these meetings are held evei-y year fol- all parents, organized by school

year. These are formal meetings that teachers txpect parents to come to. to discuss

their children's progress. 1 hese meetings can also be important forums for the dis-
cussion of discipline. In practice, discipline merges into other areas of equal import-

ance. But teachers will sometimes need to focus on the behaviour of .I particular
k him when asked about that child's progress by the parent.

Parents want to know two things dues iii luld behave in 4. lass and how

\cell IN he doing in the subject. Most of them ask if their child gets
hotness ork . and claim that they never see the c:uld doing enough home-

work the Milli worn seems to be over their child's behaviour. (Anne
Smart)

1 he ploblem tor teal:her. here is that this proses', ought to involve all parents
,n rc iunne loss lec el interactions with teachers in practice. howev,2r, teachers generally

on), get 14 see parem, whose children are not causing a!. great concern. WIthIll
routine contexts teachers never get to see the parents of problem children.

I t hcis e\pressiiii4 a ,ointlIonl felt coneern about the. kinds of parents who
had fess ontacts with the `,(11001 (Macbeth, 1984, p ...49). Ian Hart went on to
piovide e.vta,cation

e cnilki divide !.-ds up into ss ell behaved, normal and badly behaved,

its patunrs with 1.ids tor IL first two 5-ategones These parents are it

.!zping rcl receisc any 1-1.14 is The vers, bad ones st,Iv mw iv rIleW are the

ones win. h.n.t. to be invited iii indn, idualls Some parents havo been

trim iied so onen by police .1110 soc ml workers they never :orne [0 St boui.

tslle. front 1tort-,1(11, Made 3 sctmuclar distill5 non ss hen °minim:: the problems

that some parents t Red

Ito

I he ambitions raft'Ilts C4,1It crtIed tor their kids flames The group
ss ho a is vetv difficult to see are the ones whose kids are having problems

Ic r reasons that might be related w the lucine summon, Imam iii piessioe.

gi'
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marital problems, problems with housing; or people who have often had
bad experiences themselves and see school as quite an oppressive place.

The teachers were arguing that problem children were a product of some fienn of
parental deprivation. These were seen as obstacles for certain parents, preventing
them from taking up the more routine lines of communication with the school.
Teachers were then forced to draw on the guidance/discipline network within the
schwel in order to contact these parents. These contacts took the form of either
informal phone calls by the guidance teacher or more tnrinal letters.

The schools were very conscious of heightening relations with parents by
requesting their attendance in school. Teachers were aware that parent% tended to
see these requests as implicit criticisms of their disciplinary skills. Teachers often
adopted I t ' conventional t ictics iii tryin, to avoid the necessity of individehd

Boreston had set up a parent. meeting specifically tnr absent parents with
unfortunate unintended consequences.

You very rarely see the parents you want to see We. had a parents' meeting
1.1.here teachers were told to invite parents they wanted to see. That was
Actu,ak, qua,. interesting A couple of paients came who \sere very delen-
sne 'Wbat do you want to see us tor;' I think they abandoned it,
leecause the. thought It had generated so much resentment them the parents
because the.- know of patents w ho hadn't been called m. They're not
being called m, but I am'. (Alice Ta)

Quite often a phone call or a reply tee .1 letter was sufficient In some circum-
stances more drastic measures cs ere adopted in tiying to track down patents v ho
apparenth didn't cx int anything to do ss ith the school. Parents were either sum-
moned to the school or home cisits were stmictillies auanged m etTort to get
hold ot parents who We're 1111.1ble or unwilling to come Into school. Although thir-
teen of the teachers saw lioille Visits a. part or their guidance responsibilities, they
55 ere treated s 1th sigh(' t. Anion. One school in particular. Stenhouse, %VIM 11 to

\ tcllt had set itself up as a sot Iai ilterimitis e to the home, had no policy On
home %Pats and guidance teachers weie quite suspicious when the interviews turned
to this subiee Having said this 110111e Visits, on the fie it, posed few
ics tnr teachers other than the time that they consuined In circumstances svhere
parent was unable tee gst tee tlic se hotel and sc here the teacher was involved in g:ving
ss ork to pupils with long-term illnesses . the tea, her mild normally negotiate a
mutually c onVenient nine ss ith the parent

The home visit could be seen a. an important meant of building up stronger
links with the parents and as .1 wav of getting .1 more accurate picture of the prob-
lems the child flees within the !ionic. Yet, there was here the same tension between
wanting to get an accurate picture of the problem pupil's home life and the experi-
ence of dealing with that pupil's parents. Although teachers thought home visits

!dc..a. ths., ic cxpciccicce umomionable. Ruth
Smith. who adopted a more cooptlye approach to the teaching puce ess. recounted

6
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the difficulties maintaining her role as a teacher on occasions when the visit was
instigated by the parent

Not many of us do home visits. On a couple of occasions a parent has
asked ill would go to the house and I've done that. On another occasion,
when I was trying to speak to another parent whose kid was involved with
the youth strategy group and she was finding it difficult to get here, it was
just as raw for me to go there. That was very interesting because you don't

feel nearly so confident . its a totally different situation. You're so used
to marching along, 'Conie in, Mrs so-and-so'. You're in her territory. It's

very, very different.

There is a sense here that the teacher was invading the private territory of
the parent. Because the visit did not create any heightened sense of occasion, and

because there was little sense that the teacher was questioning the dbciplinary or

moral responsibilities of the parent, it is the reacher who feels uneasy and dison-
ented. To use the language of Goffman, there are few familiar props to hold on to;
little or no evidence of an educational setting. Where the visit was a result of par-

ents refusing to respond to letters from the school or, more generally, where the

parent is unsure about what the teacher is doing in the home, there is more like-
lihood that parents will also feel uneasy and interpret the visit as .1 slight on their

parenting skills.
Jim Craig, another coopuve teacher, was one of the few teachers to adopt

home visits as an integral part of his teaching remit by setting aside one night a week

to visit parents. He adopted a crusading approach to his job in Ins advocacy of
stronger parentteacher links.

I'm setting up projects, ontac wig families that will he involved, work
experience, social skills type things. I'm talking through the difficulties that
exist at school and how I saw things developing within the school. If they
[truanting pupilsi continued attending, the kinds of alternatives that I could

. . see if I can get an agreement with them to stay at school or take
up the otkred alteroative.

Sometnnes even his skills as educational mediator were severely tested. On one

occasion he had visited a parent whose son was Causing problems in class. He

tommented on how he %kJ'. received by the parents.

62

I I he.), wercl initially a bit defensise A recent one was a woman who was

quite insistent that shr wasn't going to listen to me until she'd had cup

of otlee I M. As doing the Joh of the guy film the pools coining to offer

them a iniThon pounds She w isn't intcrested in that. She thought I NV&

going to give her a hard time There was a lot of resistance. It took a while

to realiz.... that I was being quite nit e .md Ofermg hvr
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From the teachers' perspective the lack of familiarity with the individual parent
or parenting couple's environment acts as an important check on the professional-

ism of the teacher. But the boundaries of their educational roles are tested in more
fannhar circumstances, when parentteacher meetings take place m school. The
invasion of parental territory is just as sensitively picked up by teachers when the
subject of discipline is brought up. There is some vananon in the degree of teaching
self-consciousness which again relates to the kinds of approaches that are made by
parents and teachers. Where parents actively solicit advice from teachers on how to
discipline their children, the meeting can be sustained without a great deal of hos-
tility and suspicion from the parent. There is also a sense in which the teacher is
more t ease here as parents unburden their problems. Norah Bowles, who had
earlier argued that teachers should not he put in the position of advising parents
about how to discipline their children, only felt comfortable in this advisory role
where the parent was openly asking for guidance. But even this was tempered by
the fact that as a young teacher she couldn't really be expected to know how to
solve a parent's problei.

fhey'll often say. syhat do you think? There are quite a lot of money
problems How much should he give him? I'll say, 'He doesn't need two
pounds a day. He'll get a good school meal for sixty pence.' More often
they'll say, cannae do a thing with him. I've tried everything. I don't
know what I'm going to do next Most die nine I t an't think of things
for her to do

These meetings are normally much easier for both parties where there is a lot
of commuffication between the home and the school where parents and teachers
strike up 'working relationships'. This approach was adopted by two 'cooptive'
teachers

I'll discuss discipline when it's on the agenda. It's a very delicate issue . need

to establish a relationship before I'm prepared to point out these things
(joan I eshe)

the phone a lot. I have constant communication with parents that
have asked me to keep an eye on their child. Parents often phone me.
have lots of communic anon with parents. (Anne Smart)

Gwen that the majority of teachers tended to identify behavioural and educa-
tional problems in familial terms, and given that within the :chool they are expected
to act on the information they have on the child, the discussions with parents tended

to reach cntical points where the subject of parental sanctions becomes unavoidable.
Where they know the parent and where they are asked for advice, the meeting can
be dealt with relatively harmoniously. But most or the teachers are at their most
uncomiOrtable when they arc put in a position of having to offer unsolicited advice

6 3
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to parents on how to bring up their children. This potentially sets up a conthctual
relationship between the parent and the teacher as both parents and teachers become
inure conscious that the boundary between the legitimate responsibilities of parents
and teachers is being threatened. Teachers often skirted annind the sublect of par-
ental disciphne.

I'd ask leading question. like '1)oes he have a lot of friend,'" 'Does she go
out .1 lot at night' mid, do they know where she Is going: and lea e It to
tleiii to deduie that I don't quite approve ot that I wouldn't see It as my
role to advise them. (Susan Bruc-el

Another approach adopted by a feW ot the teachers w as to ,onfront the parent with
the problem Ian Flowe would involve the child in the discussions as a way of con-
vim ing the parent that di:, child is their responsibility

II r Volt ever dist. UV+ then disk iplinary role:

iii Yes I have the pupil present as ell. Sonletlines the parents want
to talk about A problem in the home and they Ask wee Johnny to
lease. Maybe that's why there's .1 problem at hoille because the hos
isn't mvolved in trying to find a solution. I often have ECI contiont
parents.

flow do tiles re.. C.'

II I It\ mixed 1/4,onie go on die detensIN e ss In. knovi!cdge

what I'm sa...-ing an(1 quite often parents agree.

Ross 1/4stesvarr used 'shock' taLtus iii trving to eons ince the parents of what he
Sass was the self evidently inadequate role ot particular parents The transcnpt is
worth reproducing iii full.

1)akrent members of staff have different methods. What I tend to
do is I have a report. I tend to take out all the adverse comments
made by all the teachers concerned and list them. I'll sit there and
say 'unruly. dispisting. inattenuse uit I'll read out a list of twenty
or so of these adjectives and I'll say to the parents. do you know
who this descnbes? Thev: are comments made by colleagues about
Your 13-year-old son or daughter lin ilesCribing WM daughter tO
von as a gtollp of professional people. Fhey'll Say, .011. I didnac
ken it was that bad. He's no' like that at I1,11111. Ile's a nice wee
Liddy
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R.S. Occasionally I'll get hostility and sometimes l'll converse with my
head teacher first before approaching them. But I've never had
parents who have remained hostile all the way through the meet-
ing. I don't think I've ever had a parent leave here in a hostile
mood

.1ffr f)o you discuss parents disciplinary roles::

RS: We ask them quite often directly, what sanctions do you use at
home?. Somenmes they use very few sanctions. We'll suggest that
they stop the pocket money or suggest they are in by, say, half past
eight. At the same time you discover a faimly breakdown by talk-
ing to the parents. You ask them, ss ell what about meal time. 'Oh,
we n-ver eat together. When the father conies home he wants to
sit down with his beans and chips and watch the television. He's
no interested. Wee Johnny, he'll no eat with us. He's always out
playing So soli have this breakdown where at no time do they
es'er deliberately draw the family together to tOrin relationships.

Eh' re t. ounted another meeting.

We had one case (we can talk about this more freely because she left school
a kw years agoi, a really well developed girl who was causing a lot of
trouble within the school. We called the parents in. The parents' reaction
was. 'She's an awfy nuisance at home and we give her money to go out'.
1 asked them, 'Do von never wonder kout the rising statistics on attacks
I )11 young girls?' This girl at the age ,,1 IS was all dolled up and could be

mistaken for 17 or 18. The parents issver to this indiscipline at home wa
to give her a fiver and send her mit for the night because that gave them
prat e and quiet.

.h.erambitiou, Parent,

Guidance. as most of the teachers continually pointed out, was often misconstnied
as discipline iii its negative guise Although the National Curriculum has largely (Ar-

c umscribed any notion of curriculum choice, one oldie 'positive' guidance respons-
ibilities was to help pupils ',dell the subjects they would take for the duration of
their school careers. The subject choice process (SCP) is particularly relevant to this
study in that the target age of the respondents' children was 14 or 15, the age at
which they would be (+raising their subjects. It was, therefore, of particular relevance
for the parents as well as the teachers. The 5(71' is of interest because there are par-
allels with the process of defining classroom indiscipline in terms of problem par-
ents. More threcth,., although the SCP doesn't follow a symmetncal pattern with the
dist iplinary process, ID (ertain respei is the teachers define cc rtam parents, intimately
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involved with the school through the SCP, as problems. These are what I term
'overambitious' parents.

Let us consider the differences between the absent parent and the overambi-
tious parent. Firstly, whereas the former is a result of a lack of communication with
the school, the latter is a result of the opposite, communication which is over and
above what the teachers see as legitimate parental involvement. The parents' meetings
where the subjects are discussed are seen by the school as an Important indication
of the degree of parental support for their children's educational well-being. As with
all meetings parents are actively encouraged to take part. Yet, the subject choice
meetings, unlike the meetings that teachers have with 'absent' parents, are funda-
mentally about the educational well-being of the child. As well as having expertise
in their own fields, guidance teachers act as mediators between the parent and
the relevant subject teachers. Guidance teachers also give parents an overall picture
of what the child would be best advised to do in relation to what that child is cap-
able ofmd what the child wants to do. In them-v, the choices that are made are
informed by the child's performance in school rather than any imputed behavioural
pattern exhibited within the home. No matter how motivated teachers are in out-
of-school tetins, they have much less control of the interactional settings where
teachers engage with absent parents. Where the meetings take place at designated
times within school, and where the discussion centr.:s around the educational well-
being of the child, the teacher has the upper-hand.

A second and related difference between absent and overambitious parents is
the absence of other social agencies. Moving up the disciplinary system with absent
parents means formalizing the problem by linking up with the educational welfare
officer, the social worker and sometimes the police. Although the problem child
is brought to the attention of the teacher as a problem pupil, the further up the
disciplinary hierarchy the child goes, the more likely the problem will be dealt with
in non-educational terms: the more problematic the child becomes the less appropriate
the teaching role becomes in solving the problem. Ihtliculties that arise through the
SCP. on the other hand, are managed solely by the teachers.

Problems arose when parents questioned the educational cntena laid down by
the school. Parents sometimes disagreed with the school's advice on what subjects
their child should take. These difficulties tended to surface more in 'high as hievement'
schools. Teacher% from Stenhouse Academy and Logan High schools within more
deprived areas arid wirh filling school rolls had fewer problems with parents who
questioned the advice given to them by the school. The following teachers were
asked about overambitious parents.

We don't get inany like that. Our choices are limited here .. we don't
have many parents as meticulous enough to come up to the school and
insist that their child do this or go to another school. (George Barry, Logan
High)

Not really They sometimes have unrealistic ideas about what their kid CATI
do. My husband works in another school which is totally different and he
has a lot of these kinds of parents. (Ruth Snnth, Stenhouse Academy)
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Mthough there is no hard evidence to back this up, the problem of overambitious
parents appeared to he more prominent in the other three schools. When asked
what entena she used when discussing the subject choice with parents, Vivien Willis

from Waterston replied:

The wishes of the child . career interests of the child their apparent

strengths and weaknesses I think that parents tend to be overambitious for
their kid. We have had some very unhappy expenences where children
have been put into classes to which they were patently not suited. The\
were taken there more or less screaming. There have been disasters.

Within these terms the best interests of the child can only really be assessed bs the

teachers.
:)verambitiou,. parents, thenire those who are perceived to be mterfenng

with the educational process I-his is not expressed directly by the teachers in terms

ot a rejection of their advice, but in how parents are going against what is best for

their child in pursuit of their own ambitions as parents. Teachers picking up these

signals have a difficult task in trying to persuade parents that It is the child that is

the lucus of attention

Sonic parents try to force their ambutons on their children. This happens

quite a lot It's really a case of trying to convince th,In that if you look
it their grades and the comments ... You have to try and persuade them

that they're not suitable for certain subjects and would perform better in
something they're good at or like. (Mary James)

To a certain extent the introduction of the standard grading system for some

teachers meant that this was less of a problem. Standard grading widened the scope

tOr educational attainment in that it allowed children to achieve at a lower les el of

attainment that previously had not existed.'

All the tune, parental expectation doesn't match up with the reality most
of the tune. Pushy parents wanting their kids to do certain things and their
kids aren't up to a. It's changing a bit with the introduction of standard
grade,. The standard grade offers kids the choice of working at an appro-
priate level. It was a big problem in the past. Parents wanted their lads to

do 'o' grades and it wasnae on. ( Jim ( raig)

In the end, the sc hool does require the parent's signature on the subject c hour

form. For Bill Short, the assistant head at St Mary's, it is the parent who decides

The school has always adopted the policy that ultimately the parent should
decide. Well only rec nunend a course of action. We can say that there's no

chance that this kid will get these subjects, but it's ultimately up to the par-
ents. We're sonletlIlles able to persuade them of the best ou rse of action
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Teachers have vanous ways of coping with a situation where their professional
advice is superseded by `parental ambition'. The meetings can be stretched out over
a penod of weeks as teachers try and persuade parents that their children won't
cope. But the advantage the teacher has over the parent the knowledge the
teacher has of the child's performance is usually quit: effective in bringing parents
around.

One final point concerns the management of the boundary between the home
and the school ,tsserted by the teachers. Earlier in the chapter we discussed how
teat heis tended to dunk that mothers were responsible for linking up with the
school in disciplinary matters. It may be worth differeimanng between significant
and routine aspects of 'boundary maintenance' here (La Fontaine, 1990). Mothers
may dominate in routine matters, this was not the case with less routine matters such
as the SCP. The tea( lung impression here was that Cithers were more actively'
involved in discussions with the st hool over their adolescent child's academic future
and were as likely as the mother to sign the subject choice form. Dorothy Smart
summed up this view

If you want a general feeling. the father tends to be the one that pushes
the t hild to do the as adenuc course Thr pressure is more from the father
to the academic subjects, the mother tends to advise the child not to take
on too ninth at the one time

When asked who tended to be ins olved on the St 1', Ian I low e stated.

Btuh. Fathers take a greater interest at this stage in their child's education
than any other stage. Mothers will come to nonnal meetings but at 52
fuher will i ome as ss ell.

Conclusion

There is no escaping the importance attached to parental primacy by both parents
and teat hers In the constniction of a model relationship between parent and teacher,
stress was plat ed on the disciplinary.' role of the parent as the moral and social guard-
ian of the child's development. Paradoxically, the division between discipline and
education was sharpened by the lay social theories expressed by teat hers about the
origins of problem children in school.

An expanding guidance network gave teachers a much clearer picture of the
kinds of problems that some parents faced m being able to control and discipline
their children. Guidance teachers were immersed within an institutional framework
ss hich focused their attention on the family backgrounds of these children. Primacy
here was affirmed through its marked ibsente. What they saw and experienced from
tune to time, through their roles as mediators between home and school. were par-
ents who did not 4. ontnrin to any notions of inner direction or parental authority.

fiX
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Parental Primacy and the 'Best Interests of the Child'

It was these types of parents that guidance teachers had to deal with in satisfying the
more abstract notion of the pupil's best interests.

Possibilities of intervention may be legitimated through lay theories of social
class. In sonie schools, where there may be a collective sense of local deprivation,
teachers take a more surrogate role on the basis of the class complemon of the par-
ents. But, in general, the assumptions that teachers made about the.famthal nature of
the problem restricted the form that their actions took towards dealing with the
problem

The highly sensitive nature of 'disciplinary talk' in school between parent and
teacher was reflected- firstly. in the difficulties some teachers had in dealing with
unsolicited requests for advice; secondly, in the ways that teachers tried to elicit
information about discipline in the home without seeming to questions the parent's
authontv; and thirdb,.. by parents themselves who adamantly claimed that discipline
ss ithin the home wac not on the teacher's agenda at parents' meetings.

Where there was a tradition within the local community of close links between
the school and the parent, teachers found it much easier to set up contacts with
parents who were having difficulties with their children. In these situations, guid-
ance teachers found it much easier to define their responsibilities as complementary
social supports to patents rather than as surrogate parents

The previous chapter suggested that teachers can be categorized according to
two criteria; the kinds of schools that the teachers belonged te and the different
techniques used in controlling class,00m behaviour. The former was Important in
determining the ease with which teachers were able to handle these perceived forms
of intervention. Where there were few nes with the local community and where
the local community had a high level of social depnvation, teachers were more
inclined to see themselves in more negative ten»s as picking up the pieces ti-om
parents who had apparently abdicated then- responsibilities.

The reverse of this was found in the schools where parental expectation was
high in terms of pupil achievement. Guidance teachers were playing what they
considered to be a more legitimate role in providing an intellectual and emotional
support to existential adolescent problems of development. They were also more
active in providing the educational backup during the subject choice period which,
in effect, provided the occasion for a demonstration of then- educational skills. Yet,
like the absent parent the overambitious parent served the purpose of all-inning the
division of responsibility between home and school in that these parents from time
to time intervened within what was considered the teacher's locus of responsibility
in claiming that dies knew more about their children's educ ational capabilities than

the school

Notes

i Although parents are leoll% cntitled to cd1.11. Me then s hddren it home, he condition%
and circumstances surrounding this position are so exceptional that vets few parents
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would consider this a viable option. Certainly, no parent from the sample expressed this
as an Option

2 dinnae ken = do not know; haim = home.
An Important educat:,mal debate in Scotland in the early 1980s took place over the
relevance of the examinmon system It WAS argued that a significant number of 14- and
I 5-year-old pupils were excluded from gaining any form of tangible benefit from the
school. Standard arachng was a pre-national con iculum attempt to deal with this problem
by introducing a foundation les el of attainment See Meikle's article, 19fio



Chapter 4

Parenting, Supervision and the Uncivil
Society

Introduction

The previous chapters deal with the way in which discipline is handled within
educational context. In this chapter I look at the ways in which parents discipline
and control their children within the 'privacy of the home. The first part of the
chapter takes a more negative line in respect to disciplinary matters by looking at
how parents sanction their childr Ti when they step out of line. Yetis was discussed
earlier, discipline does not have to be conceptualized solely in terms of repression.
The concept of discipline tends to connote images of the intolerant, strap-wielding
patriarch but a more positive image of the parent as disciplinarian is presented here.
Discipline is seen as the means by which parents are able to set boundanes within
which children develop a sense of moral and psychological security.

Disciphne, then, is bound up with the general welfare of the child. In the
second part of the chapter this is examined with reference to ideas parents have
about how their adolescent children conduct themselves outside of the home. I
argue that this in turn shapes the way that parents try to supervise their children's
public activities. The previous chapters emphasized the normative and common-
sense restrictions placed on the school in underwriting the child's moral and social
welfare. Although the stmcture of the school encourages a more holistic attitude
towards the child, the particular frame of reference adopted by both parents and
teachers here has been the separation of the spheres.

The following analysis outlines the accounts parents give of their children's
developing moral characters and identities a shift in the parental frame of refer-
ence. The following two chapters revolve around the development of then- children's

sexual identities. In this chapter, notions of moral danger underpin the perceptions
that parents have of their children's ume spent away from the home. In both cases
the school's moral and social role becomes more central. This inevitably points to
a more complex relationship between parent and teacher than was suggested in the

'separate spheres' model discussed earlier.

Authority, Sanctions and Adolescence

[ he previous chapter demonstrated the widely held belief that parents ought to
circumscnbe their children's views of the world in one form or another. Although
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the Webenan notion of a rational authonty opens up the theoretical possibility for
a more open and negotiable relationship between parent and child, there is still a
strong sense that parents are ultimately trying to maintain an obedient relation-
ship between themselves and their children (Hood-Williams. 199( f). Smne parents
expressed a degree of confidence about the authonty they had over their adoles-
cent children, whilst others tended to think that adapting to the child's adolescent
status was a problem In the former case, parents were able to discuss with confidence
the kinds of sanctions tt-.ey used when their adolescent children stepped out of line.
Six parents clann1 :hat their children knew how far they were able to go; raising
their voices was usually enough to bring them back into line (five middle class: one
working class). If we look at two middle-class examples of more verbal approaches
to ii iisbehaviour. we can see that although parents might step back from adopting
the imperative 'thou shalt not form, they were, nevertheless, very conscious of how
their authority as disciplinanans had to be firmly asserted. Bnan Slany claimed:

They need to understand the reason for it Ithe sanction]. We've always
brought them up to have a choice If you want to do it your way you've
got to be ass are of the consequences If you want to do it my way well
fair enough If they're misbehaving unless its a major thing. then there's no
choice Invanahly they're told the privileges they've got w:II stop. That's
been sufficient. I've always believed that discipline is iKeded from a very
early age. They've always respected ine for discipline. They do occasionally
step over the line but they are always aware that they are stepping over the
line, so they never go too far. A word from myself and they step back.

I le w ent on to emphasize the dunce Ins children had in accepting the rules which
were instilled \TM early on

I encourage thein to be their own selves, so, sometimes they do step over
the line. Sometimes I'll have to talk to them About it, but I have no fears.
They have their own personalities and I've developed that with them.

Brian Slany collies dose here to the notion of inner direction in that there is expli-
cit reference to how a child's individuality is secured by stressing the importance of
disc ipline.

Bob Alison, placed inure emphasis on the generational notions of respect and
deference (:hildren could be made to understand why their parents had sanctioned
them hut this didn't necessarily lead to a lessening of the 'distance' between father
and child

)

: What are the situations when you discipline Peter Coldest sour;

He's cheeky, the same as any other lad. He has a bad habit of
not waiting 'till you've finished talking and launching in. Prob-
ably talking hack althmigh les probabk less that and more Irving
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to explain why he's Lione something wrong! Every kid does things
that niggle their parents. As long as you try to bnng them round
to thinking that, that is not the way to do things, not enforcing
them ..

.1111 you Cr\ and reason with them::

13.-1: Oh no, I don't reason With him. I mean if he's said something he
shruldn't have said then he's told and then he's told why.. It's not
somethin4 we'd sit down and discuss. I don't believe in children
telling their parents or other adults what they slymld be diung.
not into them saying you do this or talkm' in any way disrespectbil.

Parents tound it difficult to answer questions about the efficacy of the more
material sanctions used Some parents tended to see the preference they had for a
particular sanction in terms of the degree to which it worked. Yet, rather than being
seen as ways in which misbehaviour can be dinunished, they were seen prunanly

punishments. One of the main effects of sanctions was that they were meant to
hurt. Although their eldest son. Philip, was proving to be a hit of a handful, the
Wilsons were able to handle him by 'grounding' him. that is. depriving him ot
free tune outside of the house.

We have problems. He (Philipi hates to be kept in He likes to get out all
the time. Obviously if 1 say he has to staV in, that's that That's ss hat

discipline is Al about. (George Wilson)

This was reintoned by his wile.

You get to know your kids . the most punishmg thing for Philip is to
be kept in . he tends to push it a wee bit further and he knows he's to
Lome ni at 141.311 ... Fie came in on Saturday night. It was 11 15 when he
came in. Without discussing it George said 'You are in all day tomorrow.'
-That is punishing to Philip (lean Villsoin

Another sanction, the withdrawal ()1pocket money, was seen by Janke White
and Isobel Hart's children as a depnvation. Janke White ys as asked about her chil-
dren's reaCtion to losing their pocket Ilioncy. She replied.

vereli't .inmsed. They were hard up that week They Just didnae get
it. They had tat: do without

A similar response came from Isabel Ilan.

1 he best way to deprive him [her son us tae stop his pocket money and

pit lum in his room
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Parents also emphasized die ineffective nature of certain sanctions in terms of
how they didn't work as punishments. Although grounding was a popular sane-
non, parents that favoured other forms tended to argue that keeping a child at home
was ineffective where a child preferred to stay at home rather than play outside with
friends. When June Wilkins was asked whether she ever grounded her eldest son,
she replied:

He's no' a laddy for going out. I think I'd be penalizing him if I sent hun
out! He's a computer freak so 1 take that away sometimes.

Problem Children or Problem Phase. .4 Ca.:e Study

Given the existing pressures on parentsind the 'private' nature of their respons-
ibilities, we might expelt a degree of self-censorship or 'fronting' where parents are
asked to account foi discipline within the home (Goffman, 1969). The Terrys, for
whatever reason, chose to discuss the problems they were having deahng with their
oldest son's behaviour (the Wilsons, similarly, later in the chapter).

As I stated earlier, there is no necessary contradiction between the concepts of
childhood and independence. Childhood can be seen as a preparation for the real
world of social responsibilits and commitment. Yer reconciling earlier parenting
routines with an awareness of the changing nature of childhood for some parents
is beset with problems. This is ;.xemphfied by the Terrys.

MIT What do you do for sanctions'

We keep asking him, keep plugging aw ay. We don't make an issue
of it. We don't really forget it either.

.1/11. Do they listen to you?

GT: They get very upset if we're annoyed. But they tend not to do
anything about it.

.1111' What would you do then;

GT. Shout at them I suppose.

Mir Do you send them to their rot,;11.7

GT I do that as well

.1111 Etkctive?.

GT: Not really. It doesn't stop then: doing it.
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In the previous section, palents claimed that they had developed methods
for dealing with their children's misbehaviour. From this perspective we might echo
the sentiments of one teacher that parents have 'got the measure' of their chil-
dren because they were able to gauge what were the most appropriate and 'painful'
sanctions to be used when their children stepped out of line. George Terry might
be said to have failed because he didn't know his children well enough.

Although this may, indeed, be the case, the issue is complicated when a par-
ent feels that a child has reached the age where misbehaviour might be more expli-
citly related to adolescence The lack of understanding that George Terry had of
his children 'night be interpreted more positively as recognition of the changes in
his children's development the move towards asserting their own individual iden-
tities. Within these terms, George Terry was having difficulty adjusting his discip-
linary approach accordingly. Although George Terry seemed resigned to having
little impact on his children's behaviour, his wife hinted at the problem being one
of adjustment to her oldest son's attempts at asserting himself as an individual with
reference to her own value system

The eldest one, he has now taken to questioning your values as it were.
We're sitting down to a meal in peace. He'll say, 'Why should you do this?
Why shouldn't ;ou get up in the nuddk of the meal and do something
else?' It's a difficult one. If ou've got values it's difficult to justify them

they're so deep rooted and taken for granted. Why shouldn't you take
your meal into the front room all his friends do it, sort of idea. This is
quite a conflict at the moment (Christine Tern.)

The problem of cont .olling her children has become more acute because her oldest
son is now perceived to be questioning the norms of behaviour that she takes for

granted. Although this is not nude explicit in the quotation, we might speculate on
the nature of Christine Terry's problem. Once Christine Terry had detected the
beginnings of an 'adult' personahty in her eldest child, any misbehaviour becomes
more difficult to deal with. When her children were much younger her role as a
disc iphnanan had a much clearer raison d 'etre. As is expressed by parent% in the fol-
lo.oang section, young children need more direct and explicit guidance in learning
the rules of behaviour. Sanctions have a legitimate role to play in setting a moral
agenda within the home. The problem for Christine Terry is that this disciplinary
tole becomes inure difficult to sustain when the child reaches adolescence. Children
are assumed to have a reasonable idea of the moral boundanes, this in part being
a central feature of their developing independent chamters.

We can talk, as Rapoport, Rapoport and Strelitz (1977) do, of the necessity
of guiding the adolescent child through tricky moral terrain. But the means by
which parents achieve this are more difficult to identify. Moreover, the role of the
parent as disciplinarian sits uneasily with parents who feel that their c hildren are too
old for more direct and explicit forms of discipline. In one sense, Christine Terry
interprets her son's nusbehas lour as a symptom of an underdeveloped %ens'. of the
moral boondaries the outcome of years of unsuccessful striving by parents to instill
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a moral code. In another se::se, Christine Terry's anxieties are caused by her son's
ability to undermine her values because he is reaching a stage in his life where his
own identity reflects a vague sense of values which are different from her own.

17n. ,1 Forte

Although current debates over physical punishment within the home have focused
on whether smacking should be abolished per se1 common assumption made is that
physical punishment become, a progressively less important sanction as children get
older. The extent to which parents show an awareness of their child's adolescence
might be better assessed, then, in terms of the extent to which parents still draw on
force as a sanction. Although the majority of parents no longer regularly used force
within the home, fourteen parents (32 per cern) claimed to occasionally raise their
hands against their adolescent children w hen they got out of hand. If we allow for
the greater numbers of middle-class parents, there is no significant difference along
social class lines in the numbers who use force (nine middle class: five working
class). Physical punishment tended to be administered as a spontaneous reaction to

partiL ular mii ident that annoyed a parent. But one or two parents still used force
is part of a repertoire of sanctions. When asked what she did when both her ado-
lescent children were badly behaved. Betty Deary. a part-nme home help, replied.

Do you want me tae tell ye? That slipper, there, and then up the stairs and
to their beds They get a good wallop.

In Tom Mk tear's case it followed a ,enes of threats

Although I tend to shout a lot at them, I always threatch as well I very
seldom carry It through. lin not against kids getting their backsides skelped
when they need it. That's what's wrong with them nowadays. If they keep
talking back to me there is going to be some instant justice right there and
then.

Yet. this view needs to he tempered lw the lack of specificity over the particular
children who were still being smacked. Toni Mcteari policeman. later on in the
interview signalled a change in relationship with his eldest son.

With the best will in the world there conies a time when you can no
longer tell them what to do. You've got to move from telling them to
advising them. I've had this already with nw oldest. I cannae now brow
heat and tell him ss hat to do. I Lan only +ay I don't think it would bk. wi+e
to do this or that.

the Wears had three children. Alistair. the oldest, was I g years old and had just
left honw to join ihe R AF The other hildren. still at home and at school, were
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younger. Although Toni Mctear was not signalling a change in his relationship with
his adolescent child his I 5-year-old daughter was one of the younger children
there was a sense m which both father and eldest son had just come through a
difficult adolescent period. Tom Mctear now seemed to accept that rather than
impose his will through using force, he was now advising his son on the best way
of doing things. Mctear, thenicknowledged the changing status of his children yet
still tended to think that adolescent misbehaviour could be dealt with using a degree
of force.

Tlie Wilsons both agreed that smacking was only appropriate for small chil-
dren. Nevertheless, the problems then- eldest was causing occasionally pushed them
into situations where they raised their hands. it is worth reproducing Jean Wilson's
lengthy account of how she attempted to deal with Philip's behaviour because it
identities force as a reaction rather than part of any family policy on discipline.

I've not sort of said I'm going to smack his behind hut I have because they
dnve von . I've lashed tint at Philip. I've punched him before and I

can see the day coming when George (her husband) and Philip will have
a go at each other. Because Philip just in his manner . .. George will say
something and Philip will make some smart remark. George will jump up.
The two of them are standing there. I often think that if Philip was to go
to lift his hand I could ,.ee a ... you know ... as for saying, 'I'm going to
give him a doing', that's never happened. There's been the spontaneous
slap or punch. Sometimes they're so cheeky. The other morning I went
into Philip's room ... of course the way the boys do their hair now. They
have to have mousse and gel. running a hotel and I've got to be kind
of tidy when they go down there in the morning. I wash my hair and I
keep my mousse under the sink. I can't find it. I go all the way through
the hotel in my dressing gown to Philip's room to get my mousse. I start

shouting at hun and he turns to me. Instead of saying 'Sorry mum', he says,
'Have von got a brain?' I sort of picked up the mousse and threw it at him.
It's ovei in a second.

What is interesting here is that parents were not really disciplining their adolescent
children by hitting them. There was no sense here in which force was used as .1
means of training their children for adulthood. Rita Barnes, like Jean Wilson, would
react by 'clouting' her son when she felt he ssas getting on her nervcs.:

I clout him from nme to tune for being cheeky It's not really cheek
He tries to see how far he can go. He's quite funny acmally. But sometimes
I can't be bothered ith him being limns..

Interestingly. Rita Barnes's husband recounted an incident he had with their son
where he used force The relationship here was almost 'adult' in character tn that
histh father and son apologised for then- condus t
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We were just back from holiday and we fell out one night. It wasn't a
smack it was a slap. It was something that really got to me. It has to be
something that I would tend to see as very serious before that would hap-
pen. Probably the last time I smacked him before that was two years ago
a particularly bad thing which I blew up at and I lashed out at. I probably
shouldn't have. As it turned out I apologised in the morning as he apolo-
gised to me as well. (Will Barnes)

'Training' tended to take place much earlier and was associated with smacking.
Parents argued that very small children were only able to discriminate between right
and wrong through smacking. Thirty-five parents (85 per cent) mentioned that they
smacked their children when they were much younger. Very few parents ruled out
corporal punishment in principle, but a majority of parents now felt it was inap-
propriate to lift their hand as a means of disciplining their adolescent children. This
view was best exemplified by Alice Davies, when asked whether she ever smacked
her children.

When they were small, yes. When they were at the stage when they just
didn't understand. If you tried to explain I mean if somebody is hurting
somebody else, pulling the cats tail. If they're at an age where they can't
understand what the cat's going through and you can't explain that it's
hurting the cat, and it's not a very good thing to do, you've got to do
something.

Elisabeth Johnston, saw an 'associative benefit in smacking a very young child.

Eve smacked them both on very particular occasions and that was when
they went out . when they both 41 out onto the road without looking
and It was dangerous ... and I did nstantly so that it should feel trau-
matic. I have also smacked him when he ran away from me at Tescos and
I looked for him and was very upset. I rationalized the smacking in terms
of it's like going out onto the road. You really could have got picked up
and taken away and this was a hfe threatening situation and you must never
do this again.

Most parents argued that smacking was an inappropriate sanction for their
adolescent children. The majority of parents who still occasionally raised their hands
to their adolescent children saw this as a spontaneous response to incidents which
had annoyed them. Parents tended to explain these as Isolated incidents where their
children had taken them way beyond their tolerance thresholds. But there is a more
interesting possible explanation. The use of force reflected the general ambivalence
that parents felt about sanctioning their teenage children. On the one hand, parents
reacted to their children because they thought they ought to know better at their
age. Force was being used ironically to illustrate the outmoded nature of the sane-
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non. On the other hand, parents fit that their children had not quite reached adult-
hood. Force, acted as a timely reminder that parents still have the upper hand.

Supervision and the Uncivil Society

As was discussed in Chapter 1. the outside world is a testing ground for the wav
that parents and adolescent children relate to each other. As children get older thcv
spend more time away from their parents. Time taken to build up relationships with
peers and other adults can be seen as part of the routine breaking of early parent
child ties. In a positive sense, children are learning to take responsibility for their
actions. For some parents this is taken to mean that children behave in a more
grown-up liishion with others outside of the home. Parents commented on the way
their children conducted themselves in restaurants and in front of other members of
the fannly. John White commented on how his children were able to hold their
own in adult company: 'They're both witty laddies, telling jokes and dancing with
the women at parties.' For others, this notion of the responsible child is problematic
because this is bound up with general concerns parents have about how their chil-
dren negotiate the outside world on their own. It is to this problem that I turn to
now.

In Chapter 1, I outlined the problems that parents might have coming to terms
with their children's public persona. External influences can put parents under con-
siderable pressure because of the ways that a child's behaviour outside of the home
is assessed in terms of the quality of parenting. Chapter 3 might be taken as some
form of confirmation of this, in that teachers tended to see problem pupils in terms
of their family backgrounds. As I have argued, theories about pa:ental control would
tend to focus on how these kinds of pressures might dictate the ways that parents
disciplined their children. The work of Harris (1983) and Seabrook (1982) suggests
that the kinds of pressures that parents were under would lead them to want to have

more physical control over thzir children's whereabouts.' Translated into sanctions
this would mean that parents tended to prefer to ground their children, keep them
withm their purview. This is taken up at the end of the chapter.

I want to now consider discipline and control in more general terms as
the means by which those in authority are able to set a moral and social agenda.

Undoubtedly, the way that parents and teachers deal with misbehaviour can be seen
as an important means of instilling a moral code. But if we look more directly at
the way that authority figures are able to dictate how children negotiate the social

world, then we need to look at discipline and control as a more positive means by
which authority is expressed. This section focuses on how discipline can be linked
to the kinds of perceptions that parents have of their children's public behaviour and
the way that these perceptions structure what we might term strategies of positive
control (Wyness, 1994a).

Parents were asked whether they had any concerns about their children's beha-
viour outside of the home. Given that the hook focuses on the alleged countervail-
ing moral and social powers of the school, parents were asked first of all whether
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Table 4 1

Yes
No
Total

Parental VVa-ry abcJt the School, by Social Class

Middle class Working class Total

13 (54)
11 (46)
24

9 (45)
11 (55)
20

22 (50)
22 (50)
44

F.gures in brackets refer to percentages of parents with,n each social class category

Table 4 2 Parental VVorr, y about me Outside Wood, by Social Ciass

M:ddle class Working class Total

Yes 14 (58) 9 145) 23 (52)
No 10 (42) 11 (55) 21 (48)
Total 24 20 44

F,gures in brackets refer to percentages of parents mthin each social class category

they worried about their children's behaviour at school. This was followed by
wort.. genera; question about the outside xsorld. The latter was designed to cover
the public terrain outside of the home and the school. As Tables 4 1 to 4.4 show,
around lull of the parents worried about what their children did outside of the
domestic purview. This is divided up into two areas; concern expressed about beha-
%lour in school and behaviour with friends outside. It is also clear from Table 4.2
that these concerns were expressed by both middle- and working-class parents. Both
groups of parents expressed the same reasons tOr their concerns in relation to the
question on the outside world parents were concerned here about the physical and
!floral secuntv of their children.

Tables 4.3 and 4.4 suggest that mother% tend,d to worry more about their
children's public behaviour than fathers. Mothers tended to spend inure tune with
their children than their husbands did because they were around the home more
than their husbands. Almost all fathers were in full-tune employment compared to
only 23 per cent of their spouses.'

The anxieties that both parents expressed over their children's well-being outside
of the home is the focus of this chapter. Hams (19(3) only assumed that mothers
were more likely to worry than fathers. His thesis was based on the Newsons work
which, although claiming to be about parents, was in fact based on evidence from
mother% only (Newsons, 1963; 1968, 197(1). There is little evidence of paternal
anxiety b-.:cause fathers were not interviewed.

Furthermore, the overemphasis on the Newsom' study of early childhood
obscures any understanding of possible change% in domestis arrangements as the
children get older. This might nuke it likely that fathers became more anxious
about their children's well-being because they have become inure aware of their
luldren's well-being Although mothers were home more than fathers, their ado-

lescent children spent inure nme outside of the home than they did when they were
younger. Some corroboration of this comes from the responses that parents gave to
the question: Do you see les% of Your children as they get older? rwenty-six parents
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Table 4 3 Parental Worry about the School, by Sex of Parent

Mother Father Total

Yes 12 (55) 10 45) 22 (50)

No 10 145) 12 (55) 22 (50)
Total 22 22 44

* Figures in orackets refer to percentages of parents opth.n each soci& Liass categorv

Tabie 4 4 Parental Worry about the Outs,de World by Sex of Parent

Mother Father Total

Yes 14 (63) 9 (41) 23 (52)

No 8 (37) 13 159) 21 (48)
-rnta 22 22 44

Figures n brackets refer to percentages of parents wThin each social class category

(59 per cent) tlauned that they sass less of their is fuldren now. The gender division

is important with seventeen mothers and inn.' fathers sas mg Ye+. Mothers were

around the house more when the thildren were younger. They were thus 'note
likely to nonce that their children were spending less time at home as they got
older. Fathers who had less input when the children were younger did not necessarily

notice the saine difference From this we might say that the decrease in tune spent
by mothers with then- children brings them more into line with the amount of tulle
spent bs fathers with children. For many couples the times when their adolescent
children were at home would tend to coincide more With the nines that the Cither

was home. Both parents were around for a greater proportion of the time that their
children +pent out of school. As I stated earlier, Harris based his argument on evid-

ence drawn from work done ss ith mothers and young children If questions around
parental ansacts were put to this t ategory of parents we might expect there to be

a greater disparity between mothers' and fathers' responses As it is. the research
fot uses on parems of adolescents Although more mothers than ftthers worried about

their thildren's behaviour outside ot the home, more than 1 dind of the fathers
shared these anxieties. The tisllossing data then portrays di concerns that both

mothers and fathers have.
In relation to concern over the lc hool, there was some class ditFerence Middle-

class parents tended to express concern about how their children's behaviour .ind the
behaviour of others might inhibit their is hildren's chances of edutational sticiek
Whereas, for working-class parents the cons (In was that their children were behav-

ing properly. This t an be demoronated it we sompare two respituses from parents

to the question: Do you ever worry about how your children behave in school?
Rua Barnes. a tale assistant Iii .1 nursing home. links her son's behaviour in class to

his results.

()Ii Yes. I do worry about it. but I've never h,td the otlastion to think he
is misbehaving. I would have heard from the school. His French teat her

u
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says there's a lot of nonsense in the class. I've asked if William is one of
them and she says he can be sometimes. But because of the results he's
been getting. I'd tend to think that he is concentrating and behaving in the
class.

For George Deary, a sheet metal worker, the behaviour of his children was what
was important rather than anj educational ends that It might facilitate.

Oh ave. We try tae thrash that home to them Ay' the time, that they've
tae behave well. Their total behaviour in everything. I mean we cannae
make them saints but ... on saying that I'm probably only one in about
hundred parents. The wife and I are only one in a hundred families that'll
do that.

Parental concern was more or less equally felt with respect to both the school
and the outside world. Yet, unlike the outside world, the school was perceived dif-
ferently in that parents had the potential to know Indirectly through the teachers
about the behaviour of their children. Rather than see this, as Harris (1983) does,
as grounds for potential conflict between parents and teachers, several parents here
were able to assuage their doubts about their children's behaviour by checking with
teachers at parents' meetings. Evelyn Dobbie, a middle-class mother, expressed her
wornes.

I think about It. I often wonder. I can often imagine him at school, fooling
about. That worries me sometimes because he could be distracting other
people, he never stops talking. We've asked about it when we'vc been
dosvn at the parents' evenings but no great hassle, no' any great problem
as he's getting older he's calming down and settling down. We've med to
get over to him how important this year is to him and get him to knuckle
down. He doesn't seem to have any problems. We have asked at the
school

Again there is an emphasis on linking behaviour to educational pertbrmance. But
here, also, sonie anxiety was expressed about refemng to the teachers. The situation
does potentially lead to the scenario put forward by Hams that children have the
power to betray their parents through letting them down in front of the teacher.
But the school is interpreted here by Evelyn Dobbie in much less conflictual terms.
The school is used more as a resource to be draw on.

George Wilson, on the other hand, linked his children's public behaviour to
their parenting role. He was asked why he worried about his children's behaviour
at school. He replied, 'Because the school would think It svas lack of discipline in
the home.' George Wilson had given up a well-paid job with the bank to go into
business with his wife -Ihey had moved to another part of the cay a year previ-
ously and were now running a small hotel. Initially, they had not moved Philip to
a school within the new catchment area because they didn't want to disnipt his
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schooling and they were aware cf the difficulties teenagers someumes had break-

ing old nes and making new fnends. Philip was eventually moved when he got
into trouble with some other pupils.

He was in A tight .. . we got a phone call from the school saymg Philip
was in trouble at the school. Philip and some wee laddy had fought in a
park near the school. They were going to be suspended and we had to go

to the school the next day. Both laddies apologised and said It wouldn't

happen again. So we decided after that we'd get Philip transferred to

Boreston. (George Wilson)

The move to Boreston enabled the Wilsons to 'keep tabs' on Philip because Boreston

was much closer and he was able to come home at lunchtime. Moving school didn't
solve all their problems, however. As his mother put It:

Phihp was being late quite a lot, even at Boreston he was dawdling. They
have a good system there. They phone you up in case he's not coining
back and report it to you. We got really angry that the school should have

to phone us up. He hadn't been telling us that he'd been continually late.
We werenae aware of it because we had been sending hnn out in plenty

tune.

This point was reiterated by her husband. Their contacts with the school had
increased at an unwelcome but, as George Wilson goes on to state, necessary speed.

Thr teachers know that wc.'re on their side. I've said that to the guidance
teacher. We've said to her anything they do, no matter how small it is,

phone us. We'd rather have stupid phone calls than nothing at all. We
want to know what's going on.

The Wilsons were relieved that the school was able to keep tabs on Philip.

but given the trouble he was causing the school, there was still a worry that people

might think they had caused the problem. The Wilsons were very cons( ions o;

how others evaluated their roles as ,aarents. But then anxieties motivated them to

draw closer to the school in effort to solve the problem of their son's misbeha-
viour. Clearly, sonic parents did express a concern about svhat the school thought

of them as competent parents. This did to some degree offer evidence for Hams's

thesis that parents worried about how the world outside perceived them. But as

Wilson and Herbert (1978) argue in their study of parentchild relations in a

deprived area, parents were also worried about what the outside world did to

their children.
Allatt and Yeandle (19)2) discuss the ways that parents redefined the moral

order once then older children became unemployed. File moral order is associated

with thy outside world, a relatively ordered and secure space where children are
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morally bound by their work commitments. Allatt and Yeandle looked at how the
trust the parents in their study placed in their children was threatened by unem-
ployment. Children without the routine of work and the sense of commitment that
goes along with work were more likely to drift into other more morally dubious
public activities. Yet, this loss of trust was not based solely on notions of their chil-
dren being unable to direct themselves towards more civic activities in the absence
of employment. For what is being argued here is that the child finds it easier to
develop this capacity for responsibility within a moral framework of guaranteed
employment. Once this is taken away, parents question their children's abilities to
negotiate the outside world because the outside world has become a more forbid-
ding and alien environment. Allatt and Yeandle depict sonic conception of a moral
environment through the images that parents convey of both the failure of their
children to mature into responsible citizens and the lack of public means by which
this might be achieved.

What is interesting here is that the children in Allan and Yeandles' study had
already experienced the possibility of a moral order through their early work experi-
ence.. The parents with adolescent children in this study were not able to draw on
the experiences their children had of work. Parental anxiety in the present study was
marked when discussing the world outside of thr home and the school. This was
a general area marked out by the streets and parks; areas which sonie parents asserted
were their territories when they- were young. The frame of reference, then, for these
parents was not the world of work but the parents' own childhoods which were
depictcd as periods of relative safety where they had free rein over areas which were
now blocked off from adolescent expression and play. As George Wilson stated, 'I'd
love to see all the kids roaming the streets until midnight, but you can't.' These
areas were problematic now because they- didn't have the moral and physical security
associated with their own past adolescent experiences.

It is worth mentioning here that the parents in this study prob.bly had a
much stronger sense of their responsibility towards their adolescent children than
the sample in Allau and Yeandle's study. The status of 'unemployed child' shifts the
burden of responsibility away from the parent towards the moral order. As Jamieson
and Corr (I 99(9 point out, where children have sonic experience of work there was

euad,_crtaieli"Is gl k I I It
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Thomas, gming involved with the wrong company. His father was asked whether
he ever disapproved of Thomas' friends.

I'll tell hnn that's him finished running around with him. It's no' very
often like, but we've seen trouble with sonie kids and we've stopped him
before he's followed suit. (Toni Hart)

His wife also womed about Thomas' choice of fnenus. She cited an example:

There was an instance this morning. I got a phone call asking for Edward.
I mean who knows that his middle name is Edward? It wis a wee lassie.
Anyway I said Thomas was at school and I asked who was calling. She said,
'Veronica'. I said I'll give you two seconds to get off this line. The phone
went again, 'Is David there?' So I just slammed the phone back doon.
Thomas says, I cannae think, Mum, who that could have been.' If I
thought he was getting up to anything like that, that wid really annoy
ine. If he was in a crowd using swear words or anything like that. I'd
get really angry.

There is MI Isq le here of whether thr Inld Lan be trusted. Quite often parents'
anxieties centred on their feelings that their children were inunature, they were
naive, not yet worldly enough to make the 'right' choices. Rita Barnes 'worried all
the nine' about her son. 'His chums are like hnn. too trusting.' This point was
reiterated by Jim Short who claimed that his eldest daughter had to learn when to
accept people at face value.

I've chastised her a couple of tunes. I've told her you've got to be a wee
bit two faced and know when to turn it on. I go on at,out how you should
be in public crossing your .t's and how it can be different from how you
are iii pnvate.

Jim Short believed his daughter had to learn how to manipulate the external
world. There is almost a c;offinanesque critique of L hildren here in having a naivety
so out of place in a context where guile. diplomacy and a lack of trust are the moral
halhiurks of the outside world. Yet, the sdf here is limited by the concerns of'
parents; tOr children apparently only need to 'turn it on' outside of thr home. This
interpretation of the self is a much more permissive version than GotThun's, yet is
more constrained by the demands of parents. What we have here then is tangible
concern being expressed by parents in moral terns over the physic al well-being of
their children

Normal .\11,hchaviour

The parents' c mit ern over their children's lack of cynicism in their relations with
outsiders L an also be identified through ideas parents have about common-sensical
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models of what constitutes g-aod behaviour. Some parents emphasized the import-
ance of being a 'good citizen'. Witness the following response by a parent to a ques-
tion on aspirations.

My main aim for hnn is that he becomes a decent citizen, someone I can
be proud of, that he has respect for people and property. (Will Barnes)

Other parents invoked limits to the notion that their children needed to
behave according to some bourwois notion of gentile civility. Parents undermined
the notion of civility by invoking 'normal misbehaviour'. In the conventional sense
parents, teachers and public figures concern themselves over bad behaviour. Now
it is true that parents did articulate ideas about how children ought to behave with
reference to more conventional notions of respect or deference. But in conversation
with some parents over their children's behaviour, and here we are specifically
referring to boys' behaviour, parents have a concern that certain children were too
good to be true. Parents had some intuitive notion of children who didn't quite fit
in to a natural mode. There was an unspecified unease about certain children which
couldn't be articulated in the more conventional language of the 'indisciplined
child'. This unease was clearly articulated by Isabel Hart when discussing a friend
of her son that she disapproved of.

There was a wee boy who came to the house and he was that quiet. I

thought there's nae wee boy that can be as quiet as that. I said to Thomas,
'I'm no' very keen on him son.' He said, 'How?' I satd, 'He just seems
awly quiet.' He seemed too sweet to be wholesome. Now Thomas has
been intbrining me after I'd told hun not to go with him that he's into
drugs. I said there was just something about the wee laddie, he wasnae
typical boy if you know what I mean, very withdrawn.

Wlut is interesting is the initial assessment made of the boy being almost too well
behaved. For Isabel Hart her fears 1,..re borne out by her son's friend's shadowy
involvement with drugs (an interesting association between the withdrawn addict
and the withdrawn child).

Parental Anxiety ,und Gender Identity

The existing literature on socialization (Sharpe, 1976; Newsons, 1976), suggests that
boys are streamed into the public sphere of work through being relatively unsupervised
outside of the home from an early age. Girls, on the other hand, learn about their
future domestic responsibilities through identification with their mothers and this
is reinforced by a gendered ideology. We would expect, then, that by the time
children had reached adolescence, they would have a strong sense of their gen-
dered Identities, such that girls had little desire to roam the streets and boys would
be constantly asserting their temtonal nghts outside of the home. There are two
problems 1A ith this approada First, both boys and girls spend a high proportion of
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their waking hours outside of the home. Research has suggested that the school

streams buys and girls into different social spheres with fateful consequences for

(Stanworth, 1981; Lees, 1993). But the simple fact that girls are on a par with boys

in terms of the quantity of time they spend outside of the home in schools suggests

that the gendenng process is not quite as linear in the way that girls' domestic

solitude prepares them for domestic labour. Second, if boys are encouraged to

explore the social world outside the home as preparation for their public roles,

rather than needing less supervision than girls they would appear to need more

supervision. If girls have little desire to roam the streets that is, they have been

successfully 'socialized' into the domestic role then the problem thr parents might

he how teenage boys are successfully able to negotiate the public world

The tbllowing section on techniques of control can be read as confirmation of

dus in that parents tended to discuss how they would supervise their sons' external

activities. Any quantitative assessment of this point is impossible because of the lim-

ited number of cases. But a few parents did worry that their daughters were getting

into bad company. In the previous section I referred to Jim Shores daughter. I refer

now to the case of Kathleen Bone, who at 14 years wanted to spend more time

oumie the home with her friends. This posed a problem for her parents who felt

that she had started mixing with the wrong company. Her mother, Mary Bone,

expressed her concern.

We had a problem, that's why she changed school with the friends sh:y

made. She was there at William Street school tOr three years. She had come

from a small class of girls at primary .
The way they split them up tnt )

classes Kathleen was on her own. It was a shame, she was die youngest.

They [the teachers) didn't think too hard about putting her in. They just

threw her in with other kids she didn't know. She had to make her own

friends and she's quite a shy girl. Obviously, she got over that. She got

on in first and second year. She got friendly with children from Castleton

lworlang-class area on the outskirts). They wanted to go about just wandering

the streets and we wouldn't let her. She was always taken to wherever she

wanted to go and then taken back, They then asked her to go and play

with them in the flats. We put our foot down and said no. From there it

became worse. At first the teachers didn't nonce it. These girls were really

being nasty to her at the school. It got to the point where other teachers

noticed it. i was up at the school three or four times ... She was very

unhappy, sometimes hysterical, and there were sonie nasty phone calls. So

I said right, I'm taking her away from the school.

Several points can be made here. First, there was the same emphasis on the joint

role played by parents and teachers in safeguarding the child's moral and physical

well-being. Second, there was a strong emphasis placed on the parental purview; the

children being chaperoned to and from their friends' houses. The concern being

expressed here was the unsuitability of the streets and the dilapidated blocks of flats

that the other girls played in. This point was reinforced by the father.
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In inv opinion thcs'rc it an agi ss here there is nos\ here for them to go
Thcs'rc too \ oung to be hanging around street corners Where does a 14
yeat old go?

Thirdly, both parents emphasiied the distance between the home and their daughter's
new school. As the school was not within the Bones' catchment area, there was an

added difficulty of ensuring she got home fi-om school safely. Finally, implicit in
Mary Bone's statement was die notion that Kathleen was at sonic disadvantage vis-
a-vis the rest of the girls. Kathleen was the youngest, she had been separated from
her primary school friends and forced to make new friends Kathleen was also, in
her mother's words, not yet capable of looking after herself outside the home.

We wouldn't let her play in those luts. We said no, and she didn't want
to. She thought that was wrong as well ... She's a shy girl and wasn't able

to tight ba.k She didn't like to be nastv to anyone. We were all upset

about it.

Kathleen was 111 \Mlle stnse, then, like the boys in the previous quotations, more
easily led

iwohni: and .tilipen'IAint

In the preshni. section both the Wilsons and the Bones exemplified the importance
.4. links between the home and the school as a way of maintaining the physical and

al integia of the .1111d. Whether the problem originated within school or with
peers outside, the emphasis is on parents and teachers working together.

A few parents were 1110re specific in the range of responsibilities that they
believed the sihool had in supervising their children. First, within a given nme and
space children were left In the care of the school whilst parents went about their
dadv routines. A corollary of this was that parents expected their children home
from school at pre-designated tunes. Parents were very conscious of when the
si.hool closed and how long they expected their children to take to get home from
s.hool. Parents ss ere quick to complain to the school if their children were being
kept behind without then- knowledge. One example of this is the concern parents
expressed over the school's use of detention as a sanction. Children, particularly at
St Mary's with a wide catchment area, relied on the school bus getting to and from
home and school. Detention caused logistical problems because children had to stay

behind atier school and as consequence had to make their own way home. Bill
reflected many of the concerns over the uncivil society when discussing

detention

I dinnac agree ss ith detention bet MI \e of our situation. If he's late froni
school he goes to his granny's and his gunny would worry You're

really feared for your kids at night. especially in the dark. There's a lot of
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crazies gaun' about Likes of ss hen I was a kid we used to pla, to ten and
elesen at night and our parents nes er worried because there NA, as nothing

to worn about

Secondly, the school was seen La be indirectly responsible for policing the streets

In discussing the sanctions that were available to teachers, Jean Wilson felt that the

school had .1 responsibility to keep troublesome children within school.

I'd like to say right away that I don't approve of this suspension. Not that

none have ever been suspended, but they often talk about It. The teachers
often threaLen them with suspension. I've told none if you were suspended
I would take you along there every morning at nine. I would say to the

head, here's my child for his education. They might tell me to take him
away again, but I would be along there again the next morning. I don't
agree with that at all. What are you teaching a kid by suspending him=
They think, great. Sonie of the worst wee hooligans down in the west end
were roaming the streets. They'd been suspended, maybe for fighting or
something like that. They got a week's suspension. That's all wrong. You're
better to have them where you can see them and see what they're up to

This issue was picked up by sonic of the teachers. Teachers in general tended to

argue that the most serious sanctions, exclusions and suspensions from school, ss ere

last resorts where the pupil had exhausted all other attempts by the staff to try and

accommodate the pupils' problems within school.' Teachers tended to try and balance

the interests of the school the disruption that problem pupils caused in class ss ith

the need to take firm action against the Individual pupil where the school's rules had

been breached. But these 'professional' concerns sometimes overlapped with a concern

for public order. Teachers also worned about the consequences of exclusion for the

pupil et/neer-lied and the local cLonniunity. Ian Howe limn Waterston High was

asked about exclusions.

It's inevitable from the classroom situation. I think it's wrong to
put pupils out of school unless alternative arrangements have been

made.

.1111'. But the region has a statutory oblIgat1011.

Yes, but that's not automatic. There's going to be a penod of tone
when they are at no school and it's up to the parents to apply to
the director of education to be reschooled. In my experience l'se
known pupils who've been excluded and I know of one who as
early as S2 Isecond year of secondary school) was excluded and
never went back to school. He started working Vs icli his father

He's well into his twenties now. He's a labourer-come-builder
He's never missed dav's work and he's never been out of work
since being excluded. But in general I do worry about exclusions
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A third point made by parents stressed the playground as an area of potential
danger Bulhing in school w as a problem that parents were sery aware of Eight
of the parents who womed about how their children behaved at school were
concerned primarily about bullying (four wolking class: four middle class). Betty
Dean.. a working-class mother, was one in particular.

I've had a wee bit of bother. I hav'nae been to the school about it, with
_lean She's been getting bullied quite a bit. The last day was only a fort-
night ago and one or two of the girls had pushed her down the stairs and
stood on her fingers. I said to her 'I'm going into the rector on Monday'

. . She's an easy going girl, she's very helpful, but she doesnae like gettm'
picked on. They're there tar learn, no' tae be bullied boot.

The concern over playground supervision was looked at from another angle
by the Terrys. The problem here was the moral danger their children might find
themselves in if left unsupervised by the school at lunchtime,.

They (the children) can leave at lunchtime. When I was at school you
weren't allowed out at lunchtime. It's not so much the danger. It's more
the dinner money. They're (the pupils) given money ... walking around
the town being more interesting than school. There is some sort of iack
here hearing in mind that you've got to send your child to school and
they're (the teachers) in the positions of being parents while the child is at
school. It's a hangup at the moment where teachers don't think certain
things are their domain. Whereas if you're going to have a child in the
school, you're responsible for that child until they come home. Not just
for the periods when you think you are responsible for them

'Ku pnw Tab,'

Buchner (199(0, in a recent article, reflected the theme of parental decline, discussed
in the first chapter of this book, when he argued that children are freer now from
parental control because they spend inure tune outside of the home. Consequently,
childhood had been 'individualized% children's lives were less determined by adult
influences. .rwo comments can be made First, I have documented how parents
in this study %sere consc ions of the time that their children spent outside of the
home. It didn't follow from this that adult control over children had disappeared.
Fhe concerns about their chddren's abilities to negotiate a dangerous outside world
draws parents nuo a much more well-defined framework which emphasizes their
children being in a given place at a given tune. The school's supervisory respons-
ibilities can be held up to more rigorous scrutiny. Concerns about the school on
occasion become so acute that parents start to see the school as having primarily
'baby sitting' function in keeping their children safe (Amain. 19(2). Given the
input the school might have in the negotiation of the child's independence, we
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cannot say that children are left alone to negotiate their independence Furthermore,
we cannot assume that mole time spent with peers meant that parents had less
control over their leisure time.

Parents had no institutional means on which to fall back, where their children
inhabited terrain outside of the home and the school. Yet, the overall sense of being

in control of the child's moral and physical security is seen ultimately as a parental
responsibility. This heightened sense of needing to know what the child is doing
and where the child is doing it has lead to both middle-class and working-class

parents adopting strategies for containing their children within their purview.
Parents suggested several ways of monitoring or 'keeping tabs' on their chil-

dren. Several parents mentioned that they knew who their children's friends were;

one or two knew the parents of these children. Ian kobbie was actively involved
with what his sons did in their spare ume.

I know who Alexander goes about with. It's all to do with the rugby. I
assist in coaching at the rugby club.

The Dohbie's «mcern was assuaged by know ing the kinds of fnends that their son

had because they had similar interests and dispositions.

I often wonder what he's like. Is he any different from what he's like in
the house? But there again his pals have got the same interests. Compared

to some of them round here he's very quiet. He likes his pipe band, model
railway and he's quite happy with Ins hike. He never goes about in a gang.

(Evelyn Dobbie)

John Dobbie stressed a second was of keeping tabs on his son's activities; by keeping

Ins son occupied. He was asked whether he worried over what his con did outside

the house.

I think about it but he's not a lad for the crowds. He tends to go with one

or two pals. He doesnae hang about with a gang. He wouldnae be allowed
I'd put my foot down. We keep Michael's time pretty well occupied

he doesn't know it but if he had too much free time he would then go

out looking.

According to John White. his eldest son w as at the dangerous age of being

receptive to the wrong type of external influences I.,ike the previous respondents,

he N%.1s quite happy that his son was kept occupied by. the Boys Brigade which,
although it took him away from home, was seen as an acceptable outside past-ume.

There was also a sense in which this was at ceptable because his son's classmates were

members.

We'll tell them there are a certain couple of kiddies I don't fancy There's
i me in particular and I told him, 'Keep away fae him because', I says, 'ass'

s ou'll get fie that kiddie is trouble at t hool, trouble from the police I he
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kiddie has been in trouble with the polux after we'd told J1111 to sta)
ass as the younger one is no' at that stage yet Jim is at the age now
where it's awfy easy to get caught it in a thing like that. If you run with
the pack you've got to do what the pack says. Ye' know what I mean. He's
lucky he's got the BBs ithe Boys' Brigade]. The more sensible type of
laddie goes to the BBs. A lot of his mates go from Boreston.

The Boys' Brigade was not only see as a means of keeping him off the streets, it
was a way of integrating the child into the moral order (Allan and Yeandle, 1992).

Parents would also refer to a vast array of what Greenfield (1984) called 'elec-
tronic babysitters' (1987, p. 144). Several parents mentioned their children having
televisions, stereos and computers in their rooms. Children's leisure nme seemed
to be much more easily aicommodated within the home.

Nevertheless, parents were conscious of ties that their children made outside
of the home and that it became much more difficult to keep them occupied as they
got older. This was not a problem for a nunonty of parents whose children had little
desire to go out and play on die streets. But where children liked the company of
their friends outside of the home, parents quite often encouraged their children
to bring their friends into the house (Newso.is, 1976, p. 219). This is not simply
a combination of knowing their friends and keeping them occupied; parents often
didn't know all of their children's friends. Almost all of the parents at one time or
another had disapproved of a particular friend. But as Jean Wilson stated, they were
very seldom turned them away.

We tr). to encourage them tu bnng their friends into the house so that we
can approve or disapprove of them. They re more or less allowed to bring
anyone in.

This seemed an acceptable price to pay for keeping tabs on their children and
discouraging them from engaging in activities they had little knowledge of. Parents
were more likely to tolerate children they might not wholeheartedly approve of if
their activities were confined within the home. The street if von like, was brought
into the home where parents were able to keep an eye on who their children were
.mssoiat1ng with.

Naninon., and Supen.bion

I argued earlier that parents tended to link their favoured sanction with the ability
to punish their children. But there is 3IVI an interesting connection between the
forms of sanctions that parents adopt and the desire to keep an eye on their children.
As we can se: from Table 4.5. grounding was the most popular sanction with nine-
teen parents (43 per cent) claiming they preferred this to other forms of sanctions.
Allowing for the greater number of middle-class parents. it was also a more common
samtion among nuddle-class parents
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Table 4 5 Type of Material Sanctions Used by Parents by Social Class (Al = 32)

Sanction Middle crass VVofking class Total

Grounded 13 6 19

Restricted to bedroom 2 4 6

Withdrawal of TV/computer 2 4 6
Withdrawal of pocket money 1 4 5

Withdrawal of food 1 1

Th.s l.st doesn t include sanctions such as torce. threats and other more personal forms
such as the raising of the voice

The table sets out the number of parents who mentioned a particular sanction The
overall total of responses does not match the total number of parents because eleven
parents mentioned more than one sanction

Pocket money, on the other hand, was not something that fii.,,ured heavily
in palents' Lak tilatluirs as to floW they would sanction their children. Seventeen
couples regularly gave their children either pocket money or an allowance. Yet,
mils five parents stopped their children's pocket money as a sanction. At the begin-
ning of the chapter 1 pointed to the utility of stopping pocket money as a sanction.
Parents were also concerned to express reasons why they didn't stop their children's
pocket money. Parents argued that by depriving children of their pocket money
they would be depriving themselves of a central axis of parental supervision. Parental
supervision was linked to sanctions in three ways First. parent -. tended to use the
money they gave their children as a way of supervising what their children did with
their pocket money. John Dobbie's son worked for Inni in his garage and was paid
an allowance. He was asked whether his son could spend his allowance on what he
wanted HC replied:

He does control it. We keep an eve on what he's dmilg. If we think he's
doing it wrong we trV and explain it to him. It's Very difficult to explain

y!rip to a yollitc!,Nter, but he's doing all right. If he blew it that was it.
Them .. was no more after it. At the end of the week if he spends all his
money he doesnae get school dinners

Parents may be less likely to stop their cl»Idren's pocket money where it waS linked
to the development of their children's budgeting skills. A second possible explana-
tion rested on more general concerns that a few parents had about the possibilities
of their children seeking unregulated leisure outside of the home if deprived of ther
pocket money. Chnstme Terry, who had earlier complained about hinchtune super-
vision in schools, was asked about ss hat she did sk hell her three sons misbehaved.

Stopping pocket money it would upset hun But I'm s orried that if
you cut off then- pocket money they might try and acquire it sonic Other
way I feel it's A rather debatable method to use

There is here, then, an unease about what her children would get up to if they were
deprived of their pocket money. Unlike the situation ss here the nobbles were able
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to losels monitor w hat their children did with their money, the Terry% were con-
cerned that this lack of supervision would not only hinder attempts at making then-
children more econoimcally responsible, it would reduce their ability to supervise
their children's behaviour outside of the home.

Finallyi preference for grounding children may reflect the concerns that some
parents had about their children's moral and physical security outside of the home.

Where parents were concerned with how their children behaved outside the home,
any ni-,behaviou: may be dealt: with more comfortably by parents by confining
their children within the home. 1,nas, whereas from a parental perspective there is
a strange logic at work m the schot I expelling troublesome pupils, parents might
be more likely to place more of an emphasis on spaval restrictions fOr indisciplined
children.

Conclusion

In this chapter I have highlighted the difficulnes parents faced balancing the
deimnds of responsibility for their children's well-being and any awareness of ado-
lescent self-development. In discussions with parents over sanctioning approaches,
authority takes precedence over any concerns over the adolescent's autonomy. The
way that parents organize a code of behaviour within the home appears to rest on
the means by which parent% are able maintain a hold over what their children are
allowed to do. So much so, that, in some cases, any talk of parents and children
negotiating household rules is seen as a dilution of their authority.

Where there was any concession shown to the adolescent's desire for autonomy,
this was tn relation to the use of force as a sanction. A majority of parents saw force
as an inappicipnate disciplinary mechanism to be used against their adolescent chil-
dren. Neverthelessdthough physical punishment was seen to have little moral or
educative value, where it was used it served to reaffirm the 'positional' difference
between parent and child.

We might ask ourselves at this point whether a parental desire for control
reflects an inability to conie to terms with the child's move away from the imme-
diate locus of parental authority. We might also ask whether the assertion of parental
control reflects a problem that parents have coining to terms with the myriad of
external influences that converge on parent% in the form of 'responsibilities'.

Any negative interpretation of these powers has to be tempered once we
examine the wider context of discipline and control. Ideas parents have about their
cfiddren's developing public Identities are largely generated from images parents
have of the public realm a% a landscape populated by folk devils and hostile forces
(Miller, 199(1). Rather than see this problem m terms of the narcissistic features of

the parent's self-identity the projection of parental inadequacies on to the public
terrain (Seabrook, 1()f42) - parents tended to see these as concrete problems which

atkcted the quahtv of their children's development.
The problem of balancing the concept of adolescent autonomy with the

demands made on parents to exercise anthonty reappear% In respect to sanctioning
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approaches, parents found it difficult to differentiate between authonty and their
children's individual responsibthry. The distinction mav be inure clearly drawn by
parents where the frame of reference is their children's public identities. But there

is still the same problem of reconciling their children's demand for space outside of
the home with a need ensure that this space is somehow circumscribed by parents.

We nught at this stage draw on Donzelot's (1979) notion of the child's 'pro-
tected liberation', where children are granted a degree of freedom conditional on
a parent's guarantee of safety. Parents attempted to provide a degree of protected
liberation in two ways. First, parents supervised, wherever possible. their children's
time outside of the home. Parental authority took more non-directive and sophisucated
tinins. Parents were able to avoid the visible assertion of their authority. vis-a-vis
their adolescent children. by skilfully managing their children's spare tune. In some
instances this meant that parents knew where their children were and who they
were with. In other instances parents managed their adolescent children's behaviour
within the home through a form of regulated permissiveness: children were allowed

to behave as immature adults within the confines of the private sphere of the home.
Supervision gives parents a degree of authonty over their children in the protection
that parents offer children from their oss n naivety This also gives parents some
opportunity to steer their children in what they consider to be appropriate directions.

Secondly, parents made demands on the supervisory powers of the school.
There is no necessary opposition between the home and the school. A few parents
felt that they were under pressure to 'turn out their children because of the super-
ior judgmental powerN of the school. But, in the main, the concerns that parents

had about an society were more dominant. In a sense the parental frame
of reference has shifted. Concerns about individual rights and parental primacy are
displaced by public order themes of moral and physical control, issues which dom-
inate the present cultural landscape. Parents were more interested in how the school

could best be utilized in the successful management of their children's well-being
outside of the home. Parents, when discussing their children's general moral and

physical well-being, did not appear to subscribe to the views they expressed else-
where that there was a fundamental distinction between their disciplinary respons-
ibilities and the 'educational' role of the teacher

When discussing the ways that their children were able to develop successfid

and secure relations with others outside of the home, parents couldn't afford the
luxury of distancing themselves from the supervisory skills and expertise of the
school. In the following chapter I reinforce this point when I turn to the ways that

parents rely on the school to supervise the most public of 'private' concerns, thetr

cluldren's sexual identities.

Notes

I The current debates over ss hether corporal punishment ought to be outlawed in Britain

reflect deep concerns over physical Lhild abuse A lot of the academic concern goes back
to early debates user the degree to which Lorporal punishment could be conceptualized.

1 Ci
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it one end of a spectrum of domestic sioknce, as normal' stolence. See Strauss. Gelks
and Steinmetz (1980). Goode (1971) md, tbr a useful review of the literature, Parton
(1985)

2 A lout' is a slight smack vIth the hack of Inc hand
3 See Wyness (1)94) tor a mor letaded exposition of their work.
4 See Appendix 2 for more det

As a Consequence of these concerns. detention was no longer .1 part of Nt Marv's policy
on school discipline

i) I he implications of this are discussed in the hnal Lhapter
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Introduction

In the previox. chapter I outlined a donummt theme in parents' thinking about their
chdd-reanng responsibilities- the need to underwrite their children's physical and
moral welfare. Critics of welfare and schooling would tend to relate these ideas to
an alleged loss of authority and a parallel increase in parental accountability. The
school here is argued to be complicit in the opening up of parents to public scninny
whilst denying them the means to satisfying demands made on them by a socially

fragmented, sometimes hostile, public sphere.
I argued that, although parents may feel uncertain about the parameters of their

responsibility in relation to both bringing up their adolescent children and the range
of demands made on them from outside, the resultant anxiety did not always leave
parents 'unskilled'. Control and supervision are critical elements within the parental
sphere of influence (as they are for teacher% in class). At a micro level of analysts,

parents are able to account for how they Aapt to range of conflicting external influ-

ences and acconnnodate any adolescent deyres fot independence through the con-
cept cif 'positive parental control'.

Furthermore, pal ruts did not articulate the demands made on them in terms
of some all-embracing notion of welfansm or cluld-centredness. Schools and teachers

often took a lead in child supervision, a lead that INAS endorsed by the parents

themselves.
In the following two chapters these arguments are further extended through an

examination of the ways in which parents and teachers deal with the moral and
physical welfare of their children from another angle, the teaching of sex education

In Chapter 5, I address this thorny issue from the 'professionals' point of view.

In the first part of this chapter I outline a discourse on sex education which parallels

the debate over parental decline discussed in Chapter 1. The terms of the debate

over sex education revolve around the institutional/natural, public/private oppositions
with teachers again set up as irreconcilable moral and social influences. In the second

and third parts of this chapter I examine the understandings teachers have of their
relations with the home s :h respect to sex education and how this squares with
their professional commitment to teaching sex education as part of the curnculum.

In Chapter sex education is dealt with from the parental perspective. The

first and second parts of the chapter deal with the perennial problem of where
responsibility for sex education hes: firstly, between the home and the sc hool and.
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secondly, in terms of the gender dimensions within the home. In the third part of
the chapter I idenutY the reference points within which parents assert their chil-
dren's nght to a comprehensive sex education: the articulation of their own inad-
equate sex education as adolescents and a general perception of social change. The
fourth part of the chapter provides a parental caveat in discussing the limits of
formal sex talk at school. In the final part I sidestep the established terms of the
Lichat,-. Sex education is normally detined as the delibt rate and intentional hand-
ling of knowledge about sexual matters. As in Chapter 4, where I delineated the
inthrinal techniques of control, I argue that the routine business of bringing up
children is suffused with everyday talk which contains implicit and explicit sexual
codes that generat ideas and values. The notion of routine sex talk within the
home is both an attempt to come to grips with the informal hidden aspects of
moral supervision and a possible means by which parents resolve the problem
of discharging their responsibilines as sex educators.

Sex Education and the Decline of' Authority

In their review of the parenting of adolescents, the Rapoports remarked that one
of the major areas that parents have trouble supervising is their children's sexual-
ity (Rapoport. Rapoport and Strehtz, 1977, p. 199). The Rapoports paid particular
attention to sexuality as a primary source of tension between parents and adoles-
cent children. They argued that the development of the self is inextricably hound
up with how adolescents perceive themselves as sexual beings which sharply con-
trasts with their parents' own inore repressive image of their adolescence (1977,
p. 299). This point seemed to have been anticipated by Davis a decade and a half
ea: her %%hen he identified in parents an 'extraordinary preoccupation with the sex
lives of their adolescent off-spring (1962, p. 35(l). He argued that this was because:

. our morality is sex-centred. The strength of the impulse which it seeks
to control, the consequent stnngency of its rules and the importance of
reproductive institutions for society make sex so nmrally important that
being moral and being sexually discreet are synonymous. (ib,d.)

What has commonly been taken as a private 'preoccupation', has in recent
years been articulated as a public or social problem in Britain.' Academic and public
figures have expressed concern over the idea that parents are no longer assumed to
be best suited to take 'care and control of the sexual life of [theirl children' (Szasz,
1980, p. 153). Two developments are taken to be significant here: the se!. education
curriculum within schools and the identification of the late 1960s and early 1970s
as a period of permissiveness in social and sexual manners. Sex education here tends
to be conflated with permissiveness in that It is a part of a much more public chs-
,oursc on sexualit.v. Scx cdu,ation hI sk hook h LhsU.ill ler I I t aim Iliditatioll of the
liberalizing of sexual mores. Talk about sex here is associated with the unfolding of
what syas previously repressed (Weeks, NHL pp. 249-72; Foucault, 1976). Thus
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discussion about the sexual act within the classroom was taken as a transgression of
moral taboos: discussions about sexual matters were argued to be legitimate only

within the home.
But concern was not just expressed about what could appropriately be discussed

ni public, there was a concern that sex education would encourage immorality.

It would be possible to teach students the facts ... about anatomy and

physiology of the human organs. about contraception and abortion and so
forth. ULU, as we have seen, sex educators do not want to impart informa-

nmi they svant to exert in/inme. (Szasz. 1980. p. 43. his emphasis)

Szasz was arguing that within a context of 'sexual liberation , the school couldn't

be trusted to discuss the factual aspects of sex in neutral terms. Szasz was concerned

with the implicit message of sex educators that the sexual act could be pleasurable

in its osvn tenns Sex education did not atm to reaffirm a moral code about sexual

behaviour. It was argued to foster ideas about sexual liberation.
The Longford Report took a similar line in documenting the emergence of a

public discourse on sex. A chapter was devoted to the forms that this discourse took

in schools. The report stated that there was no necessary link between pornography

and sex education but that:

.
the wrong sort of sex education t an hardly fail to increase, the right

sort to diminish, the appente for pornography in childhood or later.

(I ongford Committee. 1972, p 344)

Various school authorities and teenagers themselves were quoted in an attempt

to emphasize public disapproval over the kinds of information being transmitted by
the school. Publication, such as the 'corny( belle Red Sclwol Book and the more

)entific film by Dr Martin Cole. Grownw I 'p. were produced as evidence of the

kinds of media being used by educational au kt..onties. Here the concern was over

the content of sex education classes which were argued to either intentionally or
unintentionally encourage adolescents to become sexually active. Thus, by merely

pre!.enting the facts on sex. educators wen: accused of corrupting school children.
'Moral corruption in school, has been contested with reference to the discussion

on homosexuality in schools. Two developments are important here First, headlines

such as 'Parents Fight Against Haringey's "Gay" Educational Policy' (Thi.

213.1.87, p. 16) and 'Baptist in Death Fast Over Council's Gay Policy' (

I:duianon Supplement, 23.1.87, p. 16) provided a context within winch the govern-

ment moved to proscnbe the 'promotion' of homosexuality in schools through
Clause 28 of Local Government Act. 1988 A second concern was expressed over

the AIDS campaign which surfaced around this period and reflected the concern%

espresst ki in the Longford Report. that the descnpnon of both heterosexual and

homosexual acts would encourage children to experiment with sex before they were

judged to he ii aurallv' ready.
Yet there is an imponant ambiguity here. (Altus of sex education sometimes
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suggest that schools ought to err on the side of not teaching sex education for
fear of pushing an unacceptable moral line. But Longford accepted the need for a

restncted form of sex educanon. Longford, in fact, plaed firm restrictions on which
facts are acceptable for public consumption.

Straight biological information, about the functioning of the human body
[and] advice on the dangers of irresponsible sexual behaviour [are acceptable]:
describing techniques of sexual congress land] treating all sexual variations

from heterosexual mtercourse, through masturbation to homosexual
practices as simply different aspects of one reality [are not]. (Longford
Conmuttee, 1972, p. 351))

We get a quite different story here. If sex is taught in an acceptable fashion, that
is, if sex is couched in terms of chastity and fidelity and heterosexuality, sex educa-
no.i becomes not only acceptable but mandatory.

More recently, the publication of the Government White Paper, Health of the
Nation (HMSO, 1992), sets out an agenda for halving the teenage pregnan,:y rate
in Britain. If we take this alongside a developing consensus over a sex education
curriculum within the educational establishment (Reiss, 1993, p. 125)ind the
exigencies of the AIDS issue, there has been a perceptible shift towards a condi-
tional pro-sex-education position.

The one consistent position adopted in the debates over sex education is the
importance attributed to the parental role. If pragmatism over sex eduation in
schools is the order of the day this inav be a consequence of the general perception
that parnits havt allegedly abdicated their responsibilities for sex educat.on. What
is argued to be at the root of the ill-obi:An here is the Lascluan notion of a general
decline in parental authority. The Longford Report does make reference to the
problems that parents face in introducing sexual mora:ity to their children in that
parents are quite often too embarrassed or lacking in technical know-how to discharge
their natural responsibilities. But the emphasis is on sex edt,-ation being a 'natural'
parental responsibility. Parents were assumed ro be able to solve the dual problem
of public decency and sexual morality. Not only would sex be discussed within the
appropriate sphere. it was assumed that parents would set the right moral guidelines
within which their children would develop then- sexuality in socially acceptable
ways.

Lake Lasch's (1977) critique of the state for as appropriation of parental moral
functions, the report by implication is arguing for the return of these functions
through giving parents back some powers of veto over what is taught in school.

I ou

Sex education is primarily an affair for parents and must be emphasised by
legislation which will ensure that no local authonty will have the right to
arrange iirogrammes of sex education without the full consultation with
parents, and any parent who objects to a sex education programme shall
have the statutory right to withdraw his or her children from such a pro-
gramme. (Longford Committee. 1972. pp. 356-7)
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Teaching Assumptions about Parental Responsibility

N'ormative Responsibility

Almost all the guidance teachers had sex education responsibilities. They all stressed
the Importance of guidance and instruction in sexual matters. Dorothy Small, a
teacher with thirty years' experience, outlined the context within which sex educa-
tion assumed such importance.

It [sexl is such a bask part of life. It's of tremendous concern to parents
especially of girls. Relationships we make can make or mar our lives Again
torning back to society. There is so much in society the people who
are wanting the equality of the sexes. There are people who are malad-
justed in sonic way and there seems to be ... it might be statistical ... there
seems to be much more abduction, rape, violence against women .. . wife
battering. Although you don't hear about it so much. Mamages not lasting
as long as they used to. Children being left to pick up the pieces of their
lives. So much now seems to hinge on the little act of sex. It leads to
people having polarized views. People, on the one hand, saying of course
they should know about contraception, responsibilities involved in rela-
tionships, shown what a condom is and told about abortion. On the other
hand, there are those that say all this teaching of sex education just leads
to promiscuity. It's telling them how to do things that they shouldn't know
how to do.

It can be seen from the Table 5.1 that there is overwhehning teacher support for
the view that the responsibility For guiding children through this tricky moral and
social terrain hes with the parents. Dorothy Small again:

Given the right kind of parent and the right kind of relationship. I would
think that the patent was the ideal person to guide their children into the
adult world as far as sex is concerned

Mrothy Small is drawing on a nonnative notion of what parents ought to be doing
I want to concentrate for the moment on what this nonnative notion of parental

responsibility might consist of. Although I will go on to argue that teacher% claim
a de facto responsibility for sex education, they do have a more detailed account

about the de jure responsibility of parents.
There would appear to be three dimensions to the concept of parental respons-

ibility suggested here. First, parents take responsibility for encouragmg questions on

the subject of sex:

If a child is getting into difficulties with a sexual relationship where do they
turn to?. Unless the groundwork has been laid by die parent, they won t
be able to turn to the parent. (Ian Howe)

11 0
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Table 51 Who ought to have ,esponsibilo for the teaching of sex education? IN = 201

Responsibility Nos of Teachers

Parents 15
School -
Joint 3
Don't Know 2

Total 20

This 'groundwork' takes place bethre the children reach adolescence, before the
involvement of the secondary school. The teachers would expect parents to has e
said something to their children before they got involved in sex education as a more
organized group activity outside of the domestic unit. The timing of sex education,
especially for girls, was crucial according to Norah Bowles.

It should be discussed at homc when they are at primary school, especially
with the girls. Parents should speak about It as long as the kids ask questions
about it. I don't think you need to force It on them and say here are the
facts of life. If they ask questions you give her straight answers. If you've
got that kind of relationship developed early with your child then they'll
ask you questions. If you haven't done this early enough, sav from the age
of five, then they're not going to ask you.'

Second, parents are to provide a minimum level of factual knowledge on sex
Interestingly, this contradicts a Webenan interpretation of sex education which
wc 'Id map the fact/value distinction on to the instmmental/affective axis. Thus,
according to the teachers, parents are not charged solely with the task of drawing
moral boundaries around the 'physiological facts of life' which are provided by
'instrumentalist public agents' such as teachers. Teachers only invoked this model as
a last resort, that is. in circumstances where parents had abdicated responsibility for
sex education.

I like to see myself as somebody who talks about the moral aspect of it,
the emotional side, rather than having to go through the actual facts of life.
Having said that, growing up in the family is an implicitly moral thing and
sex education comes through there. But I like to feel th when we're
discussing generally certain aspects . you see a I5-year-old girl if she
loves somebody should she go away with somebody etc . girls being
responsible for their own bodies that's the kind of thing I'm happy discuss-
ing. I'm not very happy telling a class of kids about sexual intercourse. I
really feel that that's up to the parents. (Anne Stuart)

1 hird, parents sustain a dialogue with their children on sexual matters throughout
their childhood; a period whith vTId include some input from the schools. In thist
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situation it is muc h easier for tea( hers to ss ork ss ith parents Mary James from the

Catholic school.

I think there should he a mixture of both parental and school involvement.
It's all right parents teaching on their own but they do need the backing
ot the priest, the church and the school. Parents need support because for
tIle Lluldren what the parents say doesn't matter they're old fashioned!

Parunb. Ini,olvement

Teachers measured the extent to which parents took any responsibility by drawing
on a set of normative obligations parents had towards sex education. This assessment
was based to a large extent on how children behaved in sex education classes. Ross
Stewart was asked whether children ever mentioned things they had heard from
parents. He claimed that he Mien used to ask pupils whether they had ever discussed

sex with their parents.

In general I sometimes say to a class, have any of your parents mentioned
to you anything about sex% Any of them taken you aside and told you the
birds and the bees% You'll get the heads all turning to see if some one has
put a hand up. If one puts a hand up you might get two or three more
following suit. But again you won't get them all honestly responding. I

would say it's a fairly small percentage of pupils who have admitted to
some parental sex education.

This approach ss as also used by Ian Howe who came to similar conclusions.

I don't think they talk to their parents about sex. I've been teaching this
for over sixteen years and that has remained constant, an inability for a
whole host of reason% to talk to their parents about sex. I asked a group
of twen whether they had discussed sex with their parents. Probably no
more than 25 per cent. mainly girls. Mainly related to menstruation.

Given the inhibiting nature of introductory classes in sex education teachers
were unlikely to get an accurate reflection of parental involvement using this method.
Teachers sensed that pupils received little information and guidance on sexual matters
through the quality as well as the quantity of responses from children in class on a
whole range of subjects on sex. In discussion with George Barry:

.1fIV: Would you prefer that the children came into the classroom better
informed?

GB. 1 think I would do if they Lame in with information from their
parents, from people who are knowledgable A lot of them come

1 4. 2
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in with information which is picked up on street corners or from
then- big brothers or sister which is usually complete rubbish.

I he assumption here is that parents either give sensible information or none at all.
Thu., if pupils bring incorrect or unacceptable ideas into the classroom about sex,
teachers tend to take this as an indication of the power of more illegitimate sources
of sex education, such as peers (Lees, 1993, p. 2(2).

Some teachers saw difficulties with sex education as an indicator of more
general parental problems.

We have to remember that all parents are not articulate enough. Therefore,
we has e a responsibility within the school to nuke our pupils leave school
having been given the opportunity to hear and to discuss adult relations
responsibly. We have a responsibility to make sure that they know about
conception and contraception and the pitfalls and difficulties around that.
Ideally that's part of the parents role but we've got to be aware that all
parents aren't capable of playing that role and that we have to make sure
that we till that gap. (Dorothy Small)

Here there is the implicit reference to the problem parent and the Idea of the 'best
interests of the child' ensures moral and social support from the school. Yet, lay
theories of problem parents also accommodated the specific nature of sex talk within
the home which affected otherwise 'normal households. Explanations revolved
around the idea of a sex taboo which was expressed by the teacher% in terms of
parental and, to a certain extent, adolescent embarrassment. Alice Tay expressed her
own embarrassment in trying to introduce sex to her adolescent son.

All parents should teach their kids about sex but I can see that it's diffi-
cult. Morality rubs off. I don't think you need to vocalize it. Thev pick
up standards ... what's acceptable. They're living in a house wilere they
pick these things up. They'll pick up attitudes without having to sit down
and thrash them out. I've found it difficult to engage my own son in con-
s ersauon. It's got to come naturally. Really its got to come from them.
They've got to bring things up. A lot of parents find It embarrassing. A lot
of the kids don't want to see their parents as sexual people. I think they
can be a lot more open with iii outsider

Ian Diary had extensive ties w ith many of his pupils' parents through twenty-
three years of expenence at the Catholic school. As well as knowing many of his
pupils c n a pc.-sonal basis, he had also taught many of their parents.
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I do think that children should know as much about sex as they possibly
can. I know many people shy off from this an awfill lot of Catholics are
shocked when it's mentioned. It's something all children are fascnuted by.
They better have the right attitude% and the right information, they might
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as well get it from me as an)body else. But I'd prefer of course that parents
do this, but parents don't do this. Mary [another guidance teacher] was
doing a thing a few weeks ago when an outside agency comes in and does
things with the girls. So I took all the boys I told all the boys what the
girls were away for and they all sat and listened while I went through the
video the girls were seeing I said really, ideally, your parents should tell
von. You should ask your parents. But I know that many of you feel that
you couldn't ask your parents and your parents wouldn't want to be asked.

So you can ask ine or your own guidance teacher.

This was also expressed by George Barry;

They [parents] are embarrassed about it. They tind it difficult to get in to,
to make a start on the subject, to introduce the subject. to set nme aside and

talk about it. So I think this is what they would have to do. They would
have to get some time where it would crop up on television or something
like that. l don't think they're ery happy bringing the subject up.

Semial Ignorance. C:la and (;ender

Teachers offered Liv theories on sex education within the home by refemng both
t. .1 model of the absent parent and a sex taboo within the home. Again, as in the
case of problem pupils. teachers were less likely to attribute a class dimension to
these problems.

These figures in Table 5.2 are based on the impression that teachers had from
their own experiences. What teachers wcre claiming here was that the kind of
training they had recTived, the kinds of close contacts they had with the children
in conducting classes and discussion groups on sex, and the kinds of values they
brought to the teaching process didn't lead them to 'hink that there svas a systematic
enough difference in quality and quantity of sex education taught and discussed in
families along social class lines. Sixty-five per cent of the teachers claimed that social
class was not a significant factor. Of the mmontv that were able to assess the extent
to which their pupils had received sex education in class terms, most argued that
working-class children svere more knowledgable. It may be that these children were
more street wise and therefore more likely to pick up sex education outside of the
home and the school This may help explain the following statement by Anne Smart.

.. some of the ones from the poorer backgrounds had very strong views
about things; very keen to make points about a woman's role or whatever.
The better off ones were slightly more reserved tn a sense in discussing it.

Yet, when giving reasons for why they thought working-class children had inure
knowledge of sex. teachers mentioned the children's home circumstances. Ian Howe

argued that:
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Table 5 2 The extent to whicii social class features in teachers perceptions of sex
education within the home (N = 20)

Teachers' Perceptions Nos of Teachers

Social class had no significance 13
Working-class children had more
knowledge than middle-class children 5
Middle-class children had more knowledge
than working-class children 2

Working-class children are more likely to have uncles or aunties or broth-
ers or sisters who become parent% at an earlier age. I think the young mar-
ried relative will probably talk about looking after a young child.

In contrast, teachers tended to recognize differences within families along more
sociological lines. In looking more specifically at which parent and which

child was having particular difficulties, the teachers tended to focus on both father
and son (Lees, 1993, P. 201). This was partially brought out in the discussion on
the significance of soLial class, in that several teachers stated that it was sex rather
than class which was far more significant, hut also more substantively when asked
about gender differences

The behaviour and general dispositions of girls were seen to be different from
that cfboys in the sex education classes. A recurring theme was that girls w-...re more

sensitive and mature than boys in sex education classes.

Girls are more mature, more prepared to take the issue seriously. When
einotioib and relations are discussed, girls are always keener, inure articu-
late. In general boys are more embarrassed, less keen to discuss their per-
sonal feelings. They cover this up by joking and fooling around. (Joan Leslie)

According to the teachers, this difference in behaviour would seem to have some
of its roots in the kinds of ways boys and girls were treated as future sexual beings
ss ithin the home by their parents. When asked about the role they thought parents
played in general, George Barry said:

I think .1 lot of them are doing very little ... giving the youngsters little
information, especially the boys. I think the girls are a wee bit more aware
now. I think mainly their mums do talk to them about it. But I would say
in the main boys don't get a lot. With girls there is occasion. It's often
there for them to speak and get some information. (George Barry)

The 'ot t asion. that George Barry was refemng to was the more marked physiological
developments of girls than boys. Ruth Smith was asked whether she thought her
pupils had received sex education from their parents

l(M
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Sonic of them seem to, bta a lot of them don't. They get embarrassed.

From what the kids sav the boys might talk to their dads a bit but I don't
think they discuss an awful lot with each other. There's not an awful lot
of communication between them. The girls might say a hit more co their

mums about certain things. periods, probably not actual sex. (Ruth Smith)

The Parental Veto

The parental veto over sex education in schools is a key feature of the 1993 Educa-

tion Act. In one sense, the act reinthrces the etThrts of pastoral and guidance teachers

to provide a coherent and organized package of sex education classes because it
defines cex education as a compulsory component of the curnculum.4 Yet. the Act

also appears to undermine these efforts in that it strengthens the rights of parents to

exclude their children from this component of the curriculum. Although teachers

tended to articulate these nghts in terms of parental primacy, as I have argued earlier

they were also guided by a professional commitment to their pupils, commonly
expressed as 'educational needs' or the 'best interests of the child'. The parental veto

might be seen as an explicit expression of parental pnmacy. It might also be seen

AS .1 form of educational intervention converging on the notion of the 'over ambi-
tious' or 'pushy' parent discussed in Chapter 3.

Although this research predates the Act, the parental veto was crucially import-

ant to the teachers. First, the schools taught sex as part of a broader social or health
curriculum. All of the schools nude some form of formal statement about their
children receiving a social or health education cumculum as a compulsory, unassessed

aspect of their child's education. Yet the tbniul documentation sent to parents at
the beginning of the academic ;ear rarely gave more detailed information on what

social education consisted of: 'sex education' was not explicitly referred to. The one

exception was the Catholic school where it was mentioned as an aspect of social
and religious education. A form of parental veto existed in this school because it

included the right of parents to withdraw their children from religious education

in its Catholic tbrm. (There was a small mmonry of non-Catholic children.) Thus,

in theory, smile non-Catholic children could miss out on the sex education that
was taught within the religious curriculum. In the other schools, parents tended to
be informed by letter that sex education was going to be discussed as part of social

education. but the burden was very much on the parent% to question the legitimacy

of this. Parents were never actively encouraged to exclude their children from %ex

education classec.
Second, the parental veto highlighted a tension between the moral and so-

cial ideals of the school and professional practice. In this chapter. I have identified
the importance teachers placed on parents having a formative influence on their
children's sex education. The parent was seen as the ideal and 'natural' source of
information and guidance on sexual matters. But the degree to which teachers

believed that parents negles ted this .11-e.I of their responsibility and the extent to
Whuch parent% supported the role of the hool, was a titlit mclii i eason fot the sLhool

1 C
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to take responsibility for sc..; education. Any attempt to undermine this approach
was interpreted by the schools as an intnision. As I have argued. In relation to parent
power this was a more general problem. The problem was not that parents actively
undenMned the professional raison d'etre of teachers, it was that a veto had to pro-
vide the means whereby parents had the power to intervene in the education
process. This Was summed up by Ruth Smith. She was asked whether she ever
discusCed sex education with parents.

If they [the parents] bring it up I would. A while back we used to send
a letter allowing them to opt out. But now we don't do that. I think
there's intOrmation in the school book that they all get and they're all told
that sex education is taught. If they want to opt out I dare say they can
but we don't make It easy for them.

Lhis was not simply a question of the school setting up barriers of 'social enclosure'.
There was an important teaching reason for discouraging parents from opting ont
Ruth Smith t. onnnued.

I think if a child has to sit in another room when sex education is being
taught, the other children know. It puts that child in a difficult situation.

The emphasis was on the problem, this created tOr children that were excluded
from normal classroom activities. From the child's point of view there is probably
a degree of stigmatizing going On, a process of which guidance teachers were only
too aware and eager to avoid.

Although a parental veto would have the potential tOr creating problems tOr
teachers, in practice very few parents tried to withdraw their children from sex
education classes. As we shall see in the following chapter, parents placed a high
priority on sex education in schools.

Problems with the parental veto were articulated by the teachers from Boreston
in terms of an ethnic dimension. Boreston had a significant minority of Asian chil-
dren (17 per cent). Parents, particularly of mushm girls, were morc likely to insist
that other arrangements be nude (Lees, 1993, p. 21(1). In the other schools, most
of the teachers interviewed were usually able to mention one or two cases where
parents had objected to sex education on religious or cultural grounds, but these
were always recounted as exceptions. This was borne out by the parents interviewed.
None of them ever brought up the subject of sex education at parents' meetings.

Where contact was more consistently and more formally made by the school
was in the area of health education, particularly over the AIDS issue. All schools
were directed by the education department to discuss in detail the dangers of the
AIDS virus. Head teachers had to write to every parent infimning them of the
nature and extent of the information that was being discussed in the classrooms.
Some of the schools also invited parents to view the video that was going to be
shown to their children in class. Thus, the AIDS issue seemed to have galvanized
the schmds into taking more ac tion as regards to infonning parents
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The Professional Sex Educator

Schoohng and Sex Education

Teachers' conduct n. class is a crucial indicator of their sense of professionalism. In
Chapter 2 I outlined the different forms this can take in routine classroom situations.
Sex education classes threaten this professionalism: partly because it is a non-assessed
and in many ways non-curricular teaching activity and thus does not tit into the
donunant teaching paradigm; and, partly because it opens the teacher up to a range
of moral and social pressures tbr which their professional training does not prepare
them. Koss Stewart felt that male teachers were at a disadvantage discussing sex with
female pupils.'

I don't know if more sensitive to the way girls react bet ause I'm a male
teacher. I try and think that I'm professional enough to do my job, but I
still have inhibitions. For example with a group of boys I'll more readily
use all the names that are used for a penis. Whereas I find myself a little
bit inhibited about saying 'right girls. the vagina. Now tell me what are all
the names?' It's easier when it's all boss together.

There were similar problems for the two female guidance teachers at Stenhouse. For
kuth Smith:

Vocabulary can be a problem. I'm not very happy with the swear words
I have to say, but apart from that I'm okay. Sometimes I ask them what
sort of words they use. One of the techniques reconunended was to brain-
storm at the beginning and use all the words. Stick them all up on thr
board and get it out of the way. I couldn't quite bring myself to do that.

In Norah Bowles' case.

In biology it was quite easy, it's in biological terms. I'm quite comfortable
with them. I tend not to go red. Sometimes you get a lesv giggles but not
always bet ause they have to try and remember it all. I wasn't too comfort-
able with social education which I taught for the first tune. It became a
more personal thing. Not using biological terms. The children wanted to
know the miry gritty. I questioned the class and I was asking myself what
have I let myself in for? I tend to go red very easily. It's a thing I never

manage to control. I wasn't conahrtable with the slang words for the
genitalia.

The problems were most acutely felt at St Mary's, over the issue of AIDS. The
teachers interviewed from this school stressed the importance of discussing morality
within the context of the Catholic doctrine. Bill Short. the assistant head, was asked
about discussion on AIDS within the school

Catholic teaching in that area is quite clear. The church sees it going
Against nature. It's a natural product of intercourse within a loving marriage.
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Homosexuality in that context is simply an aberration. We can be sympa-
thetic to homosexuals who feel that way . are attracted to their own sex
but the activity is not acceptable.

Concerns here were more related to their own religious beliefs and the more gen-
eralized expectations that a Catholic school couldn't be seen to condone contracep-
tion, no matter how rationally defensible the campaign was. Because there was little
pressure from within the school to include it within the sex education curriculum
this wasn't seen as a problem for the teachers. They simply didn't discuss AIDS.
Mary James became very angry when the subject of AIDS was brought up.

We were just suddenly issued with a package which I only saw for the first
nine last term. I hadn't had time to look at it. I took it along to a class
and started on it and I was really disgusted. I took it back to the AHT
(assistant head teacher( and said I am not prepared to dish that out to the
children. I felt It was just putting ideas tnto the children's heads on homo-
sexuality, explicitly detailing how to go about it. To Inc that is putting
ideas into children's heads. Some of the children had never heard of such
a thing. It was quite disgusting telling them how to use condoms, telling
them what homosexuals do. I don't think there's any need for children to
be bombarded with this stuff at this age. I refused to teach It. I don't feel
competent to dish that out.

Finally, teachers sometimes had to face the problem of challenges to their
authonty from what Liz Sim called 'breakaway groups'. Willis (1977) has outlined
the ways that a group of problem pupils skilfully exploit the fact that teachers are
in a physical minority in class. But whereas the 'lads' were exploiting the unfairness
of the pupd--teacher exchange in Willis' study, teachers here were referring to the
sensitive nature of the curriculum. The embarrassment of the child can be sub-
merged within the pupil group in sex education classes. This leaves the teacher in
a more vulnerable position because the very nature of sex education does not lend
itself to being separated from the personal background of the teacher. The lack of
professionalism here can on occasion he exploited by the pupil by testing out the
teacher. And; Hargreaves (1994, p. 150) refers to the ways that teachers conceal
their personal lives from 'public' consumption by 'constructing a persona of (pro-
fessional) perfectionism'. This is particularly pertinent in relation to sex education.
As one teacher asserted in response to a question on the best way of tackling sex
education, the teacher has to be.

... willing not to be embarrassed, that's the main thing. Teenagers being
teenagers, they'll try and embarrass you because it's a way of handling their
own embarrassment. Whenever the subject conies up there's usually some
joke or smutty comment ... they'll project their own embarrassment on to
somebody else. You have to be totally unembarrassable or pretend to be.
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Discussions over reaching practice reveal that sex education cannot be easily
incorporated wtthin a traditional curncular tra nework with the Caine degree of pro-
fessional confidence as other subjects. Where a school is bound by a particularly
strong moral code or ethos, such as St Mary's, the introduction of certain sexual
Issues, can quite easily he Interpreted as departing front what can be safely contained
within the school's moral parameters. The AIDS issue seems to serve as one example
f this. In another sense, the AIDS issue acted as a useful medium through which

trachers were able to gauge levels of awareness and opinion on sexual morality.
Dorothy Small introduced AIDS to a group of 15 year olds and was surprised at
then- lack of knowledge.

I» the fourth ).ear we were talking about homosexuality. The kids had no
real idea what this was. Some of the kids were genuinely upset about the
practice of homosexuality. 1 wondered then whether I should be doing this

or let somebody else.

Vivien Willis was asked whether she found sex education inure difficult because of
the AIDS issue.

No, it's made It easier, front the point of vi, of discussion. People are
aware of the facts. You don't have co teach so many facts nowadays.

Interestingly, these statements seem to contradict each other. But they do serve to
emphasize the way in which teachers cart measure levels of knowledge about sexual
matters. Even more interesting were the connections that some of the teachers were
able to make about the level of understanding within the classroom and the kinds

of verbal symbols that circulated within the household. Here we also pick up on
the changing conception of childhood, this time from the teacher's perspective.

I've noticed that they use the word 'celibacy' which I wouldn't have
expected children to know the meaning of. It's been picked up front
parents. The idea that no sex before marriage or no sex until a stable
relationship is very nuich more to the for:: now. AlDS has had the spin
off of a lot of discussion on morality and probably a lot more discussion
with parents on morality because it's in the living room now, on television.
Parent, have been helped to talk more openly with their children. (Vivien

Conclusion

The teachers, as I discussed in Chapter 3, were working with the product% of the
labours of others, no matter how Inadequate they might have thought the results

were. Most of the teachers were pragmatic enough to adjust their everyday working
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cominaments to what they thought parents had been doing with their children with
regards to sex instruction.

IVluch Of the current political and moral debate over the universalistic nature
of the post-war welfare system revolves around lack of differentiation between those
ss ho need and those v,..ho don't need inatenal and educational support from the state
(Friedman, 1%2, Levitas, 1986; Mishra, 1984). Whether or not the welfare state
undermines the educational functions of parents who are quite capable of riking
responsibility for the sex education of their children, teachers do still see themselves
As having .1 responsibility to teach sex education to all pupils. With the recent advent
of AIDS, and with the exception of teachers front St Marv's, teachers tend to err
on the side of too much information and advice on sex. The assumptions teachers
have about the role of parents here are always conditioned by this generalized assess-
ment Vivien Willis summed up this pragmatic approach best,

Sometimes parents have asked about what's in the sex education pro-
gramme, not often though. I think they're quite happy. They don't want
us to duck any issues because some of these pupils art. going to leave at
16 and this'll be the last enclosed area for discussion that everybody will
be in. They're going out into the world and they're going to be bombarded
with lots of media ideas, and lots of peer group ideas. They're not going
to have a space, many of them, to think their ideas through. For sonie, Sex
education is too soon, that's the trouble. That's Just One of these things.
It's better it's dme than not at all.

Notes

Although Sex educatioii would appear to lw a fundamental aspect of socialization in
most soctenes. it is less of a public issue in some countries. According to Goldman ind
Goldman (1982, p. 711). SweJen has a more open approach to 'discussions on sex and
.1 public onsensus oser sex education in schools. Holland is also used as a reference point
tor more enlightened attempts at introducing sex education (Wallace, 1 993).

2 This was later effectively rescinded. School governors who are outside local governnant
Jurisdiction had the power to determine sex education in schools (Sex Education Forum,
1988)

3 1 will discuss the reference to gender later in chapter.
4 Research which pre-dates the act suggests that around 2(1 per cent of schools had no sex

education policy (Stears and (Thit, P)91).
3 Sex education here is defined as an 'extension of die religious and sot n1 education

programme' in Si Parnir Guide, 1988, p. I I.

This wasn't a problem at St Man's as classes %Nen: single %ex and female teacher% had sole
responsibility for the girls.
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Chapter 6

Parents and Sex Talk within the Home
and School

Parental Perception and ae Sex Taboo

In this chapter 1 discuss the nnportance ot sex ...ducation by directly addres,ing the
dedme t hesis' notion that teachers undermine a parent's capacity to introduce sex
education within the home. Table 6.1 suggests that parents do not share the same
fear, as the decline theorists concerns over sex education NI 50100)

Only live parents Asserted that parents had more responsibility than die scliool.
Alice Roper waS .111 exceptional case in arguing for sole responsibility:

.1 Ill . What do you think about the school discussing sex in terms of
health and moral issues'

..1k. Well, I think it's the parents' job to do that rather than the schools.
1 really think, especially moral attitudes. It has to come front ..-he
parents You have to show them moral values.

AM' Some people are quite happy with the school taking a big part in
this.

.-1R: No I think it's up to the parents to teach right from wrong. what's
acceptable and what's unacceptable.

Why parents

AR. Who knows their children best? Also they've got to live in the real
world, not an ideal version which they get from school

Ah»ost all parents asserted the importance of the role of the school in dis-
c ussmg sex with their children. In contrast to the teachers, Table 6.1 shows that
per cent of all parents interviewed thought that teachers were best placed to take
responsibility for sex education. This at least, in part, reflects the embarrassment
parents felt in discussing sex with their children as shown in Table 6.2.

Table 6.1 would appear to point to a more g...neral trend, that a majority of
parents from both social classes thought teachers were at least as %yell qualified as
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Table 6 1 Parental opinion on who ought to have ultimate responsibikty for sex
education, by social class (N = 44)

Opinion Middle class Working class Total

Parents 3 (12.5) 2 (10) 5 (11)
School 5 (21) 8 (40) 13 (30)
Joint 16 (66.5) 10 (50) 26 (59)
Total 24 20 44

* Figures in brackets refer to percentages o: parents within each social class category

Table 6 2 Parents who expresFel embarrassment when discussing sex with their
children, by social class (N = 44)

Feeling Middle ciass Working class Total

Embarrassed 8 (33) 9 (45) 17 (39)
Not Embarrassed 16 (67) 11 (55) 27 (61)

Figures with brackets refer to percentages of parents with each social class category

they were. Teachers had two nnportant functions in this respect. First, the teacher
played a crucial outside role as the stranger in introducing sex to their children,
whereas parents lacked the psychological and moral space within which to discuss
sex with their children. Parents, like the teachers, were implicitly drawing on some
notion of a sex taboo in invoking the role of the stranger.

In the previous chapter, it was shown that teachers held the view that sex
education was a parental responsibility. Parents here were reflecting a contrary set
of assumptions about discussing sex within the home. Farrell (1978, p. 6) quotes
Gagnon and Simon, in arguing that:

learning about sex in our society is learning about guilt; conversely learning
how to manage sexuality constitutes learning how to manage guilt.

Gagnon and Simon point to a sex taboo which is general to the whole society
Parsons (1965) in his analysis of sex within the family, however, more specifically
relates this to a prohibition on incest. More recently the issue of child sex abuse has
highlighted problems 'managing sexuality' within the home (La Fontaine, 199(f) If
we refer back to Harns' (1983) version of the decline thesis1 tension is articulated
bens een a parental responsibility as a given mom al absolute and a parent's ability to
control and discipline their children. Sex education offers an interesting theoretkal
parallel in that the decline thesis suggests that parents have ultimate responsibility for
discussing sexual matters with thetr children. Yet the decline thesis says little about
how parents are simultaneously depnved of the ability to discharge this responsibil-
ity because of a set ot counterva,ling values which come under the general rubric
of a sex taboo. There would appear to be a tension that parents need to deal with,
between the nonnative idea that parents ought to have responsibility for the moral
education of their children where their future sexual identities are crucial, and
the generalized problem about talking about sex. If we focus more on the latter,
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criticisms of the school would seem to be misplaced. The skills and training of the
guidance teacher may very well off-set the personal discomfort experienced by par-
ems when discussing sex. This directly conflicts with more conservative opinion on
the advantages that the privacy of the home has for discussing issues such as sex. For
the parents the teacher plays a legitimate role as an outsider in resolving the tension
which revolves around biological and emotional closeness and sexual distance which
were discussed earlier. When asked whether she ever discussed sex with her children
Betty Deary, a part-nme cleaner, replied

Billy (her son] has never once really said anything ... with Jean [daughter]
I've spoken a wee bit, but Billy' gets awfy embarrassed. He gets embarrassed
when you try tae explain what they were saying on the television.

When asked if she had ever discussed the moial side of sex she replied, 'With Billy
I feel my face goes as red as his'. Parental embarrassment was more specifically
referred to by David Roperin unemployed sales assistant. When asked if there
was anything he was uncomfortable discussing with his children, he said:

I imagine I'ns fairly typical because I break out in a cold sweat when I have
to talk about sex. Probably my upbnngmg. Sex svas never discussed in my
house with my parents

Similarly, Frank Rodgers, a social worker, replied:

.11W: Do von find sex difficult to discuss?

FR: There are easier subjects to discuss, things we'd prefer the teacher
to hnng up.

.11(1. Why?

FR. Because of the subJeet . . . people arc embarrassed, naturally shy etc.
I think if I taught it I'd die of embarrassment.

As well as parents feeling uncomfortable with sex education, they also felt
unqualstied. The teacher was not only someone that the parents trusted, but some-
one who WAS trained to discuss sex education. The teacher acted as an infonned
legitimate stranger

Although class difference doesn't hold in terms of the numbers of parents who
advocated the school when discussing the technical advantages the school has over
the parent, there is an interesting difference in response.' This can be exemplified
by comparing two discussions. The first was with John White, a plumber.

1/!I' How do you feel about the school teaching sex education?

/I I All right. It's better that they listen to a stranger telling thens than
us. We've no books on it or anything so I suppose they can put
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it in better words and the kids will understand it better than what
we could.

MW: What about the moral aspects?

fr Aye n's better for the school to talk about it.

MW Why?

It is easter for strangers to discuss it than parents. They'll no' take
it all in and maybe laugh with parents. Whereas svie' strangers
they'll take it in better.

Sonic people say it's no business of the school?

_lir No, no. a great believer in everyone to their own trade. The
teacher knows better about teaching than I do. If I knew as much
as a teacher I'd be a teacher, and no' a plumber, know what I

mean.

Mfr. A recent thing they're saying in sonic quarters is that it was the
parents' responsibility then and It still should be.

JW: I'm quite happy that the school does it because I think with the
school doing it and you've got them all as a unit, twenty or thirty
o' them au the gither, they could treat it more openly. They may
get a wee snigger at the start of it in the first or second lesson, but
it'll be treared as a subject after tha and they can all sit and discuss
it quite seriously I'd imagine.

Although broadly in agreement with this approach, George Terry, a photographer
with the Civil Service, offered a slightly different version:

.1111 Have you ever thought about taking Your sons aside?

GT. Frequently, but I just don't know where to start.

You're having difficulties?

GT I would find it difficult because I ss ouldn't want to confuse Elwin.
If I started I'd probably give them too much information. This is
becoming less of a problem the older they get. When they are sort
Of 11111C I'd probably give them too much. For this reason I'd cer-
tainly prefer the school. They're better at tt than I am. They've got
more knowledge as to what children can absorb.

Allv. what out the moral aspects:
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CT: A great minefield. I'm quite happy for it to be dealt with in the
school. I don't want to sound complacent but it's an area where I
think the school is better.

This class difference is interesting because although these examples would suggest
that there is sonic credence to the chum that the middle class has greater access to
a body of technical knowledge, this does not automatically mean that middle-class
parents can apply this knowledge with any great confidence. George Terry, for
example, acknowledges the supenor skills of the school in that teachers knew how
to handle this knowledge. Teachers knew better than parents when to introduce
information on sex to children. Both middle-class and working-class parents invoked
the bring them up/educate them dichotomy here again, with sex education being
defined in mainly educational terms. But working-class parents defer to the school
because of their general educational expertise. Middle-class parents, on the other
lund, see the school as iuving more specific knowledgable advantages than themselves.
In these terms teachers have more specific educational advantages over parents.

If we refer back to Table 6.1 a maJonty of parents, (59 per cent), mentioned
a division of responsibility between the home and the school. Although more middle-
class than working-class parents Invoked a form of division of responsibility, there
was no social class difference in the ways in which teachers and parents ought to
be working together. Some parents found it easier to tackle the questions they were
asked by their children after the school had been invoked. Like the previous
section, parents here were expressing a confidence in the schools in their ability to
introduce sex formally. For many parents this meant nimmuzing the possibility that
their children would be asking inappropnate questions or making comments picked
up outside the home and the school. In contradiction to the claims made by the
teacher% about parents setting the agenda, parent% were asserting that the school was
laying the factual ground upon which parents would be able to confidently express
their opinions on sex. When she was asked about the extent to which she had dis-

cussed sex with her children, June Wilkins, a part-time cleaner, replied:

1 think it would probably be easier after the school's done it because then

again they [the children] come and ask you the questions .. I mean teachers

are Just as qualified as me to teach it.

Sex, then, can be introduced in a professional manner within the classroom. This
would pros oke the child into initiating the discussion at home as the knowledge
picked up m the classroom is brought home to the parents for confirmation and
clanfication. Jun Short, a self-employed builder, indicated the problem of parental
embarrassment in relation to the factual aspects of sex education but qualified the
role of the school:

think they Ithe chool] have to discuss it now. It's always going to be an
embarrassing thing for parents. I think the schools can put it over in a very
formal wav The school is the place for it. yes
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When asked about the moral dimension, he summed this up by saying: 'teaching
morals is the parents' job, sex should be taught by the schools'. Sex education for
Jun Short, then, was the province of the schools because sex education was defined
in more factual terms.

The Davies, through their strongly held Christian convictions, were both
concerned about the kinds of values that were being discussed within the school.
Ian Davies had:

no fundamental objections. The physical side has got to be discussed
ethically and morally. Not so much in the vague sense of just man and
woman, but husband and wife. I believe the nature of the relationship
should be discussed.

Doubts about whether the school would be able to do this were expressed by Alice
)avie.

I'm happy with them dealing with the physiological aspect. I don't know
in this day and age that I expect them to take a moral stance because I
know that my moral stance is not going to be the same as somebody else.
So how can the school take an absolute straight moral stance?

The Davies were pointing to one of the difficulties that runs through much of the
debates on sex education; the necessity of talking about the physiological side of sex
in a moral wav which implicitly means the school taking on board some of the
moral responsibilities that traditionally parents are supposed to have had. Ian Davies
agam.

In terms of acquinng and imparting knowledge, yes, because that's their
business. From an ethical point of view they probably have to put across
a standard moral line. To what extent they can modify that to include their
own viewpoints, I don't know. It's an area that up until you asked Ine
bout not one hundred per cent sure where the obligation hes in
terms of how they dirct t the ethical issue.

Sex Education: A Collective Parental Responsibility?

Parents often talked about parenting as a collective responsibility in relation to sex
education. Yet, It became clear as the interviews progressed that, following the
teachers, parents were articulating important differences in the way in whtch they
and their spouses attempted to discuss sex with their children. The analysis at this
point is restricted to the inure formal aspects of sex educ mon. Tables 6.3 and 6.4
give a fairly cnide shape to the concept of collective responsibility in that parents
are able to state inure or less who does what with regards to the formal aspects of
sex The lines drawn between the c itegones .1IT by no Means mutually exdusive in
that although the 'mother only' category meant that mothers had a major role m
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Table 63 ayision of ieponsibility
(N = 22)

or sex education within the home, by socol class

Responsibility Middle class Working class Total

Joint 6 5 11 (50)

Mother only 6 2 8 (36)

No Sex Education - 3 3 (14)

Iota! 12 10 22

Figures in brackets refer to percentages of parents within each social class category

sex education within the home, on occasions fathers did become more involved.
Table 6.3 suggests that social class might not tell us much about the way that parents
divide up the responsibility for broaching the subject of sex with their children.
However, the same table does suggest that social class might be important in dif-

ferentiating between households where sex was discussed and household% where sex

was not discussed.
If we turn to Table 6.4 the three working-class couples who had not attempted

to discuss sex were parents with boys only. The figures are insufficient to make the
connection between numbers of parents who had discussed sex with their children
and the gender of their children, but some parents did articulate important differences

between how their sons and daughters would be treated. At one end of the spectrum
of parental opinion was Daye Deary who stated that:

Sex isn't something that's discussed much here. I think my wife will tell
the girl. Girls need more enlightenment than boys. Well that's ma opinion,
anyway. There again, I'm getting back to the old-fashioned ways.

Dave Deary's views were atypical in that he was the only parent who completely
rejected 'modern methods' of child reanrg. But parents were articulating some sense
of difference between how boys and girls ought to be treated with regards to sex
education. This difference was discussed by Christine 'erry who had discussed
sex with her three sons. When asked to comment on the controversial nature of
sex education she said: 'It isn't anything I worry about. l might tf I had girls.' When
asked why, she admitted: 'I don't know really. I suppose girls get into more scrapes

than boys.'
More generally, this difference was brought out through the more gendered

pattern of parenting. Table 6.4 appears to reflect the findings of Allen (1987),
Measor (1989) and Prendergast and Prout (1989). Teenagers and parents in the

Allen study were asked which parent tended to discuss sex within the home. The

teenagers claimed that 72 per cent of fathers and 43 per cent of mothers said noth-
ing. This of course was not corroborated by the parents (we would expect there to
be some difference In response between the recipient and donor of sex education)
with 37 per cent of fathers and 21 per cent of mothers claiming not to have dis-

cussed sex (Allen, 1987, pp. 84-7)
The important point to be nude here is that, although there was no consensus

as to whether both boys and girls required the same level of sex education, mothers
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Table 6 4 Division of Respo:-3ibility for sex education within the home, by sex of
children (N = 22)

Responsibility Both Girls only Boys only Total

Joint 5 _ 3 8 (36)
Mother only 5 3 3 11 (501
No Sex Education - 3 3 (14)
Total 10 3 9 22

Figures in brackets ,efer to percentages of parents within each social class category

had more responsibility. Mothers took exclusive responsibility for their daughters.
Both parents saw this as natural given the greater insights and expenences of mothers
in the development of female sexuality. Motherdaughter relationships here take on
an acutely pnvanzed Conn with fathers having little or no direct input. This was
brought out by Ian Davies:

There have been no open discussions about sex. I'm not pnvy to the extent
of her discussions with my wife. From time to tulle my wife will go lip
mid say good night and they'll get into discussions. I hear about a discussion
having taken place but not all the ins and outs.

The exclusion from the motherdaughter relationship didn't always mean that
the father had no power or influence over matters. Farrell argued that fathers backed
up their spouses 'responsibility for sex education by "allowing mothers to do most
of the informing" (1978, p. 99). Tom Mctear was able to keep an eve on his daugh-
ter indirectly through his wife who ss ould frequently report back to hun:

Personally, I would find it difficult to start the conversation, just actually
broaching the subject. But fimunately I have ,s good wife in that respect.
She finds out all these wee things and talks them through especially with
the lassie She'll come to me and she'll say. she'll tell me what's going on.
That way I'm no' in the dark. I know what's luppening. It doesn't need
me sticking iny nose in. At least I can watch and see what's happening.

ir We rurn to the ex education of sons there isn't an equivalent degree of
paternal responsibility. Although there was some expectation that fathers would be
more involved, there certainly was not the same close-knit intimacy between fathers
and siins which excluded mothers. For some mothers there was an acute aware-
ness of what their husbands ought to be doing ln five out of the eleven relevant
households with son+ there was a tension between the fathers' reticence to take their
sons aside and their wives inevitable acceptance of this through having to take on
.1 responsibility whit h they felt ought to he with the father June Wilkins. although
taking responsibility. was still actively pushing her husband to do More

1 inust Admit when even w hen he's talking to me. I'd much rather he asked
his dad You know but he ss on't fir some reason He usually Lollies to
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me. There are some things that are best coming from a man. He's a big
boy now. I find it slightly embarrassing. I must admit.

Kathleen Adams was in the process of discussing the moral aspects with her daughter
and was hoping that her husband would take responsibility Isit her son.

time .11111 Was told and my husband says he's going to do it. He
hasn't got round to it yet but he's got a book to help

Although he claimed to do 'an awful lot of pontificating from [his soap box',
George Adams was having problems in getting round to discussing sex directly with
his son. There was a strong desire on the part of both the Adams that inn would
be taken aside within the next few months and there was frequent mention of the
book that George had bought for the job.

In summary, we might say that fathers had most difficulty tn reconciling then-
parental obligations with sustained and consistent actionind this tOrced mothers to
pla the major and, in some cases, sole role as sex educator within the home.

Repeating the Mistakes of the Past?

In Chapter 4, the early adolescent experiences of parents were shown to be an
important component of the normative expectations of parents. This Was also the
case in relation to sex education. Most of the parent+ were aged between thirty-six
and forty-four.' They were therefore growing up in the late 195ns and early to mid-
196ns; adolescence falling for many dunng the period before the so-called 'permis-
sive era'. Parents when asked to go back twenty and thirty Years were often only
able to give very impressionistic all'AVers.4 Yet the figures from -t ables 6 5 and 6.6
would appear to agree with the figures in Allen's studs. in that parents held their
own sex education in 'verv low esteem' (1987, p 11171.

According to Table 6.6 only eight parents had received any sex education,
majontv had received it at school Jean Robbie. one of the parents who had

rec rived some sex education.

Going back to when I was youngor we didn't talk about it in our home.
Your mum and dad didn't tell you about anything. At school von were
shown films but y(11.1 didn't actually talk to your inuni and dad ab(mt It.
Ihere seas ales ays a sort of barrier when talking about sex.

There were those like the Ropers ss ho \sere ntmL al of the current sex education
teaching in school (See p. 21111. Thes were also critical of the form that sex educa-
tion took when they were at school. Alice Roper emphasized the problems the school
had in dealing ss ith the phYsiologk al aspects ot sex. tor her s,x edueation seas

taught very badly ... a mixed class . . with an embarrasced teacher
show mg slides and photographs. I picked up half of it ss rung just the
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Table 6 5 Parents' own sex education, by sex of parent (N = 44)

Sex education 2 Father Mother Total

Had sex education
from parents

1 (5) 2 (9) 3 (7)

Had sex education
from school

2 (9) 3 (14) 5 (11)

No sex education 17 (77) 12 (54) 29 (66)

No response 2 (9) 5 (23) 7 (16)

Total 22 22 44

Figures in brackets without percentage marks refer to percentages within the social
class category

Table 6 6 Parents own sex education, by social class (N = 44)

Sex education 2 Middle class Working class Total

Had sex education
from parents
Had sex education
from school
No sex education
No response
Total

3

3

14
4

24

(12

(12

(58)
(17)

5)

5) 2

15

3
20

(10)

(75)
(15)

3

5

29
7

44

(7)

(11)

(66)
(16)

Figures in brackets without percentage marks refer to percentages within the social
class category

mechanics. More J biology lesson rather than sex education. It was Just
uncomfortable for everybody involved.

his was reiterated by her husband:

My own sex education at school just wasn't worth having . usually a 50-
year-old spinster or bachelor. It Was all the birds and bees, pollen and tish
and eggs and things like that

Ins Alison rather humourously describes the lengths to which other authonty figures
went to ensure that sex was discLssed only in the most discreet and privatized of

circumstances.

I went to a convent school and we had a book. Mv kids all laugh at this
It was iii d sealed brown envelope and it was to be given to your parents
for their approval first.

Table (i.t) illustrates a slight social class difference but the inure significant point
to be made here is that well over half of middle-class parents and three-quarters of
working-class parents had received no sex education. As expected more mothers
dun fathers received sex education, yet there were interesting differences in the
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quality of responses. Within thc group of parents who had received no sex educa-
tion, five fathers claimed to have been influenced by external sources. These fathers
tended to invoke the public sphere in vaguer, more evocative terms. Three of the
fathers defined their sources around the peer group with the 'gents toilets' (George
Wilson), 'behind the gym' (Richard Stone) and 'dirty magazines' (Bob Alison)
figuring as focal points for their 'education'. For John White and Dave Deary, sex
education was something they picked up 'through life'. However, whereas, more
fathers drew on the public sphere, mothers tended to draw on what they expected
from within the private sphere of the family, that is, what they picked up from the
outside was negatively valued in relation to what they thought their parents should
have been doing. If we return to Elizabeth Johnston:

I didn't get any at school. I noticed that my mother had a little cutting
from something that she was going to send away for, a book or something,
but she never did. I was reading other girls' books at school that their
mothers had given them.

Rather than direct her criticism at maternal neglect, m general, it was her own
mother who was seen as wanting. A similar point was nude by Betty Deary, but
her criticism was directed at mothers in general.

I know for a fact my mother never ever spoke tae me about anything. It
was the most gruelling thing when you had tae listen tae other people. I
think it's up tae the parents really to try and explain things like that. I went
out tnto the wide world completely ignorant about these things . always
maintained our two kids would never go through life the way I did.

Again, allowing for the small numbers, we may be able to discern a pattern
here by drawing on notions of the public and private spheres as gendered categories.
Mothers were critical about what they felt their own mothers ought to have done.
A minority of fathers, however, were more ambivalent about then- own past; snn-
ultaneously glor4ing a rugged individualism of finding out for yourself in a world
outside the formal confines of the home, whilst stressing the importance of the
formal sources for their own children.'

What was surprising about discussions on sex education was the fact that
information on parents own sex education was offered sometimes in an unsoli-
cited fishion. Parents would invoke their own experiences as a means ()I-comparison
with what their children were receiving or ought to be receiving. Parents would
contextualize the demands they made sometimes on themselves, but usually on the
schools, by referring to their own inadequate sex education. This inadequacy was
MI important factor in shaping the ideas they had about how their own children
should be treated as future sexual beings.

This point can also be brought out if we refer to the lunitanons of these
accounts in using them to deduce anything about the parents' sexual lives Sex

education was expenem ed by most of the parents .1% adolescents as a significant
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social and moral lacuna. Yet chere would appear to be little manifest evidence of
this as a social problem for parents as sexual beings. Nothing was said about how
their lack of sex education had affected then- sex lives or their treatment of each
other .1% sexual beings. Accounts of their pasts as children, rather than acting as
indicators of their own 'inadequate socialization', were used as reference points
as to how their own children ought to be treated.

Furthermore, the comparison between their own inadequate sex education and
their children's 'need to know', was framed within a nascent sense of social change.
Parents seemed to reflect sonic of the themes that run through the individualiza-
tion thesis: the loss of moral and social certainties such as class, institution and locale
(Buchner, 1P)U; Beck, 1992). Parents were arguing that there was a necessity now
for their children to know about sex in more informed Manner. Parents were
expressing the view that children were growing up in a more 'public' environment.
Their world views were being shaped less by what was specific to their particu-
lar families and what w.1`, said by then own parents. This was exemplified by the
1)obbies. Evelyn Dobhie talked in more general terms about the past experiences
of parents.

I )(Tends, on how you've been brought up yourself. A lot of people have
been brought up where it's forgotten about. You end up getting no sex
education and finding about it yourself. You end up growing up totally
ignorant. I mean why have your kids totally ignorant to all these things
going on. We dmine Just volunteer the information. You dmnae Just collie

out nd say it. If the y. ask questions you Answer thein as best as you can
and make sure there's no embarrassment. We don't want them to be really
shv about these things

los was corroborated by her husband John who saw sex education as part of a
much broader process of opening up the public arena to children

11) My parents and Evelyn's parents were embarrassed. But we Just
bring it up in 11.1tural conversatuna

.1(f I What about the moral aspectsF

11)- AIDti and abortion are things that are talked about on the televi-
sion, on the news and in the papers. Michael and Alison both read
the newspaper .ind see the headlines. Thof re taught to do that in
sc hool though. which is something we were never encouraged to

do

Ihe pi)mt being made here is that I, hddrcn are being encouraged now to discuss
issues that ss ere pies iously seen as only Atilt pursuits the discussion of politics,

morality and set:11,111M Whet-C.1s the decline thesis might take this .1% Just Another
IildR atot (If the poss. et- of social and moral frames of reference outside of the family
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over the 'natural authonty of parents, the parents interviewed were more positive
about the consequences for their children in terms of the high value placed on the
commodity of knowledge. In Chapter 5 we saw how parents perceived their chil-
dren as morally and socially naive unprepared for the 'uncivil society'. Evidence
from parental perception about their children's sexuality would appear to contradict
this. In relation to sexual issues parents tended to see their children as being more
mature; much more worldly about sex than they were at their age. George Terry
brought out this point when comparing his own sex education with that of his three
teenage sons: 'Sex was never mentioned when I was at school. They all know far
more than I knew at their ages.' This adolescent worldliness was also a prominent
feature in discussions with Will Barnes:

I think you've got to give credit to the kuls now. They at,: not that naive.
They know what's going on socially. They are very aware, especially now.
When he was younger he [his son] embarrassed us a couple of times
because of the knowledge he had. You tended to think that at the age
he was at the tune he wouldn't have that knowledge. But I think that
\VAs because we were a bit backward in that respect. We didn't know that
when we v re younger.

AIDS and the Moral Limits of Scl ooling

In the previous chapter I suggested that the AIDS issue crystallized for teachers the
problems of discussing sexual matters with children. For some, AIDS was a medium
through which they were able to explore sensitive moral and social issues. For others,
AIDS reinforced anxieties teachers had about sex education because it forced them
to confront issues that might either be ignored (St Mary's and homosexuality) or
immersed them within more general talk about 'relationships'.

If we turn to the parents. there was, in principle, no objection to AIDS being
discussed within the classroom. Yet, anxiety was expressed by a few parents over
the extent to which their children were pnvy to the details of how the virus might
be contracted. A minority of parent., here tended to conflate the role of the school
with the role of the miiedm in developing a public discourse on AIDS. There were
two strands to this concern; the universal nature of the campaign, and the extent
to which a moral dimension was being discussed. The Mt. tears both expressed the
first anxiety

We arc in an age now where children have got to know about these
things. It's just how much they talk about it and how much they put it
over. Sonie children are ready to accept, some children aren't, even although
they are the same ages. I don't think they take these things into consideration

. (Toni Mctear)

This view was corroborated by his wife.
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I suppose they have to know. I cannae see Gordon, he's only thirteen.
I know its happening; you lift a newspaper, you see it on television. I

honestly think there's too much talk about sex ... I don't really think
Gordon's going to think about getting AIDS or Paula for that matter. My
older son, I did say to hun one night, 'Do you realize you have to take
precautions these days?' (Anne Mctear)

There is the articulation again here of the ambivalence over the status of the
adolescent. Both parents had very fixed views about how and when their children
become autonomous sexual beings. The Mctears were representative of a minority
of parents who didn't want their children exposed to the 'nitty gritty' of the

homosexual act in the classroom.
Several other parents with religious convictions were more concerned about

the moral stance the school was going to take and whether this conflicted with their
own position. Again there was no objection to AIDS being discussed, but the advice
that some of their children were given went against their own moral convictions.
When asked whether he thought it was a good thing that AIDS and abortion were
discussed in school, Will Barnes, a Catholic parent replied:

Yes, hut it depends on what they are putting across. If It went against my
beliefs I'd be against it in the school and I'd like to be made aware of it.

Kathleen Adams, a Baptist, was more specific about what she thought svas
unacceptable:

I saw one of the school's videos on AIDS. They said if you're going to
have sex use a condom. I disagreed with them saying that. They should
have encouraged them not to have sex in the first place. Schools should
really push the no sex angle. But I do accept that there are stupid pupils
where it's probably necessary to talk about condoms. For ine, sex equal%
marriage.

Parents here echo the ambiguous concerns expressed through the Longford

Report (Longford Committee, 1972). On the one hand, there is the fear that fac-

tual discussions encourage adolescents to experiment. On the other hand, there 1%

a concern that the school doesn't go far enough in placing the sexual act within a
traditional moral context.

These concerns need to be set against the more general feeling among the
parents that the school was the most appropriate place to discuss AIDS. An extens-

o,e campaign conducted through the media svas having a considerable Impact
on the schools' sex education curriculum. Television drew on the famous and the
knowledgable through advertising and discussion in putting across explicit messages
about how AIDS could be avoided. 'Mere was a general recognition throughout
the schools that the AIDS situation warranted a considered and unmediate reac-
tion Schools were able to present themselves as professionally competent teaching
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establishments to the parents. V e have seen earlier in the chapter that this was only
confirming what parents already thought about the school that It was the most
approprtate place for the dissemination of information on sex. Thus, rather than
seeing the sex education in school as a symptom of a more general arena of public
amorality, the school was seen as the safest place to discuss sex.

Most of the parents had received letters and leaflets from the school on what
was going to be discussed. When discussing the immediacy of the problem Frank
Rodgers stated that:

it needs to be touched on ... I know in a lot of homes It's just not
discussed. At least in school they get the facts and they get guidance.

ThIS w2s echoed by John Dobbie. When asked whether the school should be
discussing things likes AIDS and aboinon, he answered:

Yes, it's a good thing. There might be some kids whose parents never
bother to discuss these things. It'll definitely benefit them and won't do the
others any harm. There might be things that we haven't covered. They
might be able to help us in that matter. I cannae see it being harmful.

Sex Talk and the Parental Routine

In the previous section 1 was concerned with the more formal aspects of sex talk
within the home, which tended to be seen by parents as problematic. Although
many parents wanted to discuss sex with their children in a more formal manner,
parents tended to see these encounters as dramatized moments whi,:h would create
a great deal of embarrassment. Prendergast and Prout (1987, p. 82) made the point
that children tend to rely on more routine sources for information about bringing
up children and sex. Through direct experience of being around close family and
other kin, and through more informal talk heard within the home and the local
neighbourhood, children pick up more information about child reanng than they
would from more fonnal discussions with either teacher% or parents. This same
approach itight be applied to knowledge about sex.

In this section I outline situations described by parents where sex is di-cussed
in an infomial routine way with their children. Following this, I look at instances
where parents try and contain discussions on sex within the faintly routine by nor-
malizing situations where children confront parents with questions that are poten-
tially embarrassing.'

Where parents had difficulty broaching the subject directly. sex was quite often
discussed in relation to a third party. Parents might openly discuss a friend or relat-
ive who is having an affair or getting divorced. This was something that would
sometimes crop up in daily discussion around the meal table. Parents' attitudes on
extra-mantal sex, divorce and teenage pregnancies will work theu way through in
these discussions. The Wilsons both expressed difficulties when discussing sex with
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their children. Both confessed that they were embarrassed and ill equipped to deal
with their children's developing sexual awareness. Their daughter, Lynn, was 17
years old and had just met her first boyfriend. He was starting to spend more time
in I. yrn 's room listening to records. Whereas her father tended to wotry about the
length of tune they spent together on their own, her mother stated that she 'totally
trusted them'. She spoke with confidence about this trust:

.rh children kflow \Slut you're talking about even within the family.
(korge [her husband] has a brother who's had one wife then a girlfriend
His wife had a bab and this other girlfriend he's going about with now
has got a baby. It's something we talk quite openly about. The kids'll dis-
cuss it and they'll UV, 'What a way for Uncle Davy to carry on. He must
have kids all over the place!' It's more that Sort of thing .. They obviously
know they're sleeping together . you just come to an understanding that

kn,wv that they know the facts of life. They have quite strong views
which they must have got from us at some stage. I'm quite happy that
they've all got stand,irds. (Jean Wilson)

lkoutine contacts with other ,.dults outside of the home can also serve as oppor-
tuinties for parents to discuss sexual behaviour and morality with children. This was
brought out bv Chnstine Terrs ho mentioned homosexual friends who regularly
Ntsited the house.

I haven't said anything that I've shown prejudice about. A couple of chaps
that regularls come round to see us are practising homosexuals But I never
sas to the kids this is . . he's a homosexual It's like religion you hope that
they sort things out for themselves and don't make ny wrong decisions.
I %.% ouldn't say you 11111'411.E.

Chlistilh: ICUs toA a tairls agnostic hne when it Caine to morality. Her main
cs orry ss is that the sc hoof would push ans torP1 ot moral approach. She was par-
tic ill irlv ooposed to religious education

Ise always assumed that these things had a balanc e in school. Someone had
raised the point that the anti-abortion group had brought oat a video that
they w ere :irculating in the schools and they weren't giving the other
point of view They did concede that you had to give .1 balanced view in
sex education but to get rouhd this the introduced it in religious ethlt..1-

tl, In I WOLIN.' i ertainl, raise it with the school if they brought it in that
way . A child has got to make up its own mind on certain things I mean
the\ cimld grow up absolutely .1lItl-,mlinrtion and I'd be perfectly hapny
with that but dies should have a balance so that they ilt1 decide ti se

things for themsels Cs.

I 4,r ( luistine luirs sex talk was more tnily integrated in fumly life because she felt
that to treat it as something out of the ordinary was to heighten a particular moral
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approach which would inhibit her sons' development of their moral autonomy. The
fact that they had gav thends made it easier to talk about sexual morality within the
home

A more complex version of Christine Terry's approach Was offered by Elisabeth
Johnston. She saw sex education in terms of the fact/value distinction. The physio-
logical aspects were easier to talk about:

the tune John Was eight he knew everything from amniocentesis (she
had just given birth to Philip) to everything about childbirth. There was
nothing biological he didn't know. It came as no surprise, there was noth-
ing surprising for hun.

Elizabeth had used her pregnancy the birth of her second son to discuss the

physiology of sex with her eldest son. The birth of the second son was defined very
much from within, very much a 'family nutter'. Elizabeth was able to confidently
draw on expenences that were defined uniquely in her own terms. At the same time
she used her own experiences as an example of the general: what Elizabeth Was
going through was what all mothers were going through.

Although the physiology ot sex was an integral part of the family routine,
darts ulues were encountered in talking about sex within a moral or ethical context.
Unlike situations where parents would rather downphy more deliberate discussions
about sex within the home, the moral and social aspects of sex were dehherately
dramatized. When asked whether she had ever discussed the moral aspects she

paused t.,r a long time and said.

I don't think we'd talk about that particularly ... it has to. vou know

.
obviously when we talk about marriages breaking up and responsibility

for it or no re,poncibility for it .. we've had a lot of friends Whose marriages

have split up. We've spoken about it, and John's watched the other children
go through It ... in a joking way. I think we've talked about how we got
married or You know our relations before we got 'named . kidding in
public in front of John about our different relations before, and John loves
these stones

The break up of many of Ehzabeth's friends relationships were defined almost
in terms of their inevitability. According to Elizabeth 'divorce is very common these

.rhis created anxieties for Elizabeth because there was a question mark over
how her children experience these breakups. Elizabeth's worry was how her own
children perceived these breakdowns. There were two aspects to this: how John

expenences his own friends' reactions to their parents breaking up, and more
iniptntantb. here, how John interprets this m terms of his own pa.ents' relationship

These tensions made Elizabeth uneasy in trying to explain how sex works
sot Ldly. Parents here c annot simply adopt the saine intimate tones of the natural in

talking about sex in tem Ill. of relationships For patents there can be nothing routine
bout parental breakdown This teates an obvious chills tilts foi parents in broaching

1 JS
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the subject of their friends' breakups. Parents need to emphasize the exceptional
nature of divorce in situations where divorce is happening to more of their fnends.

In sonic instances these tensions can be offset by humour. The situation can
at least be partially redeemed by drawing on stones about their sex lives before they
were marned. The curiosity of the child can be channelled through stories about
the parents before they were warned. When asked whether John ever talked about
sex, Elizabeth replied:

Yes, a little. I think sometimes he's testing us out here .. . but also .. he's
very forward with telling us his new jokes. I think it's also his way of
asking us what this means or telling us 'look what I know now!'

Jokes were his way of introducing the subject of sex into conversation. This clearly,
corresponds to his parents' tentative approach to the problem of sex as a moral
subject thr discussion.

Humour featured in other households as a response to public awareness of the
AIDS issue. Fannhes were subject to detailed information on the homosexual and
heterosexual act, emphasis being placed on the use of contraceptives as a necessary
precursor to scyual intercourse. A few of the parents mentioned the influence of the
campaign through the almost institutionalized usage of the word 'condom'. Their
children were starting to use the word in conversation with other members of the
family. Alice White laughed at how easily this had becn accepted within the faintly.

They get a lot from the television. Ian is at the awkward age, he's smggery
aboot It the now. But Jim seems tae be taking it in. His dad and my
brother, the things that they are saying to them, to Jun the now, they're
slagging him about condoms and all the rest o' it. The jokes that are passed
between them sort o' makes it easier for them now. Then Jim will come
!Lune %vie' a new joke for his dad and he'll say, 'dinnae you let your
mother hear that!'

Jun's father was able to offset sonic of the tension felt when the subject of sex arose
because he was able to joke with his son about a 'serious socio-moral matter. When
going out to the school dant.: he would joke with his son by reminding him 'no'
tae forget his condoms'.

"reirvb WIi and the Normalization of SeA

The television was another medium through which sex was discussed in the home
This is retie( ted in recurrent public debates over the power and mthience of the
media Questions of taste, choice and censorship have been expressed which high-
light the distinctions made between 'external' and 'internal' censorship of what chil-
dren watch on teles,sum Should there be state censorship or should parents he left
to den:mune ss hat their children watt h.' hi my sampl,, parents oscillated between
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these two positions. Sex on television can embarrass both parents and children. For
the parents. part of the problem is feeling that they have a duty to respond to what

they see as unsuitable or risky programmes. Some parents will actively censor what

their children watch by anticipating programmes that are thought to be too sexually

explicit. Others will invoke their own version of the nine o'clock threshold as a way
of screening out potentially unacceptable programmes. Jun Short outlines his views
on this:

I'm an old-fashioned father and I don't like it (sexl being mentioned. I

don't watch much television but if I see something nsky coming on I tend
to chase them.

Thr television, though, can be used more positively by parents in trying to normal-

ize sex within the home. Parents deliberately' avoided heightening sex as something
special and treated it like any other subject that conies up in conversation. For

George Terry this was case of

trying not to make anything out to be a big deal. You can have very
explicit programmes on television and they just watch and sometimes they

ask what's going on and we tell them.

Ian Davies recounted how he coped when his 1 1-year-old son asked him what rape

was atier having picked up the word from the television

I said something hkr. It's a very serious assault on a woman bY a man. I
thought at that stage that would he enough I tend to pve the answer that

ould suffice under the circumstances. But I also think you need to answer
their questions as casually as possible. That is. not to sound too .. heighten

it. Make It as casual and normal aS possible.

For Frank Rodgers the unexpected sex scene on television and the aspects of the

sexual vocabulary questioned by their children, although still embarrassing. are occa-
sions for discussion and airalt Amon. When I asked him fi sex ever cropped up in

normal discussion, he said:

Oh Yes. last night tor instant e hey mentioned the word 'impotent on
television. Hies: asked what w as that' We told them. It just (Sallie up in
natural c on% ersation

Conclusion

In Chapters 5 Ind 6 I have laid out the problem of sex ediu anon as viewed from

parental n.: teaching perspectives in the Loni hiding passages I 55.1111 to ompare

these perspectis es mdu .11111g. mitialls. points of ,onvergen, e first. both ',vent, And

;
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teachers stressed the importance of sex education by drawing on a changing social
and moral environment. In particular, reference is made to the way that the AlDS
crisis crystallizes these changes in that it balances issues of moral, social and physical
risk against the older certainties of development, 'timing' and positional differences.
Social change here is identified by both parents and teachers as the opening up of
the public sphere to children. This has the contradictory effect of strengthening the
child's 'right to know' and increasing the demands made on adults to regulate the
effects of this which in turn reinforces an adult's 'right to know'.

A second and associated area where parents and teachers meet, at least those
that have strong religious convictions, is over the attempt to impose limits on the
AIDS knowledge that their children or pupils have access to. The relative success
of these forms of censorship throws up an interesting question: whether the home
or the school is the most effective censor. ln relation to sex education a provisional
answer favours the school, with St Marv's being able to construct more tangible
limits on what sex education consists of in school through a form of collective omis-
sion Yet. I have already referred to the problems that parents and teachers have
regulating their children's social and moral development within a relatively uncon-
strained public environment. The question may therefore be less pertinent, for the
issue is one of regulating rather than limiting the child's exposure to 'adult' ideas.

A third, more straight-forwardly consensual area is the position of mothers iii
sex education Whether we are talking about actual, normative or 'lay theoretical'
understandings of a division of labour within the home, mothers are seen as the
responsible agents. We have to rely on inure phenomenological accounts about the
funds routine to assess the rolei that fathers play.

A final point where teaching and parental perspectives intersect is over the
difficulties experienced teaching and discussing sex education The discomfort felt
by both parents and teat hers appears to transcend the vers different contexts within
which sex education takes place. Although this similarity of experience is compile-
at.:d by the gendered nature of sex education in both the home and the classroom,
parents and teachers had problems bringing sex talk within their respective paradigms
of adult authorits . One of the ironies of sex education here is thatis I have already
outlined, problems that parents and teachers have Are experienced within A con-
text of more public talk about sex The Foucaultian notion of a discourse on sex
is pertinent here (Foucault, 197(). The importance of AIl )S. the problem of child
sex abuse and the concerns over censorship and teenage pregnancies are articulated
through a framework of prohibition and control Those who have legitimate moral
and sot IA responsibilities f4ir young people Are put under inure pressure. Although
there is an underlying sense that sex education ought to he undertaken intOrmally
by parents, teachers, oddly enoughippear to have a keener sense of responsibility.
I he recent pragmatic shift towards schooling as the focus for sex education, the
in. re Ise In miportain Atm lied to sex edu anon and the confidence that parents
had in the school', abilits to deliscr sex edm anon. a ,ontidence picked up by the
teachers themselves. %cerns to hase sharpened the teat hers' aWarelless Of their posi-

tions as sex educators
Ncs ertly:less. although vs c nught argue here that an cxpanding dist.otirse on
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sex constrains those with responsibilities for sex education, there is also a sense in
which the discourse opens up the possibilities and pretexts for sex education. Sexual
images and language through the media and an adult sexual lexicon freely drawn on
by children were used by teachers and parents consciously and semi-consciously as
vehicles through which more pedagogic attempts were made at discussing the physi-
ology and morality of sex. They were also, importantly, occasions tOr monitonng
what the child already knew.

One final point concerns a clearly discernible tension between the parental and
teaching definitions of who ought to have responsibility for sex education. In one
obvious sense this is the shifting we might even say the delegating of an
unwanted adult responsibility on to the significant adult other. But there is little

symmetry here Teachers differentiated between a de lure responsibility, parental

prima( Ind a pragmatic and prolessumal comMln»ent to the child's welfare. From
the parents' point of view a desire to take control over the child's sexual development
cannot easily be squared with the confidence expressed by parents over sex educa-

non in school. Yet, clearly tOr sonic parents this inconsistency is less marked where
the technical know-how of the guidance teacher appears to overnde An strong
inner sense of responsibility.

Another way of expressing tins imonsistencv is to balance the parents' need to
know how their children develop sexually, and the contention that their adolescent
hildren have a right ro be ftilk intOrmed about the moral 'risks and opportunities'

confronting them. As in Chapter 4, the tension between parents' 'rights' and the
idolesk ent's desire tOr independence .11": much less harshly tlt if we can identify
more routine and less interventionist means by which parents are able to monitor

their c hildren's sexualns. By drawing on the more routine levels of parenting, I

identified the informal inodes of communication that parents used to keep abreast
of their children's developing sexualmes. We might also add that parents Are III .1

inn h stronger position at this iniOnnal les el to ( he( k that their children were plc k-

ing up the 'right' values

Notes
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such as births and deaths, an,: critical situations which are almost exclusively contingent.
Whereas the former can still be conceptualized as part of the routine in that life events
are not necessarily unpredictable, the latter are situations that social actors face which are
so unpredictable that they lead to social disorientation. Sexual pe:lagogy is an interesting
case in that although parents are continually predicting when :hey will bring up the
subject of sex (the procrastination), there is also a sense of social disorientation in the
singular nature of the interaction (Giddens, 1984, pp. 60-1).

7 References to this debate ran through The 'limes editorial columns in the mid-1980s.
For some examples, see. 28.11.85; 21.2.86; 22.10.86. More recently, in the aftermath of
the Janne Bulger case, censorship and parenting has become a public issue again. See P.
Wmtour 'Bulger Judge urges debate on parent and videos', The Guardian, 27.1.93, p. 1;
E. Gorman 'Horror videos do not turn children into homtic people', The Tinie. 26.11.93.
p. 3, A. Leathky 'Howard hints at censorship laws on video violence', 17te "hmes, 22.1 94,

p
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Conclusion

Public Policy and the 'Responsible
Parent'

In this book I have tried to capture, in some phenomenological sense, the bound
anes of parents' responsibilities and account for the social and moral roles of those
outside of the home who have 'claims' on their children. Over the last fifteen years,
politicians, commentators and social scientists have drawn, redrawn and refined this
boundary in the light of an alleged assault on the integrity of the family by the state.
Yet, as the Newsons argue, the nature of ss h a t parents are supposed to do within
these boundanes remains elusive.

Parents are in fact chronically on the defensive over their parental role
because the responsibility laid on them is not only limitless but supremely
personal. (Quoted in Harris. 1983, p. 240)

The 'personahied and limitless' nature of parental responsibility is partly a product
of the intermingling of biology, culture and political pressure. But there is also an
important temporal commitment that generates a contradiction within the practice
of parenthood The concept of primacy signifies the parent as the tirst and most
important influence a reminder to the outside world that parents still carry the
major responsibilities. This gives parents a sense of propriety and ownership. Despite
some parental equivocation, it also means that parents have to accept the consequences
of the different ways that their children present themselves to the outside world.
Yet, although it appears that being first on the scene and 'knowing your child' gives
a parent certain nghts, there is ultimately a sense in which parenting has a purpose
beyond sustaining a child's physical and social well-beingi function which leads to
the negation of their status.

In an individualistic culture, pnmacv also means that parents are normatively
responsible fin producing the 'responsible individual We can see the process of
parents dir,xting their children towards an independent status as the 'withering
away' of parental authority. Parents, then, not only have to contend with the seem-
ingly endless accretion of tasks across time, they have to know when is the appro-
priate time to restrict these tasks in the interests of the children's development.

These dilemmas for parents can be further illustrated if we return to the notion
of responsibility for disciplining children. Both parents and teachers, in then accounts,
onstantls realm to the theme of 'bringing up' hildren like the notion of prim-
v this i an he taken as .1 boundarv-setting device that separates parents from other
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authcmy til..,-.1res outside of die home. But it also refers to the all-encompassing
nature of living with children and dealing with their problems on a routine basis.
Bringing up children for some parents signifies a degree of latitude in interpreting
then responsibilities This can mean a degree of give and take in relation to bound-
ary setting within the home There is all interesting comparison here between
discipline and authority exercised within the home and the classrooi». The more
circumscribed range ot teaching functions and the institutional backing for school
discipline according to some parents appear to make it easier for teachers to discipline
their children. Without a hint of resenunem, George Terry seemed to sum up this
feeling among the parents.

I hope it's very noticeable with my three IsonsI that if a te; .her says some-
thing to them they believe it. they trust it and do it. They feel obliged

. they tend to listen to teachers muL h Illore than they listen to parents.
I've no doubt other parents would say the same thing.

As I have argued. the present discourse on state intervention sets up negative
images t hose outside of the home who have L lanns on the child's well-being. But
we learn very little about the routinized 'irrationalities associated with parenting.
From a parental perspective those agencies, like the school. that are doing the same
kinds of things as parents yet have legitimate claims over the child's welfare are
bound to be more successful than the parents themselves. This is retie: ted at the
itmit ro level with the educational debate focusing on the simple traditionalism that
(night to be brinight back into Llassroom discipline (Alexander, Row and Whitehead,
1992). This is not to sav that classroom «mtrol is in praitiCe easier to achieve:
Lhapter 2 demonstrates the Me. nt ways in which an uneasy mix of educational
and moral elements are maintained by teachers in keeping the upper hand in Llass.
Furthermore, these skills are acknowledged by sonic parents What is being presented
b\ pal ents here is sonie notion that the Ill-defined and ever expanding nature of
parental discipline compaies less fasourably with the ode bound nature of tea,. lung
ss here there is some degree of external assessment of 'good' and 'bad' dist ipline iii
class and where there is a professional separation between teacher and pupil. Parents,
quite simply, layk the guidelines Mat they imagine inform the teadmig role

Moral Uncertainty and Shared Responsibilities

Although parents sustained a pniprietonal sense of theinsels-...is moral guardians,
the simple laLk of fixed guidelines L an lead to parents drawing on external support
from the st hool in maintaining both the integrity of their children's moral and
physical well-being and their own sense of self We might see this .1, All inconsist-
ent v in their Ai I it thmeoisclvcs is p,1 rt n N., lint !here ls no %MTh' ahdli Arlon
ot responsibility here Wu might again reter to the routine business ot parenting
I he des clopment of a SOphIstlt Med monitoring system, the t live renegonanon of
publi and private spheres. and the norinalLeing and semi-s oilsi loth sin yvy mg ut the
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child's sexual development, were all ways that parents underwrote their children's
welfi re .

'lie technique% of control ss ere, m part, responses to the al-defined nature of
bringing up children. I have argued that discipline and control are cultural attributes
of parenting in that the parents and teachers interviewed saw them as central features
of their responsibilities. Despite the particular approach that a parent might profess
to subscribe to, all parents were in the business of boundary setting and sanctioning
as part of the daily How of parental activities, what Giddens (1984, p. 3) calls the
diin'e of social life. But, parents' disciplinary activities were also responses to general
perceptions of the outside world as a realm of moral and social uncertainty. This
uncertainty has been interpreted more positively by social theorists in terms of
notions of risk and opportunity (( ;iddens, 1991; Beck. 1992). Yet, parents to some
extent here have always grappled with these issues in that the general push away
from the home into the outside world involves parents coining to terms both with
the temptations open to their adolescent children and with the conjectures they
make about how they respond to them. In Chapter 6, parents expressed posit-
is e notions about their children's ability to negotiate the risks and opportunities
surrounding their Sexual development. But, in the main, these ideas were over-
shadowed by the fears that they had about an uncivil society

In constructing images of an uncivil society. parents, first of all, referred to their
own adolescent experiences. Interestingly, parents were not offering a simple and
consistent picture of a golden past In part, this was due to the gendered nature
Ilf these experiences with lathers having more of a tendency to gloraY the public
sphere a% realm of sexual adventure and conquest. More generally, parents tended
to highlight the importance of then children's sex education in the home and the

hool by referring to the inadequate level of sex education offered by. their own
parents and tem hers when they were children Yet, parents offered inure positive
Images of their past when discussing their leisure nine 1 he restricted space and
'protected liberation' offered their children now was compared less favourably with
their own adolescent freedom in relation to public spaces.

More nnportandy, the notion of moral and physical vulnerability corresponds
to general feats yoked about the abilits of the young to deselop a healthy and
responsible social identity. The sexual and public realms, in one sense, are two sides
of the same com, opposing but complementary elements that make up the adult
social identity. Notions of supervision and control of these realms always structure
the parents sense of self and underpin, in very routine ways. the responsibilities
dies have towards their c hddren. Yet, parents also expressed a sophisticated under-
standing ot their adolescent L luldren's needs ss Inc ii made these responsibilities more
precarious and, ultimately, more negotiable. As I have argued, this didn't take the
form of overt ext hanges around the positional differences between pare-ts and
children. But parents acknowledged their adolescent children's changing siatus iii
the ss avs that they adopted strategies ft ir keeping tabs on them

Parents may. as Seabrook (1982) argues, be prolectmg their own inadequacies
onto the ()inside world in the wav thev construct images about the uncivil society.
Parents may. in fit t, be sus«.ptible to the impact of messages about AIDS and the
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dual conceal of the child as victim and offender. But to present parents as powerless

and alienated is to obscure the ways that they adapt to these circumstances and cope

with their fears.

The Parentocracy

Given the all-encompassing nature of parenthood it would be difficult to conceive
of parents offenng one consistent image of themselves in relation to the outside
world. The phenomenology of parenting focuses on the negotiation of roles and
expectations in relation to the more intangible aspects of social life. The contingen-

cies inherent in parental practice here mean that parents take a more pragmatic view
of their roles. Parents try to sustain a predominant image of themselves as sovereign

authonty figures. But from time to ume, circumstances dictate th2t parents become

more reliant on the school's tutelage. There is an element of rationality here with
parents appearing to delegate responsibility to the school. But there is also a sense
that 'working at being a parent' means accepting what is available in a more routine
unreflexwe sense (Morgan, 1985, p. 186).

Nevertheless, we still need to make sense of the conflicting self-images that

parents present. The idea that the parent is both separate from and dependent on
the school has interesting parallels with the conflicting ways that the concept of the
responsthle parent is invoked in current educational and political thinking. In the final

passages 1 will relate these images with current sets of dominant ideas and values

which impinge on parental and teaching practice.
As I outlined in the first chapter, critics of the interventionist state set up a

radically different vision of society. The welfare state is to be replaced by some fonn

of civil society based on Adam Smith's 'invisible hand' with the family as the basic

unit of society (Adam Smith Institute, 1985). Parents become the sole focal point
for the moralizing and socializing of children. The school, like other external agencies

of social support, is contracted in, bought in, even, at an earlv stage to educate their

children.
The 1988 Education Reform Act is a key legislative attempt at restnictur-

ing relations between 'individuals' and the state by shifting the balance of power
between parents and teachers. A weak version of this is suggested by the 'parents'
charter' which has been added to the political lexicon as political parties debate the

relative merits of a contractual relationship between parent and teacher. More
fundamentally, this vision 0:society is bound up with the notion of the parentocracy
with the parent in a new role as 'citizen consumer' (Woods, 1988; Meighan, 1989;

Brown, 199ii). Two key modes of parentteacher relations are suggested here: the

parent as controller of the education process and the parent as consumer

Parent a, Controller

The idea that parents have more control over the educ atitin process is linked to the

local management of schools a MS, and in Scotland the introduction of sc boo!
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boards, both central planks of recent educational reform. Although subject to central
government approval, the 1988 act allows parents to vote on schools opting out of
local government control. The financial, organizational and day-to-day running
subsequently become the responsibility of a small governing body with parents of
children from that school becoming majority 'shareholders'.

In previous chapters I suggested that parents and teachers, in the abstract, had
a strong sense of the respective spheres of influence of the home and the school.
Within this framework the formal educational requirements of the child were best
I ft to the professional expertise of the teachers. Although the evidence is far from
conclusive, discussions with parents around the more specific aspects of the
'parentocracy' tended to reinforce this position.' The majonty of parents displayed
little enthusiasm for their new found powers in policing the schools. Twenty-two
(50 per cent) parents were opposed to any significant change in the way the schools
were run. Whereas twelve parents (27 per cent) wanted more consultation and
closer parent-teacher links. But this stopped well short of what we might term
'parent power'. The great majority of parents did not think that they had any right
to dictate to teachers how the school should be run. There was a spectrum of opin-
ion which flowed from a reticence to get involved they had neither the time nor
the inchnanon to a complete rejection of the pnnciple of parental intrusion into
the school. The following quotes from a working-class and middle-class parent illus-
trate this point.

I know nothing whatsoever about teaching and I feel, you know. I couldn't
%It on a board and dictate to teachers that von should be doing this, that
and the next thing. (Ruby Bolton)

I don't think that parents are qualified. They don't know what they're
expected to do. I don't think that I'm qualified. ['In no' saving that parents
shouldn't have a sav, but they should be guided by the teachers ... Are
they going to be able to change teachers? That's absolute rubbish. How
could I decide who is a good teacher. I'd have to be a teacher to know
((;eorge Wilson)

Part

The idea of the parent as consumer %%mild appear, on the lace of it, to have more
appeal because it Lorresponds to the concept of primacy as a wt of rights that parents
!lase over other socializing agencies Primacy. In very general sense, is all about
knowing your child best and knowing what is best for your child. Within a free
market Ideology. this an be translated into a form of numetary shorthand through
the concept of consumer sovereignty Parents know better than the state what their
child needs educationallv I he market offers a Choke: edlicational vouchers become
a virtual reahtv as parents exercise their bargaining pots ers sSi th schools being ow-
pelled to display their w.,res in the form of league tables on exam result% (educational

hleveMent) and tniant v rates (educational failure,
Within this ideoloocal framework. the content of education the National
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Cumculum no longer remains in conflict with parental choice. Parents are assumed

to make the connections between 'national standards' and educational outcomes.
With regular testing of their children in class, parents have a running commentary
on their children's achievements and, more importantly, a means by which their
children's achievements can be inewured against the school's averages and the school's
achievements can be measured against other schools.

From the data, empirical validation of this is difficult.' This version of the
educational market place has only recently been completed the publication of
league tables on educational perfonmnce coining too late to be discussed by the
parents in this study. Nevertheless, parents were asked about the concept of choice
by refernng to the Parents' Charter of 1981 (Education Act [Scotland]) which
allowed parents to send their children to schools outside of their catchment area.
Parents at this stage were relatively less informed when making choices, relying
on local knowledge rather than more objective assessments of the schools' perfor-
mances. Again, the evidence is limited.

Parents were asked about decisions regarding the 'choice' of their children's
secondary schools. Most parents when prompted were aware of the long waiting
lists for magnet schools in other parts of the city. A few parents indicated that an

informed choice had been made with the child's happiness and the close proximity
of the local secondary school having more force than the more abstract and uncertain
attractions of a desired magnet school. But the vast majority of these parents clanned
that they had not 'chosen' their children's secondary school in any meaningful

sense. Thus, although parents were aware of the possibilities of sending their chil-
dren to any school within the regioni considerable number tended to deny that

the concept of parental choice existed.
One possible answer was that parents were aware of the theoretical possibility

of sending their child to a school with a good reputation, hut the kinds of schools

they had in mind usually the same three 'best' schools in the region were so
difficult to get into that the very process of weighing up the pros and the cons was
a non-starter. Following on from this, It maybe that these parents still tended to refer
to 3i1 older culture of choice by invoking the independent/state school system
divide. For these parents choice was irrelevant because 'choosing' school% only made

any sense where a parent was in the financial position to be able send their child

to a private school. Choosing a school and the free market for edmation - was

still restricted to the private sector.
The sample sue preclude% any inferential leap ?bout the general receptiveness

of the new parental role, but parents iii this study Were clearly less than enamoured
with their roles as controller% of education. The notion of the parent as consumer,
strictly speaking, does not work at the economic level for there is little sense in
which parents actually consume education (Deem, 1990, p. 161). It works inure at
a political and psychological level besause it appeals to the parent as the mythical
rational individual conquering the evils of the collectivist state. I he notion of the
responsible parent here suggests that the new market or !er deprive,, the state of its

power by mythically returning all responsibilities for child development back to par-
ents and thus reintOrcing the idea of parental pnmacy.
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Public Order, Schooling and Welfare

I have argued that the general fears parents had of children being 'out of place',
foreshadowed the role the school was expected to play in supervising their children's
moral and physical well-being. This feeds directly into a public order agenda with
the focus on the public accountability of parents in preventing truancy and juvenile
crime. The 'responsible parent', therefore, not only figures in the discourse on edu-
cational reform, it plays a prominent role on the public order agenda.

The ideology of individualism only works on the basis of a psychological
appeal to the parents' sense of self as a sovereign authority figure. Within this model
parentchild relations are inferred from relations between parent and outside agency.
Parents recapture their nghts: little is said about what parents do with them. Given
the current agenda of child protection and questions about the supervision of chil-
dren's time away from the home, the focus of attention is the quality of relations
between parent and child. The appeal to pnvacy and individualism as a set of rights,
then, is countered here through the expression of these rights as public obligations.

The 1991 public disturbances in Oxford and Tyneside and the more recent
concerns expressed about juvenile crime have generated a lengthy public assess-
ment of the causes of public disorder (Dean, 1993; Utting, 1993). This comment-
ary, to some extent, reflects lay social theones offered by the guidance teachers in
Chapter 3 loss of parental authority, a general breakdown in communication com-
pounded by impoverished economic circumstances. Furthermore, the blaming of
parents would appear to be reinforced as 'solutions' suggested by a recent Home
Office White Paper (1992) focus on penalizing patents of children in trouble.

But public analysis is ambiguous here. Responsibility for public order is held
to be a more collective enterprise as teachers as well as parents are held responsible
for public disorder. In one sense 'responsibility' here is secondary in that com-
mentators question the ability of the school to contain the pioblem. The notion that
children are now out of control in school reflects the breakdown in division of
responsibility between home and school suggested by teachers in Chapter 3
teachers are unable to exert control in class because parents are not providing them
with 'school trained' children. But there is a stronger sense in which the respons-
ibility teachers have for public disorder is on a par with parents. The analyses of
disorder in class, focus on educational causes such as a loss of educational authority
and die adoption of child-centred teaching practices. Educational 'solutions' have
been provided by others in the form of teaching citizenship in primary schools.'
What is in effect being argued here is that notions of cilild-centredness and loss of
authority are indicators of a more general moral decline where parents and teachers
are culpable because they represent the loss of adult authority (Daley, 1991). This,
interestingly, seems to sonverge with assessments made by the working-class parents
interviewed in this study.

The differences between the educational and public order discourses can he
seen as a tension between the invocation of the responsible parent in individualized
and collectivized forms; the tension between responsibilities as right and responsibil-
ities as obligations. But the problem is not simply the selective use of the 'responsible
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parent' in the promotion of disparate and unpopular public olic..es.' The tension
is one of education as part of the free market order underminin6 ttempts at dealing
with the rising incidence of youthful indiscipline and disorder. The most recent
Education Act (1993) brings the two discourses together b making head teachers
more accountable for problems caused by children 'out of p:-.. First, the school

can no longer permanently exclude problem pupils. Second, the head teacher has
the option of making arrangements for problem pupils to go into 'pupil referral cen-
tres'. This is, interesting, not so much because it can be taken as contirmantm that
juvenile crime is a public responsibility, but because these new measures iieed to be
seen as a way of dampening down the implications of the 1988 Education Reform
Act for public order. Thcse implications has-. been spelt out in some detail else-
where (Carlen et al., 1992; Pyke, 1992). Given the welfare role of th: ....hools in

this study they are summarized briefly here.
First, the effects of the market place coupled with the weakening of local

authority responsibilities for enrolment potentially increase the numbers of prolle:si
children excluded from school; children permanently out of place, children :eferred
to within the public order agenda as both victims and offender, of juvenile crime
(Pyke, 1992). As exclusion rates rise, schools like Boreiton Community school and
Stenhouse Academy, that had a reputation for accommodating pupils discarded by
other schools, become overloaded.

Second, overloading may prove to be an optimistic scenano. Boreston and
Stenhouse would not be well placed in thr league tables which equate 'good'
schools solely in terms of exam scores. Although local political pressur...s may limit
tht tonsequences of the reform act, schools that have an expertise in dealing with
difficult pupils may simply disappear all together as parents move their children to
schools much higher up the league tables.

What s:hools like Stenhouse offericcording to the teachers, was a network
of intangible moral and social support for problem children and troubled parents
lodden in the expected parental rush for plates at quantifiably 'better' schools.

Third. I mentioned earlier the rift :Es of testing and thr National Curnculum
on die tune and energy needed by teachers to devote to non-curncular activities.
Although there have been recent official moves towards centring personal and social
education .11 schools not least the Deanng attempt to free up 20 pea cent of the

teacher's curricular time the non-curnc ular activities such as sex education Are Sall
tilnerable in a clunate ssbere school timetables are dominated Iv subjects that can
be translated into a monetary shorthand of exam results.' This is pirticularly the CAW

st hook with a genet al ethos and approach that goes beyond the traditional
maxims of pedagi agv and firm dB...while. Schools like Boreston 3nd Stenhouse.
wlm h pnded theinsels es on their C itholicit:: of teaching approaches md their links
ss ith the lot al t ommunity, will have fewer options open to them in acting in thr
best interestt of th- child and the local community (Chitty. 1989, p. 178).

More gent-rah. I Lye dot umented the way guidance feeds into discipline and
provides a nctssork of support for children and their parents I would argue that
moral and sot imI support from the school on whish parents rely for shaping their

hildren's sot I a I identities O threatened k free market and pedagogic imperatives
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that dominate current education thinking. It may be that I am overstating the case
here. As was argued earlier. the realm of policies and values shapes but does not
foreclose the possibilities of action. Nevertheless, concerns that parents have over
their children's well-being are hardly likely to be assuaged by an education system
that no longer acts as a social and moral guarantor.

Notes

The parents' charter was an Important feature of the electoral manifestos of the Major
political parties in early 1992. Labour produced a social contract sermon in an attempt to
shift the agenda away from the individualism implicit in the Government's charter See
Time, Education Supplement, 7 2 92, p 9.

2 Although the idea of parent power was quite new t the time of the interviews, parents
were being canvassed for their votes for the setting up of the school hoards and were
being sent IntOrmation about their new powers as school governors On the basis of this
it seemed appropriate to question parents on these new 'powers'
See Da \ Id (1)93, di 7; for a di.a_ussion of the theoretic al and methodological consid-
c.7itions of work dune on parental LhoiLe

4 :sin, Bowe and Gewitz 09951 uggec that things have mused on since then m terms of
different social class contexts of choic,.

5 The Government 'Back to Basics' campaign and attempts by the Labour Party to shape
the public order agenda have generated recent interest around the disciplinary role of the
school. See 'l'atten srlls out code to tighten school discipline', The "flutes, 14.2.94. 'Blair
pledges high standards and firm discipline in schools'. The Time', 2- 7 94

6 See 'Borstals primary schools in citizenship', Independent on Sunday, 28 2.93
7 Much has been made of this contradiction in 'New Right' terms between the individualistic

ind traditionalist strands of thought (Levitas, 1986). "rhatchensm could be seen as a suc-
ce<snil attempt at integrating populist versions of both of these ideological positions. See

Hall (1983).
s Interesungh,, the Citizenship f.ow dation reendy advo,ated plaimcg itizenship within

the curn,ular mainstream, thus rendering it testable limes Lducanon .'+uppletmlir 5 3.93.
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Appendix 1

Teaching Sample

I interviewed twenty teat hers (row five Scottish secondan schools located within
and around a medium-sized commercial city. I decided to look at guidance teachers
from the general teaching population for three reasons. First, guidance staff had
,I1) important pastoral role to play in underwriting the social and emotional aspects
of the child's education. Guidance thus dealt with the hild'S 'Welfare' in the much
broader 'holistic' sense. Secondlvgindant c staff occupied a mediate position between
Ihe school and the homeind were presumed to li.1%.e .1 more informed opinion ot
parents. Where parents have problems they wanted to discuss with the school, they
tend to be the first point of contact. Where the school needed to approach parents,
tlw guidance staff- ss ere usually relied upon to nuke the initial contact Thirdly

guidance teachers divided up their time between their pastoral responsibilities and
their classroom teaching

Although the unple may not be strictly representative ot the wider teaching
t (Immunity, their teaChing' credentials were preconditions ot their Promotion to
die guidant e post A, ss cll as having pastoral responsibihnes, their own subject
teat lung ts as something in st Inch they were still very much involved. Only three

tommented 1111 him their guidant e ss ork had significantly reduced their
teaching timetable, and one of those had managerial responsibilities The point
being iii.ide here is that their p.istor.d responsibilities gas e them insights into

the background, of the children. Within the contem of the research interview tills

did not alw ass prejudice the vcas the seie able to wake sense of the 1. bildren's
bat 1.,.;rounds as mote conventional e l.IssritoiU pedagogues and chsc:ipluianans

Four guidance teachers ss ere interviewed from each of the five schools. In two
ot the smaller s4 hools this was a proc ess Of self-selection these schools having mils
tOur guidance tea:hers The teachers in die other schools \sere chosen mainly on
the basis of availabilits. The following table silos\ , the nialor char ictenstics

S' S litr)an Catr-,o,
Reout,4t,on good acadernca'sv rough on ctsc.o.ne

1v3,71t, ,1gp Esoer,ence

E3II Short 56 Regous ecfuc'AHT 28 417

Ian Jones 40 Maths 10 i1i

I 3" D'..l'i 5: MCJE"" a- gjr_ig,.', L: 17!

Mary James 43 Rerne'.4..a. 16 t1 21

F,gures n brackets 'e!ate to gLpdance espe,ence
" these teal:hefs hao cnodren of the,r own
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2 Waterston High School
Reputation 'magnet schooi

Name Age Subject Experience

lan Howe 44 Technical 16 (15)

Bill Smart " 33 Physical education 10 (6)

Viy.en Willis 45 Maths 24 (18)

Liz Sim 63 English 13 (8)

3 Stenhouse Academ
Reputation "sink' school ch-ld-centred approach

Name Age Subject Experience

Jean Bryce 63 Rernedial/Erlig!,sn 18 (8)

Norah Bowles * 31 Biology 5 (1)

Ruth Smith 41 Home economics 19 1161

ian Hart 49 Chemistry 3 ( 25)

4 Boreston Commun,t, School
Reputatron progress;ve communitr-centreJ

Name Age Subject Experience

Jim Cra g 39 Technical 10 (5)

Susan Bruce 34 English 11 ( 251

Joan 1 eshe 42 Englisn/history 20 (16)

A .ce Tay 39 Biology 14 (91

5 Logan H,gh school
Reputation ,ovi, nrora,e y,rig SChOU,

Narrt, Age Subject Esber,ence

Dorothy Small 52 English 28 (18)

George Barry " 56 Technical 26 (171

Anne Smart 37 Hstory 15 (8)

Stewart Ross 40 Physical educat,on 18 (9)

From the above we can see that a potential ambiguity lay between 'teach-

ing' .md 'parenting' for eleven of the teachers Neveral means were used to ensure

that they were always being addressed as professionals'. A I was interested in

the assumptions. lay theories and understandings that teashers had of their pastoral

responsibilities, the interviews were informal and semi-structured. There was thus

less of an emphasis placed on standardiiing the questions Wherever possible. the

teas hers wore unambiguously addressed as teak hers A few of the questions could be

1 5
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answered as parent or teacher (the teachers were aware that a sample of parents were
being interviewed as part of the wider study). Teachers often helped tu clanfy this
by prefacing their answers with, 'Are you asking me as a teacher or parent? Finally,
the teachers were all interviewed in school. The intention here was that the inter-
view setting would reinforce the idea that teachers were being asked to comment
on then- professional lives.
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Appendix 2

Parental Sample

A liddle-(:la, Parent,

Ins Alison, 42. hairdresser, sclf-emploed. PTA at priman hool (1)

Bob Alison, 46. Garage/ welding business
Catholu

.klamed: 17 years
Children: Peter 15, Cohn 11, lan

Rita Barnes, 44. Care assistant in a nursing home (1)
Will Barnes. 44. Ai ea manager of sales compam
Rcli,ow: Catholic
Marne& 19 years
Children: WIllum

Mary Bone, 37. housewit.e (21
Ronald Bone, 42, (olnputer manager.
Ri*ion- Protestant
Married. 15 years
Chddren Kathleen 14, tiusan 11

Alice Davies. 43, housewife (2)
Ian Davies, 43, computer adviser for NH',

Religion. Baptist
Afamedi 17 years
Children. Alison 14. Anthony 1 1, Bills h

Evelyn Dobbie, 36. primary se hool auxiliar (part-tune.) 01
John Dobbie. 39, Garage owner
Re/igion: Catholic
Mamed. 15 yeah
(3n/drefl Miehael 14, Alison 11, Antic- 7

Elitabeth Johnston. 42, university researcher. (part-time)**
Arthur .it,hucton, 4(1, public relatIons officer with the Ni

Religion Jewish
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Mamed: 15 years
Children: John 14, Bruce 3

Anne Mc Tear, 42, NHS Staff Nurse (part-tune) (3)
Tom Mc Tear, 44, Police Constable
Religion Protestant
Mamed: 19 years

Idren: Paula IS, Gordon 13, William 18

Alice Rodgers, 36, housewife (4)
Frank Rodgers, 39, social worker, chairman of school council
RehRion: Baptist
Mame& 16 years
Children: Ronald 15, Jeff 12, John I I. Ruth 8

Jan Short, 41, housewife (2)
Jim Short, 44, sub fire oft-k er and self-emploved builder
Re/igion: Protestant
Married. 20 years
Cluldreer Angela 15, Elizabeth 12

Agnes Shiley. 41, housewife (3)
Brian Slaney, 42, conipain shrc.tor
Rekion: Pnqestant
Married. 19 year,
Children: June 17. Alan 14

constructuln business

Christine 'Ferry. 57, shop Assistant ;pait-tnnei i4i*
George Terry. S. civil servant
Pekion: atheist
Married 29 years
Clu/drit Tim 14, Stephen And RR hani 12

Jean Wilson, 47, hotel proprietor (4)
George Wilson, 47. hotel proprietor
Relwion: Protestant
Married. 25 t ears
(.hildren 1 11111 17, Philip hZ

I )(Ii.ilki

11..lkoN.( ..ia Parent,

Kathleen Adams. .4H, NHS clerk (part-tune) (11
;eorge Adams, 44. clerk with British Telecom

Re/igion S ottish I piscopalian
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.1famed. 16 years
Children: Sally 14, Jun

Ruby Bolton. 42. housewife (1)
Bill Bolton, 44. clerk in an engineenng business
Re li,00n: Protestant
Mame& 16 years
Chr ((hot. Mary 14, Andrew. 13

Bettx Dearv, 41, home help (part-time) (3)
Dave Deary, 51, sheet metal worker
Rehlczion. Protestant
Marne& 16 years
Chddren. Billy 15. Jean 13

Isabel Hart, 39. cleaner (part-tnne)
Toni Hart, 46, slater
Relt.ion: Protestant
Married. 19 years
Cht Oren: -Fhoinas 15. Doreen is

Rena Mtkay. 53, housewife. cx. P IA (1)
Bill Mckay, 57, coach builder
RelrAnt Cathohi
ame& 28 years
(2hildren. Gillian 14 (Michael 26. Jane 25. Grant 24i

Jean Robbie, 42. NHS nursing auxilian fl;
Ian Robbie. 44, NHS hospital porter
Rckion: Catholit
Mame& 15 years
Children. Donald 15. Alexander 1-

Alke Roper, 35, housewite **
David Roper, 36, shop assistant
Rell.von Protestant
Marned 17 ..,4rs

Children Janice 13, Fds% Ard

Angela Stone. 42. NHS VDU operator (1
Rk hard Sn Inc, 43, shift supervisor tOr British ( oal
Rekton: Protestant
.1.1drrif,/ 17 N.cars

Children Paul 14, I. hona s

1 5 b

Parental Sa,nple
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Jane Whae39, home help (part-ume) (4)
John White, 41, plumber
Religion: Protestant
Mamed: 17 years
Cliddren: Jun 14, Philip 12. Carol 7

June Wilkins, 38, sc hool cleaner (part-tune) (1)
Bill Wilkins, 41, baker
Rellyion: mother Catholic; father Protestant

Mamed: 14 years (husband's second mamage)
Onldren: Robert 14. Gavin 7

* denotes which school their children went to according to how the schools are
numbered on the lists of schools and teachers m Appendix 1.
** denotes pilot sample

The mean age of mothers and fathers was 41.6 and 44.1 years respecusely. The
modal age of mothers and fathers was 41 and 44 years respectively. The mean and
modal lengths of marriages were 18.2 years and 17 years respectively.

Social class was used as a means of dividing up the sample and was drawn from
the Registrar General's classification. There were twelve (55 per cent) middle-class
couples and ten (45 per cent) working-class couples. The social class of the couple
cvas derived from the occupational utle of the spouse with the highest classification.
In most cases the occupational titles of the sample titted neatly into the middle-class
or working-class categories There were three anomalous cases: two clerks and one
tiill-tune nurse (the latter also happened to be the only case where the wife had a
higher classification than the husband). On balance, I decided to place them in the
working-class category on the grounds that they lived in council housing. Fathers
were in full-time employment with the exception of Bill Mckay who had just been
laid off due to ill-health. Five (23 per cent) mothers were in full-tune employment;
ten (45 per cent) were in part-tune employment and seven (32 per cent) were
housewives.

Initially. I wanted a reasonable mix of parents of boys and girls within the 14
to 15 age range. As I have already stated. the target age was chosen inure as a means
of generating disc ussion on issues ot which parents would have had sonie knowledge

secondary se hook, sex education and curricula choice At this stage there was a
sex imbalance with fourteen couples with boys ((i4 per cent) and only seven with
girls (32 per cent) within the target age range. But as the analysis proceeded the
concept of adolescence became important. Not only had I interviewed parents of
14- and 15-year-old children. I had interviewed parents of adolescent children. If
ss e broadened the age band to include parents with adolescent children between
the ages of 13 and 18. the sex ratio of boys to girls moves tiom 14:7 to 14:12. Five
parents with boys between the ages of 14 and IS had girls w itlun die broader ado-
lescent age band
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